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The objective of Phase II of the NASA-sponsored Refan Program was to evaluate the retrofit
of JT8D-109 (refan) engfiw r^n'a 727-200 airplan!, in terms of airworthiness performance,:
and noise. The program inclgtjed.-^he design of certifiable hardware, manufacture and ground
r testing of the essential nacelle coin?ojw nts, and analysis of the certifiable airplane design to
— ensure airworthiness and to predici.1hc in	 flit performance and noise characteristics
;,	 y of the modified airplane. The retrofit design objectives were to significantly reduce communi- t
ty noise, while presetting airplane performance and the reliability and maintainability of the
727 at minimum retrofit cost. The manufacturing objective was to demonstrate the produci-
f
bility of the design, and the test objective was to determine the performance and noise incre-
ments between a production JT8D and the refan version of the same engine, and to verify
key nacelle structural design assumptions. This report documents the analyses and evaluation
of the 727 refan airplane.
Study results (table 1) hid- icate that the 727 refan range performance is approximately 15%
less than the 727-200 at a brake release gross weight (BRGW) of 172 500 lb (78 245 kg). The
block fuel requirements for the refan airplane would be 1.5%Q to 3 % greater than the unmodi-
fied airplane.
` One option that is available with this specific model of 727-200 is a structural modification
to the airplane to allow a 10 000-1b (4536 kg) increase in BRGW, which could. be  accomplishedr, ,
in association with the engine retrofit. Taking advantage of this option, the higher BRGW
} refan airplane could provide a 15% increase in range relative to the 727-200 at a BRGW off 172'500 lb (78 245 kg). A takeoff field length improvement would be accomplished along
with the increased range because of the substantial takeoff thrust increase of the refan engine,
These benefits, however, are not available to certain other versions of the 727-200 because of
other structural limitations.
The thrust specific fuel consumption (SFC) performance of the JT8D-109 engine is sunmar-
ized in table' 1. The installed takeoff side- and center-engine thrust is greatly improved on
the 727 refan airplane. For both sea ievel and 5000 ft (1524 m) at standard and 84°l (302 K)
.? day conditions, the JT8D-,109 side- and center-engines would produce approximately 14% and
10% more thrust statically and at 100 knots (51.4 m/s), respectively, than the JT8D-9 engine.
JT8D-109 cruise performance was compared to the JT8D-9 engine at Mach 0.84, 30 000-ft
(9144-m) altitude conditions. The average JT8D-109 SFC for two side engines and the center 1
engine was approximately 0.6% higher than the JT8D-9 SFC at an average midcruise thrust 1
of 4050 lb (18 015 N).
The acoustic characteristics of the 727-200 and 727 refan airplanes were analyzed with a
method which combined JT8D-15 (baseline) and JT8D-115 (refan) ground test data with 1
existing 727-200/JT8D-9 certification flight test data. The keynote of the analysis method
f ` was the emphasis on major engine noise components. t
Table I presents a summary of the Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 36 community
noise levels predicted for the 727 refan. These are`seen to be 6 to 8 EPNdB lower than for
the 727-200 airplane. At cutback and sideline conditions the refan airplane would be r
A ;
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FAR 36 EPNL, EPNdB
Approach at 400 flaps 104.4 109,5, .6,8 ' 102.7
Approach at 300 flaps 104.4 108,2 -7.5 100.7
Takeoff/cutback-at 5 0
 flaps 99,0 100.0 •63 93.7
Full-power takeoff at 50 flaps 99.0 107.4 -7.7 99.7
Sideline at 50 flaps 104.4 99.9 -6.4 93;5.




+14.5%Uninstalled SL static thrust, lb (N) 14 500 (64 499)
Takeoff thrust at 100 kn (51.4 m/s), 84°F (302 K), lb (N)
Maximum cruisethrust, lb (N) engine, b
12 700 (56 492)
4 325 (19 239)
+9.1%
+6,0%
Cruise SFC, lb/hr/lb (kg/hr/daN)° 0.833 (0,849) +0,6%
Range, nmi (km) a 1 405(2602) -205	 (-380)
Takeoff field length; SL, 840 F (302 K), ft (m)a






Maximum brake release gross weight, lb (kg) 172 500 (78 245)
Maximum landing weight (30 0
 flaps), lb (kg) 150 000 (68 040)
Maximum landing weight (40 0 flaps), lb (kg); 142 500 (64 638)
Increments from
-200
Operational empty weight, lb (kg) 99 000 (44 906) 	 - +3839(+1741)
Nacelle and structure, lb (kg) 15 760	 (7 149) +2849(+1292)



















M significantly below FAR Part 36. The 727 refan would nominally meet the FAR Part 36
certification requirements without resorting to thrust cutback on takeoff.
Level flyby noise characteristics were predicted as a function of corrected net thrust and
altitude. Figure l shows typical comparisons at altitudes of 400 ft (122 m) and 2000 ft
(610 m), At high power settings. the 727 refan jet noise reduction due to the engine cycle
change results in a significant noise improvement, as seen by comparing the 727-200 and
727 refan with a hardwall nacelle. At the lower power settings, other noise sources dominate
the total, and the noise reduction is primarily due to the effectiveness of the acoustic r
linings, as seen from the comparison of the 727 refan with hardwall and treated nacelles.
Over the complete matrix of thrusts and altitudes, the combined noise reduction would be
3 to 9 EPNdB (while at FAR Part 36 conditions it is 6 to 8 EPNdB).
A footprint contour area study considered the community noise exposure of both the 727-
200 and 727 refan auplanes for a variety of takeoff and landing gross weights and operational
procedures. Approach contour areas were found to have little impact on total community
i noise exposure when compared to the takeoff contour areas. A comparison of different
'	 - takeoff profile results for the 727-200 and 727 refan airplanes (fig. 2) showed a weighted .-	 -
total area reduction of 68% to 83%, depending on gross weight and flight operations: E
A target-type thrust reverser was selected for evaluation on the 727 refan airplane. With this a
reverser configuration, performance estimates showed that the refan thrust reverser could
provide stopping capability equivalent to that of the 727 =200 airplane. Since the refan thrust
reverser was not evaluated in full-scale ground tests, further development work would be
° i 	x required to finalize the design and performance characteristics.
Separate ground and flight idle power settings would be required with the JT8D refan engine. RThe flight idle power setting would be established so that the certification engine acceleration t'
time requirements for arefused landing could be net; the flight idle thrust would be increased i
over that of the JT8D engine. The refan engine in-flight idle thrust increase would result in the
loss of the refan airplane capability to fly a 6°/3° multigradient approach condition for noise
abatement procedures. Normal 3° approaches would be attainable. The ground idle power
setting would provide adequate engine speed characteristics to satisfy 727-200 generator load
requirements and low enough thrust for satisfactory 727 refan ground-handling characteristics.
The airplane weight and balance analysis showed a 2849-1b (1292-kg) weight increase and a
6% mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) aft center-of-gravity ;(c.g.) shift for the 727 refan at a j
BRGW of 172 5001b (78 245 kg). This aft c.g. shift would be unacceptable. One solution
is the addition of 990 lb (4491g) of ballast, bringing the total weight increase to 3839 lb
^ 1741 k	 See table 1:	 B	 adding 990 lb' 449 k	 of ballast to the nose radome bulkhead(	 g) • (
	
)	 Y	 	 (	 g)
iRR the "as delivered fleet average" refan airplane operating empty weight cg. would shift for- s f
k'= ward to a recommended 42% MAC limit. For ground haridiing,additional temporary'
ballast would be required ,to prevent tipping. f
The structural modifications were designed to meet the program design' objectives for flight-'
worthy and certifiable hardware, and analysis showed that all requirements were met. Posi-
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• Airplane: 727 .200/727 refan	 Takeoff profile
• Takeoff condition: Flap position = 5 0 	designations
"	 • Approach condition: LGW = 150 000 lb (68 039 kg)
or 126 700 lb (57 470 kg)	 MFPOP
Conventional 3 0 approach	 FAR	 1
Flap position = 300 	-- — — --- ATA
Noise extrapolation condition: Temp = 77°F (298 K) 	 Cl 1000
i	 Relative humidity = 70%	 ----- Cl 500
+ j	 EPNL calculation: 	 Corrected to 727-200 flight test data 	 — ALPA	 j
+5 EPNdB limit on duration correction a
1
I
Brake release gross weight, kg




















Brake release gross weight, lb )
Figure 2.—Summary of 727-2001727 Refan Total Relative Noise Footprint Index
(RFNI) Reduction
5
4using definitive loads were completed. A detailed fatigue durability analysis was not
attempted, but the fatigue objectives were met by maintaining low stress levels. Where the
designs were not finalized, the structural modifications were reviewed only for .feasibility,
and further structural and fatigue analyses would be required.
k
Other analyses performed to verify the certifiability of the airplane included a variety of
stability and control characteristics, ice protection, cabin environment, brake performance,
fire safety, and engine stability with flight inlets. Y
Further analyses in the structures area included center-engine inlet duct stress, deflection,
and dynamic response to surge; exhaust duct thermal stress analysis; and exhaust duct
flange and thrust-reverser rail design criteria.
Maximum 727 commonality was assured by analyses verifying the appropriateness of
minimum change to engine accessories, airplane and nacelle mechanical and electrical



















The NASA-sponsored Refan Program was established in mid-1972 with the objective of
developing and evaluating JT31) and JT81) refan engine retrofit installations on 707, DC-8,
727, 737, and DC-9 airplanes to reduce aircraft noise with minimum total cost. Participants
in the program were the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company, Douglas Aircraft Company,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, United Air Lines, and American Airlines. i
The Boeing Phase I program (Contract NAS3-16815) was undertaken in August 1972 with
the initial objective of identifying changes in the existing Boeing airplane fleet to retrofit
the refan engine. The Phase I work, reported in reference 1, documents studies relating to
the model 707, 727, and 737 airplanes. It describes proposed retrofit configurations, i
projected performance, and estimated economic aspects of each. Those preliminary design `#
studies led to the conclusion that the JT81) refan engine with its increased bypass ratio could j
be installed with appropriate inlet and exhaust acoustic treatment on the existing 727-200 3
r airplane to provide substantial reduction in community noise.
In Phase II of the NASA-sponsored Refan Program (Contract NAS3-17842), the Contractor's +
main tasks were to define the propulsion installation hardware and aircraft modifications
required to install the JT81) refan engine in the 727-200 airplane. Flightworthy hardware
was designed, manufactured, and ground tested, and the resulting test data were used in
performance and noise predictions of the 727-200 retrofitted with JT81) refan engines.
The 727 airplane has been manufactured in two series (-100 and -200) having maxinnum
Y
brake release gross weights (BRGW) from 139 500 lb (63 276 kg) to 207 500 lb (94 120 kg).
These airplanes have been equipped with five different JT81) engine models having thrust
y^ ratings consistent with the requirements of the particular airplane model.
This volume of the Contractor's Final Report, "Airplane Evaluation and Analysis," presents
the analysis of one model of the 727-200 airplane (at a 172 500-1b (78 245-kg) BRGW) as
modified by the installation of P&WA JT8D-109 (refan) engines. The engine installation 1
configuration selected for analysis included a treated inlet with ring, treated exhaust
duct, and treated fan/primary flow divider (splitter), A sketch of the nacelle configuration
is shown in figure 3. The inlet with ring provides forward noise attenuation equivalent to
that of a longer inlet without ring and is compatible with aft galley service door access. " The A
selection of a short inlet with a ring, as opposed. to a short inlet without a ring, reflects the
expressed desires of the NASA to analyze the configuratior`., which yielded the largest noise
suppression of those tested during the program; this choice does not necessarily reflect the
views of the Contractor.
' Most of the hardware tested in the full-scale ground test program was designed and manufac-
tured as certifiable hardware. Extensive structural analyses were conducted for this hardware
and are described in this volume. However, additional hardware, which would be required
for airplane certification, was only analyzed to assure feasibility. £
The performance and noise results presented in thus document are not specifications, corn-
mitments, or guarantees and are intended only to portray engineering estimates commensurate i


















The analyses required to support design studies and predict the JT8D refan noise characteris-`






•	 Weight and balance
rw
j•	 Airplane stability and control
r
•	 Electrical and mechanical systems s
Discussions and results of these analyses are presented in the following subsections.
3.1 AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE Y	 ''
ry The airplane performance characteristics that directly affect operational; capability are de-
scribed in this section. The baseline airplane, selected as being typical of the 727-200 fleet,
3
has a maximum BRGW of 172 500 lb (78 245 kg); but is capable of operation at a BRGW of
182 500 lb (82 781 kg) following some minor structural changes resulting in an operational
empty weight OEW) increase of 160 lb 72.6 k
	 The higher gross weight is more consistentP Y	 S	 (	 (	 g)•	 g	 g	 ^
with the increased thrust capability of the JT8D refan engine. For this reason, performance
w is shown and discussed in this section for the 172 5004b (78 245-kg) BRGW baseline airplane,
the 727 refan with a maximum BRGW of 172 500 lb (78 245 kg), and the 727 refan with a
maximum BRGW of 182 500 lb (82 781 kg)—designated the 727 refan growth option. ; -
The physical characteristics of these airplanes are shown in table 2.
3.1.1 TAKEOFF FIELD LENGTH `.
The calculated Civil Air Regulation (CAR) takeoff field length comparison between the ig
727-200 and the 727 refan is shown in figure 4. The takeoff field length is shown as a
function of BRGW for sea level and 5000-ft (l 524-m) pressure altitude at a temperature of
84°F (302K). The 727 refan center-engine installation reduces the available rotation angle
by approximately 0.4°. This does not affect the takeoff performance with 25° or 15° flaps.
For the 5° flap position, the takeoff speed would have to be increased to maintain a minimum
ground clearance angle comparable to the 727-200. This effect has been included in the
takeoff performance.





PRECEDING PAM, BLANK NOT FILM
"
Maximum taxi weight, lb (kg)
727-200 (baseline) 727 refan 727 refangrowth option
173 000 (78 471) 173 000 (78 471) 183 000 (83 008)
Maximum brake release gross weight, lb (kg) 172 500 (78 245) 172 500 (78 245) 182 500 (82 781)
Maximum landing weight, lb (kg)
300 flaps 150 000 (68 040) 150 000 (68 040) 154 500 (70 081)
400 flaps 142 500 (64 638) 142 500 (64 6381 142 500 (64 638)
Maximum zero fuel weight, lb (kg) 136 000 (61689) 136 000 (61 689) 138 000 (62 596)
Passenger seating capacity 134 passengers 134 passengers 134 passengers
(20 FC/114 TC) (20 FC/114 TC) (20 FC/114 TC)
Fuel capacity, gal (m 3) 7 680 (29.071) 7 680 (29.071) 7 780 (29,449)
Interior 2-class seating, typical 2-class seating, typical 2-class seating, typical
galley and furnishings galley and furnishings galley and furnishings
arrangement arrangement arrangement
Engine JT81D-9 JT8D-109 - JT8D-109
Operating empty weight, lb (kg) 99 000 (44 906) 102 840 (46 647) 103 000 (46 720)
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3 1 2 TAKEOFF FLIGHTPATH
The all-engine takeoff and climb comparison is presented in terms of airplane height above	 ;.
the runway, as a function of distance from brake release. Figure 5 compares the takeoff
flightpaths between the 727-200 and the 727 refan at 172 500- 1b (78 245-kg) BROW. These
data are used in conjunction with the Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 36 noise 	 i
analyses.
Flightpatlis are shown with and without thrust cutback, In the cutback case, the thrust is
reduced to an engine thrust setting that provides level flight capability with one engine^
inoperative. The thrust cutback is initiated 3.2 nmi (5.9 km) from brake release. The take-
off flap setting (5°) and a flight speed equal to V2 + 10 kn (V2 + 5.1 m/s) are maintained
during the climbout.
From the figure, it can be seen that the 727 refan is 210 ft (64.0 m) Higher than the 727-200
at the noise measuring point, 3.5 nmi (6.5 km) from brake release. This contributes to the
reduction in the takeoff noise levels discussed in section 3.2.
3.1.3 -INITIAL CRUISE ALTITUDE CAPABILITY i
In general the 727 refan has reasonable altitude capability, although a small cruise thrust
increase for altitudes below 35 000 ft (10 668 m) would make it more attractive, particularly 	 4	 ;
for the growth option operating at its maximum BRGW of 182 500 lb (82781 kg), The
initial cruise altitude capability of the 727 refan at the range recovery weight of 177 200 lb 1
(80 377 kg) (see discussion in section 3.1.6) is slightly less (-1000 ft ('305 m)) than that
of the 727-200 at maximum BRGW using M^ = 0.80 on an ISA + 18°F (10 K) day as the
criterion. These are the conditions at which some airplane/engine combinations have altitude 1
capability deficiencies that are bothersome to the airlines. Considering the 727-200 and the
727 refan at the same BRGW, 172 500 lb (78 245 kg), the altitude capability of the 727 refan
is slightly better (-500 ft (-- 152 m))than that of the 727-200.
3.1.4 PAYLOAD RANGE
l
A comparison of the payload range characteristics of the 727-200 airplane with the 727 refan
is shown in figure 6. The cruise conditions, weights, and mission ground rules are identified
in the figure. At the same BREW of 172 500 iv (78 245 kg), the 727 refan loses 205 nm
(380 kn) of range relative to the 727-200. By taking advantage.of the growth option, the -
727 refan range is much more'attractive. (See table 3,) Because of the substantial takeoff
thrust increase for the MD409 engine, the weight growth can be accommodated with no
loss in takeoff field performance.
Takeoff field length-versus-range comparisons are shown in figures 7 and 8 for full passenger
payload and 559e) load factor` conditions, respectively. The 727 refan offers significant range
improvement froth the same takeoff field length. The data shown in these figures are for
the 727' refan growth' option airplane with an OEW of 103 000 lb (46 720 kg)i The corres-
ponding information for the 102 840-1b (46 647-kg) OEW 727 refan would show a 7-11111i
(1-2,16-kni) range increase at a given field', length, but would show a 30-iimi (55.56-kni) lower
fuel-capacity-lin ited range.
14
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Max-BRGW, Fuel capacity, OEW,
Airplane Engine lb (kg) U.S. gal (m 3 ) lb (kg)
727-200 J'r8D-9 172 500 (78 245) 7680 (29.071) 99 000 (44 906)
727 refan JT813-109 172 500 (78 245) 7680 (29.071) 102 840 (46 647)
727 refan







BREW, OEW, Range, ARange, length,
Airplane lb lb nmi nmi ft
(kg) (kg) ` (km) (km) (m)'
727-200 172 500 99 000 1405 0 8370
(78245) (44906) ` (2602) (0) (2551)
727 refan 172 500 102 840 1200 -205 - 6920
(78245) (46647) (2222) ( -380) (2109)
727 refan growth option 182 180 ' 103 000 1615 +210 ` 7860
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A comparison of the block fuel used by the 727-200 airplane with that of the 727 refan is
' shown in figures 9 and 10 for full passenger payload and 55% load factor missions, respec-
tively. The block fuel is shown as a function of range. The cruise conditions, weights, and
t mission ground rules are identified in the figures. It can be seen that for both full and f	 j55% load factor payloads, the 727 refan block fuel is approximately 1.5 170 to 3% greater
than the 727-200 for all ranges.
3.1.6 PERFORMANCE, OPTIONS j
^- - There are a number of ways of comparing the performance of the 727 refan with the 727-
200 and a number of ways in which the airlines could operate the 727 refan, Four perform-
ance options will be discussed in terms of their major- performance changes relative to the
727-200 (with full passenger payload):
j •	 OPTION 1: Constant maxiinuin BRGW equal to that of the 727-200 (172 500 lb
r t
(78 245 kg)).-At the same BRGW of 172 500 lb (78 245 kg), the 727 refan loses
205, tmi (380 km) of range relative to the 727-200 while offering a 1450-ft (442-111)
reduction in CAR takeoff field length.
..	 n
•	 OPTION 2	 Ttakeoff field length equal to that of'the 727-200 (8370 ft (2551 m)).-For
a takeoff field, length of 8370 ft (2551, m), the 727 refan could take off with 183 800
lb (83 370 kg) if it were neither structurally nor fuel-capacity-limited to a`lesser BRGW. i
However, for a full passenger payload and full fuel tanks, the airplane weighs 182 180 fj
lb (82 635 kg) at brake release. Even with this fuel capacity weight restriction, this a
growth option 727 refan offers a 210-n ni (389-km) increase in range while also requir-
ing 510 ft (155 m) less takeoff field length. }; `
4 •	 OPTION 3: Range equal to that of the 727-200 (1405 nisi (2602 kin)).--If it were
required to match the 727-200 range of 1405 nrni (2602 km) with the 727 refan, a ?f'
growth in BRGW to 1.77 200 lb (80 377 kg) would accomplish this while providing a j
decrease of 1000 ft (305 m) in takeoff field length and a 1.5% increase in block fuel.
•	 OPTION 4: Practical ureight groivtlz ivitlz tniiaor structural chaa2ges (182 300 lb (82. t;	 .
781 kg)).--A practical maximum BRGW limit (minor structural changes) for many of
the 727-200's is 182 500 lb (82 781 kg). Growth above that weight requires more it
extensive structural changes and is more costly in terms of increased _operating empty
' weight; airplane modification time, and actual cost. From a performance standpoint,. .
growth from 172 500 lb (78 245 kg) to 182 500 lb (82 781 kg) requires only 160-1b ''1
(72.6-kg) OEW increase. To take advantage of the performance benefits of this growth,
f 0 .lb (1919 kairlines could carry more than a fullpassenger  payload (i.e.,(i,:e, possibly 42	 9	 g)
of cargo) and still match the 727-200 range of 1405 nrni (2602 km). For just the fulli
passenger payload, this growth is restricted by fuel capacity as discussed in the equal+ takeoff field length option.
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1 727 refan Brake release gross weight = 0(0) +3840(+1742) -205(-380) 1450 (-442)
172 500 lb (78 245 kg)
2 x727 refan Takeoff field length = b+9680(+4391) +4000(+1814) +210(+389) -510(-155)
growth option 8370 ft (2551 m)
3 x727 refan Range = 1405 nmi (2602 km) +4700(+2132) +4000(+1814) 0(0) -1000 (-305)
growth option
4 x727 refan Practical growth limit = b+9680+4391) +4000(+1814) +210(+389) -510(-155)
growth option 182 500 lb (82 781 kg)
727-200 airplane; 	 Max taxi wt. 	 =173 000 lb (78 471 kg)
-Max BRGW	 = 172 500 lb (78245 kg) €
OEW	 = 99000 lb (44 906 kg) i
Max fuel capacity = 7680 U,S. gal (29.071 m3)
i
Baseline performance: ATA range	 - 1405 nmi (2602 km)
T/0 field length 	 =8370 ft (2551 m)
Takeoff conditions;	 Sea level; 84°F (302 K)
Air-conditioning on ;1
Cruise conditions;	 M«,= 0.84 at 30 000 ft (9144 m)
Standard day
Payload = 134 passengers 27 470 lb (12 460 kg)
Zero wind
ATA domestic reserves 3
a Fuel capacity of growth options is increased to 7780 U.S. gal (29.450 ma)









3.1.7 DESCENT AND LANDING PERFORMANCE
k	 '	 The JTBD refan engine requires higher flight idle thrust than the JTBD engine to attain the
8-sec acceleration for landing go-around. This increased thrust would cause the 727 refan
to descend more slowly than the 727-200. Consequently, the fuel burned, the time to
	 i
descend, and the distance to descend from a given altitude would all increase. Figures I 1
and 12 show the descent comparison. From an airline operational standpoint, the result of
this would be to increase the block times for the 727 refan missions by up to 1 minute
	
1
compared to the 727-200. This increase would have a small detrimental effect on direct
operating cost. Although the fuel required to descend from any altitude increases for the
	
j
727 refan, the overall effect on mission block fuel of the higher idle thrust is insignificant
since the 727 refan starts its descent farther from the destination airport, thereby decreasing
the fuel burned during cruise.
x
The high flight idle thrust of the JT8D-109 would also restrict the operational flexibility of
the airplane relative to that of the 727-200, For noise purposes, some airlines have flown
dual segment glide slope approaches (i.e., 6 0 /30 ) with the 727-200. The 60 glide slope }
requires the 727 refan to have the capability to descend at a 7.2" glide slope in order to
maintain glide slope control in the case of a tailwind or gust. Figure 13 shows that the idle
thrust level of the JTBD refan engine would be too high to allow the 727 refan to descend
on a 6° slope. It could, however, descend at the normal. operational 3 0 glide slope for all
gross weights.
There would be no changes in the landing performance of the 727 refan relative to the
727-200.
The data in figures 11, 12, and 13 apply to both the 727 refan and the growth option 727
refan.
3.2 AIRPLANE COMMUNITY NOISE
This section presents the community noise predictions for the 727 refan airplane powered by t
JTBD-1 09 engines installed in the refan nacelle, The refan nacelle designates a nacelle with
peripheral treatment (wall treatment in the center duct, side inet, and exhaust duct) plus a
single, treated, inlet ring and treated exhaust splitter for each side engine. This nacelle
configuration is matched to a JT8D-109 engine with fan case and fan duct wall treatment.
A detailed discussion of the engine/nacelle acoustic design is presented in section 3,13 of
reference 3.
r
This section begins with an explanation (section 3.2.1) of the method of application of the
ground static test data of reference 3 to the 727-200 and 727 refan airplanes. The FAR Part
36 noise performance, representative tone-corrected perceived' noise level (PNLT)time
histories, and component-noise sensitivity studies are the subjects of section 3.2.2. General-	 a
zed noise-thrust-altitude (NTA) curves, including component noise versus net thrust, are
shown in section 3.2.3, Single-event effective perceived noise level (.FPNL) footprint contours 	 _	 y
and single-number relative footprint noise index (RFNI) are shown for a variety of gross
weights and flight profiles hi section 3.2.4.
24
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Figure 12.-727-2001727 Refan Performance Comparison—Descent Time and Speed
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3.2.1 727-200 AND 727 REFAN FLYOVER NOISE PREDICTION METHOD
Acoustic characteristics of the 727-200 airplane, both with JT8D-9 (baseline) and with
JT813-109 (refan) engines, were evaluated using a Contractor-developed flyover noise pre-
diction method. This method used engine performance parameters (e.g., corrected rpm and
,jet velocity) and airplane performance parameters (e.g., speed, altitude, and corrected thrust)
as basic inputs. Sound pressure levels (SPL) for the various noise components and a logarith- 	 a
uric total were predicted for 17 radiation angles and twenty-four 1/3-octave. bandwidth
center frequencies. Also predicted were perceived noise levels (PNL), PNLT, and EPNL.
The logic of the prediction method is illustrated in detail in figure 14. The method combines r
JT813-15 (baseline) and JT8D-115 (refan) ground test noise and propulsion cycle data with
existing 727-200 JT8D-9 propulsion performance and noise flight test data, and leads to
the prediction of flyover component and total noise of the JT81)-9 powered 727-200 airplane
and the JT813-109 powered 727 refan airplane.
i
The keynote of the analysis method is the emphasis on five major engine noise components:	 4
•	 Inlet fan noise, including buzzsaw, emitted;from the inlet duct (and designated inlet
radiated fan noise in ref. 3)
a	 Aft fan noise emitted from the fan discharge duct (and designated discharge radiated
fan noise in ref. 3)
;,	 y
•	 Low-frequency core noise, internally generated in the burner and emitted from the
primary duct	 i
• Turbine noise emitted from the primary duct
•	 Jet exhaust noise, including exhaust duct flow .noise as described in reference 3
Estimates of each noise source were based on semiempirical prediction models.
l
The first step in the prediction analysis is the establishment of ground-to-flight corrections
for the various noise components. This process is indicated by the solid l ilies in. the upper
left-hand part of figure 14. Component source noise for the JT8D-15 engine (block 1) and
airframe noise for the 727-200 (block 2) were extrapolated to 727-200 JT8D-9 flight condi-
tions including number of engines, atmospheric attenuation, Doppler shift, spherical
divergence, and extra ground attenuation, The spectral content and directional properties
of the logarithmic sum of the extrapolated component source noises (block 3) were then
compared with those of the existing 727-200 JT8D-9 flight test data (block 2); this comparl-
son yielded the desired component ground-to-flight corrections linking the existing 727-200
flight test data and the Boardman JT8D-15 ground test data.
The values of the component noise ground-to-flight corrections (block 3) are presented hi
table 5. The ground-to-flight increments for all components are assumed to be independent
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Table 5.-Ground-to-Flight Corrections Based on JT8D-15 Ground Test and JT8D-9 Flight
Test Data
(Tabulated values are OSPL in dB to be applied to tone frequencies for discrete tone sources and to all
frequencies for broadband sources
Component Directivity angle, deg
10 to 65 70 ` 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160
Inlet fan
Fundamental
-0,8 -0.8 -0.8 -0.8 -0.8 -0.8 -0.8 -0,8 -0.8 -0.8 -0.8
Harmonics 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2,2 2.2 2.2 2.2
Broadband 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2
Buzzsaw -3.0 -3.0 -10 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -3;0 -3.0
Aft fan
Fundamental -2.5 -2,5 -2.5 -2.5 -2.5 -2.5 ` -3,5 -5.0 -5.0 -5.0 -5.0
Harmonics 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 ' 1.5 1.5 0.5 -1.0 -110 -1.0- -110
Broadband -2,0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0- -3.0 -4.5 -4.5 -4.5 -4,5
Turbine -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -3,0 -4.0 -4.0 -4.0 -4.0 -4.0
Core 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0;0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0





correction: 60 logl0 [(Vpri - V—)/Vpri l . This correction is based on wind tunnel model
tests and free jet experiments, as well as from observations of flight test data.
These ground-to-flight corrections account for airplane installation effects such as wing and
body shielding of inlet noise, inlet turbulence effects on inlet noise, and interaction of
clustered exhausts. They are assumed to be also applicable to the 727 refan airplane.
The dashed lines of figure 14 show how these ground-to-flight corrections are used together
with the component noise predictions obtained from the Boardman JT8D-1 5 ground test
data (block 1) and JT8D-115 ground test data (block 4), to predict component flyover SPL's
for both the 727-200 airplane (block 5) and the 727 refan airplane (block 6).
k
;	 f
k—	 A key element of this procedure is the use of flight propulsion cycle data for the JT8D-9 and
' -109 engines in order to properly relate the component noise to thrust, altitude, and airplane
speed. Installed propulsion system performance data were calculated by the Contractor for
both the JT8D-9 and -109 engines. The engine cycle data for the noise analysis were repre-
sentative of three side engines at flight conditions on an ISA+ 18°F (10 K) day. The Con-
tractor's engine simulation computer program incorporated the latest 7T8D-9 and -109
computer decks received from P&WA.
3
Lining` attenuation estimates, based on measured attenuation of the refan nacelle, were used j
to describe the acoustic performance of the linings designed for the nacelle and are described
in section 4.2.4 of reference 3. The lining attenuation spectra for each noise component
were calculated for each power setting at a 90 0 radiation angle. The attenuation spectra
were expanded over 17 radiation angles to account for directivity effects (block 7) and were i
subtracted from the hardwall SPL's to obtain the treated SPL's (block 8).
For the inlet noise, the JT8D-9 hardwall noise levels assumed equal contributions from the
three 727-200 engines. The treated JT8D-109 inlet noise was calculated by applying the
side-engine inlet and center-engine inlet duct attenuation separately to the appropriate
engines, then logarithmically summing the noise of the three suppressed engines.
Airframe noise was recognized as one of the contributors to the total far-field noise. An
,s
F	 estimate of the airframe noise was included in this study and was based on data available
from flight tests of the 747 and 727 airplanes. It was assumed that airframe noise was
predominantly generated by turbulent flow at the edges of airfoils, cavities, and landing {
gear and varied with wing area, drag coefficients, flap setting, gear position, and flight speed. 14 l
In summary, the ground-to-flight corrections force basic component agreement of the pre-
i,
diction method with existing 727-200 JT8D-9 flight test data; and the component noise qtr	 ,
improvements of the treated JT8D refan engine and nacelle demorstrated by the Boardman
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3.2.2 FAR PART 36 ESTIMATES, FLYOVER TIME HISTORIES, AND COMPONENT-
NOISE SENSITIVITY STUDIES
The acoustic signatures of the source noise components were predicted for the FAR Part 36
measuring stations and used to calculate:
1.	 Total and component EPNL noise levels at the FAR Part 36 conditions
Y
2,	 Flyover time histories of PNLT versus time
3.	 The relative impact of changes in the component noise levels (inlet and aft Fan, jet,
low-frequency core, turbine, and airframe) on the total noise level at each FAR Part 36
condition
3.2.2.1 Total and Component EPNL at FAR Part 36 Conditions
'	 Airplane performance data, calculated for 727-200 and 727 refan airplanes for a sea level
airport at ISA + 18° F (10 K), are shown in table 6. The FAR Part 36 component and total
noise levels are given in table 7. The FAR Part 36 noise levels of the 172 500-1b (78 245-kg)
BRGW 727-200 were obtained through flight test and FAA-approved analysis procedures.
Those for the 172 500-lb (78 245-kg) and 182 500-1b (82 781-kg) BRGW 727 refan were
calculated by a two-step process: (1) the flyover prediction method described in section
3.2.1 was applied to the 727-200 and 727 refan airplanes, using the appropriate thrust,
altitude, flight speeds, climb gradients, and landing glide slopes of each airplane; (2) the k
resulting 727-200/727 refan EPNL increments were applied to the 727200 flight test FAR
Part 36 levels. In this manner, the absolute values of the 727 refan noise levels were anchored
to existing flight test data while maintaining the predicted analytical increments for the
727 refan. The 177 2004b (80 377-kg) equal-range 727 refan FAR Part 36 levels were
calculated by interpolating on gross weight:
The 727 refan shows a significant improvement in terms of FAR Part 36 noise levels as l
compared to the 727-200. As shown by the AEPNL in table 7, the FAR Part 3.6 noise
levels are 6 to 8 EPNdB lower than the 727-200 for the 172 500-1b (78- 245-kg) 727
refan, 4 t 8 EPNdB for the 1.82 5004b (82 781-kg) growth option 727 refan, and 5 to 8
EPNdB for the equal-range 727 refan. At all three BRGW's, the 727 refan is significantly y
below FAR Part 36 at the cutback and sideline conditions and nominally meets the FAR
Part 36 three-point requirement without the use of thrust cutback (i.e., with trades).
;i
The goal of the JT81) refan program was to reduce the noise levels from those of the 727-200
b}: 1l0 EPNdB or more for the 172 5004b (78 245-kg) BRGW model and by 9 EPNdB or
more for the 182 500
-1b (82 781 -kg) growth BRGW.	 These goals were not met according
to this analysis, partly because exhaust duct flow noise was not known to exist, and core
noise was of unknown significance at the start of the program. An exhaust mixer would
have satisfied the program goals at full-power takeoff and sideline.
The relative impact of the source noise components on the total EPNL far-field noise at each
l
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Table 6.-727 JT8D Flight Engine Cycle Parameters at FAR Part 36 Measuring Stations,
Sea Level Airport at /SA + 18°F (10 K)
i `	 f







1 nmi 0.85 km)
Takeoff(with cutback)
3.5 nmi (6.58 km)
Takeoff(without cutback)
3.5 nmi (6.48 km) Sideline0,25 nmi (0,46 km)
BRGW, Ib (kg) 172 500 (78 245) 172 500 (78 245) 172 500 (78 245)
LGW, lb (kg) 150 000 (68039) 142 500 (64 637)
Flaps, deg 30 40 5 5 5
Altitude, ft (m) 370 (113) 370 (113) 1390 (423.7) 1520 (463,3) 800 (244)
Sideline distance, ft W -- -• - 1520 (463,3)
e n/5, lb (N) 4570 (20 327) 6300 (28 022) 8060 (35 851) 12 420 (55 244) 12 310 (54 755)
Flight speed, KTAS ( m /s) 146.1 (75.2) 139.1 (71,6) 177,5 (91.3) 177.9 (91.5) 176.0 (90.5)
FPR- 1.400 -1.529 1.667 11950 1.943
N 1 , rpm 5950 6578 7120 8164 8154
N 1 /J6t2, rpm --
ApPri , ft2 (m 2) 2.315 (0.215) 2.398 (0.223) 2.481 (0.230) 2.707 (0.251) 2.701 (0,251)
Wpri ib/s ( k g/s) 89.9 (40.78) 106.0 (48.08) 119.8 (54.34) 152.0 (68.95) 154.7 (70,17)
Vpri, ft/s (m/s) 1083 (330) 1265 (386) 1477 (450) 1847 (563) 1839 (561)
Asec, ft2 (m 2 ) 2,212 (0,206) 2.177 (0,202) 2.141 (0 1 199) 1.971 (0,183) 1,976 (0,184)
Wsec ,lb/s (kg/s) 127,3 (57.74) 140.3 (63,64) 150.2 (68.13) 158.7 (71,99) 162.2 (73.57)
Vsec, ft/s ( m /s) 810 (247) 913 (278) 1028 (313) 1203 (367) 1201 (366)
FITS 0.879 0.978 1,067 1.242 1,238
Tt5, O R (K) 1756 (976) 1884 0047) 2025 (1125) 2311 (1284) 2311 (1284)
Tt8e, O R (K) 1184 (658) 1244 (691) 1320 (733) 1490 (828) 1491 (828)
WHP, Ib/s (kg/s) 22.61 (10.26) 22.57 (10.24) 22,54 (10.22) 22.49 (10.20) 22.49 (10,20)
TPR 5.451 6.064 6.539 7.166 7,154
CORGE
Vrel4, ft/s (m/s) 651 (198) 720 (219) 779 (237) 893 (272) 892 (272)






1 nmi 0.85 km)
Takeoff(with cutback)
3.5 nmi (6.58 km)
Takeoff(without cutback)
3.5 nmi (6.48 km) Sideline0.25 nmi (0,46 km)
BRGW, lb (kg) 172 500 (78 245) 172 500 (78 245) 172 500 (78 245)
LGW, lb (kg) 150 000 (68 039) 142 500 (64 637)`
Flaps, deg 30 40 5 5 5
Altitude, ft (m) 370 (113) 370 (113) 1600 (487,7) 1745 (531.9) 800 (244)
Sideline distance, ft (m) 1520 (463.3)
Fn /5, lb (N) 4570 (20 327) 6300 (28 022) 8220 (36 563) 13 190 (58 669) 13 050 (58 046)Flight speed, KTAS (m/s) 146,1 (75.2) 139.1 (71,6) 179.9 (92.5) 180.3 (92,7) 177,8 (91,5)
FPR 1.247 1.320 1.422 1,629 1.623
N1, rpm 5237 5738 - 6338 7405 7387
N1 /fO t2, rpm 5131 5624 6220 7271 7231
Apr!, ft2 (m 2) 2.755 (0,256) 2.790 (0.259) 2.824'(0.262) 3.055 (0.284) 3.049 (0.283)
Wpri, lb/s,(kg/s) 84,4 (38.28) 96,9 (43.95) 111.0 (50.35) 143.3 (65.00) 146.6 (66.50)
Vpri, ft/s (m/s) 879 (268) 1028 (313) 1253 (305) 1608 (490) 1599 (487)
Asec, ft2 (m2) 4,814 (0.447) 4.792'(0.445) 4.742 (0.441) 4.555 (0.423) 4.560 (0.424)
Wsec, lb/s (kg/s) 222.6 (100.97 246.7 (111,4) 270.3 (122.6) 304.9 (138.3) 313.1 (142.02)
Vsec, ft/s (m/s) 650098) 724 (221) 839 (256) 998 (304) 995 (303)
FITS 1,003 1.106 1.236 1.474 1.465
Tt5, O R (K) ` 1756 (976) 1882 (1046) 2036 (1131) 2328 (9293) 2331 (1295)
Tt8e, O R (K) 1183 (657) 1240 (689) 1313(729) 1470(817)- 1473 (818)
WHP, lb/s (kg/s) 22.19'(10.07) 22.13 (10,04) 22.09 (10,02) 22.05 (10.00) 22.05 (10,00)
TPR 5.724 - 6,383 7.100 8.117 8.089
CORGE 4.425 4,546 4,670 4.892 4.906
Vrel4, ft/s (m/s) 606 (185) 677(206) - 760 (232) 888 (271,) 887 (270)




















1 nmi 0.85 km)
Takeoff(with cutback)
3.5 nmi (6.48 km
Takeoff`(without cutback)
3,5 nmi (6,48 km) Sideline0.25 nmi (0.46 km)
BRGW, lb (kg) 182 500 (87 781) 182 500 (82 781) 182 500 (82 781)
LGW, lb (kg) 154 500 (70 080) 142 500 (64 637)
Flaps, deg 30 40 5 5 5
Altitude, ft (m) 370 (113) 370 (113) 1340 (408.4) 1465-(446,5) _ 800 (244)
Sideline distance, ft (m)
--
1520 (463,3)
Fn/6, lb (N) 4710 (20 950) 6300 (28 022) 8630 (38 386) 13 100 (58 269) 13 000 (57 824)
Flight speed, KTAS (m/s) 148.4 (76.3) 139.1 (71.6) 183.5 (94.4) 183,8 (94.5) 182,0 (93.6)
FP R 1.253 1.320 1.441 1.721 1.713
N1, rpm 5301 5738 6452' 7402 7388
N 1 1J0t2, rpm 5192 5624 6324 7258 7230
Apri, ft2 (m2) 2.761 (0.257) 2,790 (0,259) 2.834 (0.264) 3,053 (0,284) 3.049 (0.283)
Wpri, Ib/s (kg/s) 85.9 (38.96)	 - 96.9 (43,95) 115.4 (52.35) 144.5 (65.55) 146.8 (66.59)
Vpri, ft/s (m/s) 895 (273)	 - 1028 (313) 1291 (393) 1607 (490) 1601 (488),
Asec, ft2 (m 2 ) 4.812 (0.447) 4.792 (0.445) 4.726 (0.439) 4.558"(0.423) 4.561 (0.424)
Wsec, lb/s (kg/s) 225,5 (102.3) 245.7 (111.4) 277.5 (125.9) 308.0 (139.7) 313.8 (142.34).
usec, ft/s (m/s) 659(201) 724 (221) 858 (262) 999 (304) 997 (304)
FITS 1.015 1.106 1.259 1,471 1,46U
Tt5, OR (K) 1770 (983) 1882 (1046) 2066 (1148)' 2329 (1294) 2331 (1295)
Tt8e, O R (K) 1188 (660) 1240 (689) 1328 (738) 1471'(817) 1473-(818)
WHP„ib/s (k g/s) 22.19 (10.07) 22.13 (10.04) 22.09 (10.02) 22.05 (10,00) 22.05 (10.00)
TPR 5.806 6.383 7.215 8.110 ` 8.090
CORGE 4.439 4.546 4.701' 4,897 4.907
Vrel4, ft/s (m/s) ' 615 (187) 677 (206) 774.7 (236) 888.2 (271) 887,0 (270)
uson, ft/s (m/s) 1679 (512) 1717 (523) 1779 (522) 1874 (571) 1876 (572)
Table 7,-727-2001JT8D Noise Comparisons at FAR Part 36 Me
Sea Level Airport at lSA + 18°F (10 K)
Takeoff Takeoff SidelineNacelle Approach (with cutback) (full-power) 0,25	 (0,46nml	 km)Configuration Condition 1 nmi (1,85 km) 3,5 nmi (6.48 km) 3,5 nmi (6.48 km)
BRGW, lb (kg) 172500 (78 245) 172 500 (78 245) 172 500 (78 245)
LGW, lb (kg) 150 000 (68039) 142 500 (64 637)
Flaps, deg 30 40 5 5 5
JT8D-9 Altitude, ft (m) 370 (113) 370(113) 1390 (423,7) 1520 (463.3) 800 (244)
hardwall Sideline distance, ft (m) 1520 (463.3)
(baseline) Fn/5, lb (N) 4570 (20 327) 6300 (28 022) 8060 (35 851) 12 420 (55 244) 12 310 (54 755)
Flight speed, KTAS (m/s) 146.1 (75.2) 139.1 (71.6) 177.5 (91.3) 177.9 (91.5) 176.0 (90.5)-
EPNL, EPNcIB 108,2 109,5 100.0 107.4 99.9
FAR 36 limit, EPNcIB 104.4 104.4 9910 99.0 104.4
BRGW, lb NO 172 500 (78 245) 172 500 (78 245) 172 500 (78 245)
LGW, lb (kg) 150000 (68 039) 142 500 (64 637)
Flaps, deg 30 40 5 5 5
JT8D-109 Altitude, it (m) 370(113) 370 (113) 1600 (487,7) 1745 (531,9) 800 (244)
(refan) Sideline distance, ft (m) 1520 (463.3)
F n/6, lb (N) 4570 (20 327) 6300 (28 022) 8220 (36 563) 13 190 (56 669) 13 050 (58 046
Flight speed, KTAS (m/s) 146.1 (75.2) 139.1 (71.6) 179.9 (92.5) 180.3 (92,7) 177,8 (91,5)
AEPNL, EPNdBa	
-
-7,5 -6,8 -6.3 -7.7 -6.4
EPNL,EPNdB 100.7 1023 933 99,7 93.5
FAR 36 limit, EPNcIB 104.4 104.4 99,0 99.0 104.4
BRGW, lb (kg) 182 500 (82 781) 182 500 (82 781) 182 500 (82 781)
LGW, lb (kg) 154 500 (70 080) 142 500 (64 637)
Flaps, deg 30 40 5 5 5
JT813-109 Altitude, ft (m) 370 (113) 370 (113) 1340 (408.4) 1465 (446.5) 800 (244)
(refan) Sideline distance, ft (m) - 1520 (463.3)
growth option F n /S, lb (N) 4710 (20 950) 6300 (28 022) 8630 (38 386) 13 100 (58 269) 13 000 (57 824)
airplane Flight speed, KTAS (m/s) 148.4 (76.3) 139.1 (71.6) 183.5 (94.4) 183,8 (94,5) 182.0 (93,6)
AEPNL, EPNdB a -7.2 -6.8 -4.3 -6.6 -6,6
EPNL,EPNdB 101.0 102,7 95,7 100.8 93.3
FAR 36 limit, EPNdB 104,6 '104.6 99.4 99.4 104.6
BRGW, lb (kg) 177 200 (80 377) 177 200 (80377) 177 200 (80 377)
LGW, lb (kg) 154 500(70 080) 142500 (64 637)
JT8D-109 Flaps, deg 30 40 5 5 5
(refan) Sideline distance, it (m) 1520 (463,3)
equal-range AEPNL, EPNdB a -7.2 -6.8 -5.4 -7.2 -6.5
airplane EPNL,EPNdB 101.0 102,7 94,6 100.2 93A










Component EPNL at indicated
FAR Part 36 measuring station, EPNdB
Approach TakeoffConfiguration and














Jet  02. 98.4 107. 96
Low freq core 89.9 90.6 83.7 '`	 84.6 77.2
Turbine 92.4 92.5 80.2 80.0 71.8
Subtotal 107.7 109.2 99.9 107.4 99.9
Airframe 93.9 93.8 82.4 80.9 73.4
Total 10862 109.5 100.0 107.4 99.9
JTBD-109 (refan)
Inlet fan 95.5 97.1 78.7 79.1 73.6
Aft fan 8 .0 89.9 78.0 80.8 74.2
Jet 90.5 96.0 91.0 98.4 92.1
Low freq core 91.6 93.2 86.7 91.3 85.3
Turbine 83.9 82.2 Negligible - Negligible Negligible
Subtotal 99.7 102.0 93.3 99.6 93.4
Airframe 93.9 93.8 81.3 79.8 73.6
Total 100.7 102.7 93.7 99.7 93.5
JT81D-109 (refan)
growth option airplane
Inlet fan 95.4 97.1 81.4 81.4 73.5
Aft fan 88.1 89.9 80.5 82.9 74.0
Jet 90.9 96.0 92.8 99.3 91.9
Low freq core 91.7 93.2 88.6 92.6 85.2
Turbine 83.7 82.2 Negligible Negligible Negligible
Subtotal 99.8 102.0 95.3 100.7 93.2
Airframe 94.2 93.8 83.4 81.9 74.1







Table 8.-7271JT8D Noise Comparisons at FAR Part 36 Measuring Stations,
Sea Level Airport at lSA + 180
 F (.10_K)
p
r 1.	 Inlet fan, aft fan, and jet noise are major contributors at the approach conditions.
h
i 2.	 Aft fan and jet noise are significant contributors at the cutback condition.
' 3.	 Jet noise controls at the full-power takeoff and sideline conditions.
The results in table 8 also indicate that for the 727 refan:
k
1.	 Inlet fan, jet, .low-frequency core, and airframe noise are major contributors at the
approach conditions.
' 2.	 Jet and low-frequency core are major contributors at the cutback, full-power takeoff,
and sideline conditions.
The component data in table 8 were obtained from flyover time histories of PNLT versus
time which were calculated by direct use of the prediction procedure and then adjusted
so that the total EPNL's would agree precisely with those shown in table 7. In this tanner,
the relative levels of the components were preserved, and the total EPNL's are consistent
with the existing flight data base.
3.2.2.2 FAR Part 36 Flyover Time Histories
,,	 a
The flyover PNLT time histories for the FAR Part 36 are shown in figures 15 through 26 s
for 30° and 40° flaps approach, cutback, and takeoff conditions. Plots are shown for the
727-200 and both the hardwall nacelle and treated nacelle 727 refan at 150 000=1b (68 039- j
kg) and 142 500-lb (64 637-kg) landing gross weight (LGW) and 172 5001b (78 245-kg)
BRGW The time histories were calculated by direct use of the prediction procedure and
did not include a final EPNL flight data correction. Consequently, the significance of these r
plots is restricted to the relative levels (as opposed to absolute levels) of the components
and the shape of the time histories.
A comparison of the predicted 30° flaps approach (150 0004b (68 039-kg) LGW) time
histories shows that for the 727-200 (fig. 15) there is 4 dominance of fan noise. For the
hardwall nacelle 727 refan (fig. 16), there is a significant decrease in jet noise and a decrease
in total noise, which is now dominated by inlet fan noise. The low aft fail level, relative to
inlet level, is clue to fan case and fan duct treatment. For the treated nacelle 727 refan !:
(fig. 17), there is a dominance of fan, low-frequency core noise, and airframe noise.
A comparison of the predicted 40° flaps approach (142 500-1b_ (64,637-kg)'LGW) time
histories (figs.. 18, 19, and 20) shows results similar to the 30° flaps case, with jet noise
playing a more significant role for the 727-200 and 727 refan. a
A comparison of the predicted cutback time histories indicates that for the 727-200 (fig. 21)
there is 	 dominance of jet and aft fan noise. For the hardwall nacelle 727 refan (fig. 22),
there is a significant decrease in jet noise and emergence of inlet fan and low-frequency core'
noise as major sources. For the treated nacelle 727 refan (fig, 23), there is a suppression of
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|R, ° Noise extrapo l ation condition:	 770
` Relative humidity^	 `
" E9NL (corrected »o727-200 flight dmta)=1OD.2 EPNuB
~~	
''
`^	 ^	 " Not anchored to 727-2VVfl ight













Flight condition: Fn /S= 4570 lb (20 327 N)
Altitude = 370 ft 013 m)
Flight speed = 146.1 KTAS (75.2 m/s)
Flap
0 = 150000 lb1,(68-039 kg)
• Engine cycle condition: Exact flight conditions
Temp = std day+ 11,8°F 00 K)
• Noise extrapolation condition:
	 Temp = 77 F (298 K)
Relative humidity = 70% r
• EPN L (corrected to 727-200 flight data) = 100.7 EPNdB
• Not anchored. to 727-200 #light data base;
do not use as absolute values for flight.
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/8 = 6300 lb (28 022 N)
Altitude = 370 ft (113 m)
Flight speed= 139,1 KTAS (71.6 m/s)
LGW = 142 500 lb (64 637 kg)
Y	 Flap position 40°
• Engine cycle condition: Exact flight conditions
Temp = std day+ 18°F (10 K)
• Noise extrapolation condition: Temp = 77 0 F (298 K)
Relative humidity = 70%
• EPNL (corrected to 727-200 flight data) = 109.5 EPNdB
Not anchored to 727-200 flight data base;
".	 do not use as absolute values for flight,
120
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Flight condition F n/6 = 6300 1  (28 022 N)
Altitude 370 ft (113 m)
Flight speed = 139.1 KTAS (71.6 m/s)
LGW = 142 500 lb (64 637 kg)
Flap position = 400
• Engine cycle condition: Exact flight conditions
Temp = std day + 118°F (10 K)
Noise extrapolation condition: Temp = 77 0F (298 K)
Relative humidity 70%
• EPN L (corrected to 727 .200 flight data) '= 109,3 EPNdB
• Not anchored to 727-200 flight data base,









• Flight condition: F n/6 = 6300 lb (28 022 N)
Altitude = 370 ft 013 m)
Flight speed = 139.1 KTAS (71.6 m/s)
t;
	
	 LGW = 142 600 lb0(64 637 kg)Flap position = 40
• Engine cycle condition: Exact flight conditions
Temp =std day+ 18°F (10 K)
Noise extrapolation condition: Temp = 77 0 F (298 K)
Relative humidity = 70%
• EPN L (corrected to 727-200 flight data) = 102.7 EPNdB
• Not anchored to 727-200 flight data base;











































' Flight spood~ 177.5KTAS (91,3 m/s)
	 '^





'	 ' Flap position =s0
* Engine cycle condition: Exact flight conditions
a Noise extrapolation condition: Temp = 770 F (298 K)
Relative humidity = 70%
0 EPNL (corrected to 727-200 flight data) = 100.0 EPNdB
- Not anchored to 727-200 flight data base;













Time from visual overhead, see




i • Flight condition;	 F ti(S - 8220 1  (36 563 N)
• Altitude = 1600 ft (487.7 m) tFlight speed = 179,9 KTAS (92,5 m/s)
BRGW = 172 500 lb (78 245 kg)
! Flap position = 5 #
. Engine cycle condition: 	 Exact flight conditions
°F #i Temp = std day + 118(10 K)
• Noise extrapolation condition: 	 Temp = 77 0 F (298 K) t
Relative humidity = 70%
EPN L (corrected to 727-200 flight data) = 95.2 EPNdB i.
i
„ • Not anchored to 727-200 flight data base;
do not use as absolute values for flight. I,to-
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"	 Flight condition: F n/5 = 8220 lb (36 563 N)
Altitude = 1600 ft (487,7 m)
Flight speed = 179.9 KTAS (92,5 m/s)
BRGW = 172 500 lb (78 245 kg)
Flap osition = 50p
. Engine cycle condition: 	 Exact flight conditions
Temp = std day+ 18°F 00 K)
• Noise extrapolation condition: 	 Temp = 77°F (298 K)
Relative humidity =70% 3
. EPNL (corrected to 727-200 flight data) = 93.7 EPNdB
. Not anchored to 727-200 flight data base; r
• do not use as absolute values for flight.
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A comparison of the predicted full-power takeoff time histories shows dominance of jet noise
for each configuration and indicates the sole dominance of the jet component for the 727-200
	 f
(fig. 24). For the hardwall nacelle 727 refan (fig. 25) and particularly the treated nacelle 727
	 E'
refan (fig. 26), there is significant contribution from the jet and low-frequency core components.
Sideline tune histories showed relative component contributions similar to those at full-power
takeoff.
3.2.2.3 FAR Part 36 Sensitivity Studies
The purpose of the component noise sensitivity study for the 727-200 and 727 refan was to
	 l;
determine the relative impact of changes indifferent noise components (low-frequency core,
inlet and aft fail, jet, turbine, and airframe) on the total noise level at each FAR Part 36 con-
dition. The SPL of each noise component was varied analytically by applying positive and
negative SPL increments to that component (independent of frequency and directivity angle).
The change in total EPNL was then determined for each SPL increment while holding the
other noise components at a fixed level:
The sensitivity of FAR Part 36 EPNL to changes to individual noise components (jet, low-
frequency core, inlet and aft fan, turbine, and airframe) is presented in figures 27 through
36. These results support the earlier discussion in this section which identifies the importance
of each noise component and its contribution to the total far-field noise.
The results confirm that the slope of the noise component sensitivity curves varies from zero,
at large negative ASPL values (where that noise component is reduced to an insignificant
level), to unity at large positive OSPL values (where that noise component is increased until
it completely controls the total airplane noise level). For each FAR Part 36 condition, the
approximate slope of each noise component at the reference condition is tabulated on each
figure to indicate the leverage of each component on the total EPNL
An alternate way of looking at the component noise impact is summarized in table 9, which
shows the airplane noise reduction obtainable by completely eliminating each noise source
-while not changing the other noise components. 	 -
3.2.3 LEVEL-FLYOVER COMPONENT NOISE AND AIRPLANE EPNL ESTIMATES
Level flyby noise characteristics were predicted as a function of corrected net thrust (4050
lb (18 014 N) to 13 050 lb (58 046 N)) and altitude (200 ft (61 m) to 15 000 ft (4572 in))
	 f
at 160 KTAS'(82 m/s) for the 727-200 and the 727 refan airplanes. These calculations were
	
rr
made using the prediction method described in section 3.2.1.
3.2.3.1 Component Noise Versus Thrust
Detailed acoustic trends in the total far-field level flyby noise due to the contribution of each
source noise component were studied using the peak PNLT and EPNL noise parameters
predicted at 400 ft (122 m) and a flight speed of 160 KTAS (82 m/s). These parameters were
plotted versus corrected net thrust. The significance of these plots was limited to the relative
levels of the components because the absolute levels do not include a correction to the 727-







'"^' • Flight condition: 	 F
n
/6 = 12 420 lb (55 244 N)
Altitude = 1520 ft (463,3 m)
Flight speed = 177.9 KTAS (91.5 m/s)
BRGW = 172 500 lb (78 245 kg)
Flap position = 50
• Engine cycle condition:
	
Exact flight conditions
Temp = std day + 118°F (10 K) r
• Noise extrapolation condition:
	 Temp =770 F (298 K)
Relative humidity = 70%
• EPN L (corrected to 727-200 flight data) = 107.4 EPNdB
°. • Not anchored, to 727-200 flight data base;
do not use as absolute values for flight.
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• Flight condition: Fn/0 = 13 190 Ib (58 669 N)
Altitude = 1745 ft (531,9 m)
Flight speed = 180.3 KTAS (92,7 m/s)
BRGW = 172 500 lb (78 245 kg)
Flap position = 50
• Engine cycle condition: Exact flight conditions
Temp = std day+ 118°F (10 K)
• Noise extrapolation condition: Temp = 77 0 F (298 K)
Relative humidity = 70%
• EPNL (corrected to 727-200 flight data) = 100,1 EPNdB
• Not anchored to 727-200 flight data base;
do not use as absolute values for flight._
Note:
• Flight condition: 	 F n/5 = 13 190 lb (58 669 N)
Altitude= 1745 ft (531.9_m)
Flight speed = 180.3 KTAS (92.7 m/s)'
BRGW = 172 500 lb (78 245 kg)
Flap position = 50
• Engine cycle condition:	 Exact flight conditions
°FTemp = std day+ 18(10 K)
• Noise extrapolation condition: 	 Temp = 77°F (298 K)
Relative humidity = 70% t-
• EPNL (corrected to 727-200 flight data) = 99.7 EPNdB
' • Not anchored to 727-200 flight data base;
do not use as absolute values for flight,
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Note: __^.:r :.	 :}	 }FAR Part 36 condition: °5
• ;.	 F /S = 4570 lb (20 327 N)
ter-	 nAltitude = 370 ft (113 m)
m	 Flight speed = 146.1 KTAS (75.2 m)s)
Max LGW = 150 000 lb (68 039 kg)
	 =
Flap position = 30°
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FAR Part 36 condition;
Fn/6 = 6300 lb (28 022 N)
Altitude = 370 ft (113 m)
Flight speed= 139.1 KTAS (71.6 m/s)
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FAR Part 36 condition:'
F n /5 = 13 190 lb (58 669 N)Altitude	 1745 ft (531.9 m)
Flight speed= 180.3 KTAS (92.7 m/s)'
Max BRGW = 172 500 lb (78.245 kg)
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-flFAR Part 36 condition
Fn	 12 310 lb (54 755 N)
Altitude	 800 ft (244 m)	
: :Lll^
Flight speed	 176.0 KTAS (90.5 m/s
Max BRGW	 172 500 (78 245 kg)
Flap position	 50
Sideline	 1520 ft (463.3 m)
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Figure 36.-727 Refan Treated Nacelle, Component Noise Sensitivity Curves, Sideline 	 r
Noise reduction at indicated
FAR Part 36 measuring station
Configuration and AEPNI-total, EPNc1B
noise component
Approach Takeoffeliminated
Flap 30° Flap 40° Cutback No cutback Sideline
JT8D-9 hardwall
(baseline)
Inlet fan 2.8 2.6 -0.1 0 0
Aft fan -1.8 -1.3 -0.9 -0.2 -0.2
Jet -0.5 -1.4 (9) G3) CD
Low freq core -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 0 -0.1
Turbine -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0 0
Airframe -0,4 -0.3 -0.1 0 0
JT8Q-109 (refan)
Inlet fan -1.8 1.9 .0.2 -0.1 -0.1
Aft fan -0.1 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.2
Jet -0.7 -1.6 (D CD QD
Low f req core -0.6 -0.7 -1.1 -0.9 -0.9
Turbine -0.4 -0.3 0 0 0
Airframe -1.0 -0.7 -0.4 -0.1 -0.1
A
Table 9.-Maximum Potential 727-200 Airplane Noise Level Reduction Corresponding to




j	 Component noise versus thrust curves at an altitude of 400 ft (122 m) and a flight speed
of 160 KTAS (82 m/s) are presented in figures 37 through 39 for PNLT and in figures 40
r	 through 42 for EPNL. These curves are not anchored to the 727-200 flight test EPNL values
and therefore should not be used for absolute levels.
The 727-200 data (figs. 37 and 40 indicate a dominance of 'et noise at the hi gher power
i_ settings and a dominance offail noise at the lower power settings. Low-frequency core,
turbine, and airframe components are minor contributors to the total. There is a significant .
difference in level between the inlet and aft fail 	 noise at high power settings, which
diminishes and reverses the difference as the power setting: decreases.
The effect of the engine cycle change is apparent when comparing the 727-200 (figs. 37 and
40) and the hardwall nacelle 727 refan (figs. 38 and 41). The jet noise contributes less to i
the total noise which is now inlet fail 	 except at the highest power settings; and
even though the low-frequency core noise increases, it remains a minor contributor. The 1
low aft fail 	 is due to acoustic treatment in the fan duct as delivered by P&WA.
The contributions of the components again change when comparing the hardwall nacelle
727 refan (figs. 38 and 41) and treated nacelle 727 refan (figs. 39 and 42). The turbine
noise and aft fan noise remain minor contributors as does airframe noise at higher power
settings. Airframe noise is a major contributor at the lower power settings. The inlet fan
component is suppressed; however, it remains a significant noise source at lower power`
settings. Jet exhaust noise is the most significant component except at the lowest power
settings. Low-frequency core noise is a significant contributor at all power settings.
3.2.3.2 Total Airplane Noise-Thrust-Altitude Curves ;.
Total airplane level-flyover EPNL for the 727-200 was obtained, through flight test. The
corresponding information for the 727 refan was calculated by a two-step process, analogous
to the method used for FAR Part 36 levels: (1) the flyover prediction method described
in section 3.2.1 was applied to the 727-200 and 727 refan airplanes, assuming level flyovers
at a matrix of thrusts and altitudes and an airspeed of 160 KTAS (82 ni js) (2) the resulting
727-200/727 refan EPNL increments were applied to the 727-200 flight data base. In this
manner, as for the FAR Part 36 levels, the absolute EPNL values of the 727 refan were
anchored to existing flight test data while maintaining the analytically predicted increments
for the refan. .{
In the calculation of EPNL, the time duration correction was limited to +5 EPNdB; this
•
i	 A
restriction had all 	 only at heights of 6000 ft (1829 n1) or more above the runway.
NTA plots are shown in figures 43 through 47. The NTA curves show the acoustic trends
for the 727-200, 727 refan hardwall nacelle, and 727 refan treated nacelle; the 727-200 and
727 refan were used for the estimation of EPNL contours.
Generalized trends in the effectiveness of the refan noise reduction concept are seen from`
the NTA curves (figs. 45 through 47) and are summarized in figure 48 at altitudes of 400 ft









Corrected net thrust (F n /5), IcN
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"	 • Engine cycle condition:.
	
M oo = 0.25
Altitude	 400 ft (12o m) ^ j #}} f? 'ti	 + 1'	 1	 it.'
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• Noise extrapolation condition: 	 Temp =770 F (298 K)p !
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as absolute values for flight.
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Corrected net thrust ( F n/6), I 
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Corrected net thrust ( F n /8), kN
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Flight speed = 160 KTAS (82 m/s) 1 	 T111:1
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'	 Flight speed = 160 KTAS (82 m/s)
1	 •'	 Engine cycle condition:	 M,,, = 0,25
Altitude = 400 ft (122° m)
Temp = std day + 18 F (10




1 c	 il( Noise extrapolation condition:
	
Temp = 77°F (298 K)
Relative humidity	 70%
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•	 Noise extrapolation condition:	 Temp	 77°F (298 K)
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and the hardwall nacelle 727 refan (fig. 46) are evident at the higher power settings at all
altitudes. At the lower power settings, other source noises dominate the total; consequently,
.	 there is no significant noise reduction. Additional noise reduction is shown between the
727 refan hardwall nacelle (fig. 46) and 727 refan treated nacelle (fig. 47) at all power
settings at all altitudes. This reduction resulted from the effectiveness of the acoustic linings
in suppressing the inlet fan noise. Acoustic linings were predicted to be most effective at
low power settings and low altitudes (where high-frequency noise dominates) and less effec-
tive as the power setting or altitude increases (where there is increased dominance of low-
frequency noise). The combined effect of the cycle modification and acoustic treatment is 7r
a 3.2- to 9,0-EPNdB reduction for the 727 refan relative to the 727-200 at a given net
`	
thrust and altitude.
fr These NTA curves were used for footprint calculations, as described in section 3.2.4.
3.2.4 EPNL FOOTPRINT CONTOURS AND FLIGHT PROFILE OPTIMIZATION
The EPNL contour area information, which provides an indication of airport community
exposure and the noise reduction benefit of the JT8D refan. engine, is presented in four forms:
1.	 Noise directly under the flightpath
2,	 Normalized footprint contour areas for different EPNL levels
3.	 Percent area reductions referenced to the 727.200
4.	 A single-number relative footprint noise index
4	 These comparisons; are made specifically for the 727-200 airplane and similar comparisons
for other airplane types may show significantly different trends.
3.2.4.1 Flight Profiles and Gross Weights
The takeoff and landing profile noise reduction trade study completed for the 727-200 and
727 refan airplanes included six takeoff profile and two landing profile types. The six
takeoff profiles studied were:
•	 Modified full power operational profile (MFPOP)
_
•	 Air Transport Association profile (ATA)
`a
•	 Airline Pilots Association profile (ALFA)
•	 FAR Part 36 cutback profile (FAR) i
•	 Community interface-1000-ft/min (5.08n/s) climb (CI 1000)











A recommendation as to which takeoff or approach profile should be flown in commercial
service is beyond the scope of this study. That choice must include airline assessment of the
safety and economic aspects of each flight profile, as well as the community noise impact.
Descriptions of the profiles are presented in table 10.	 The aircraft performance data for the
flight profiles studied (tables 11 through 24) were representative of a sea level airport at 1SA
+18°F(10K), r
f	 ;
Each takeoff profile was studied at 138 000 lb (62 596 kg), which is a typical mission and
noise average gross weight for the 727-200; 155 000 lb (70 307 kg), which is an intermediate
weight; and 172 500 lb (78 245 kg), which is the maximum BREW for the 727-200. In
addition, the 727 refan takeoff profiles were studied at 182 500-lb (82 781-kg) BRGW, which r
is the practical refan airplane growth limit.
Footprints for the 172 500-1b (78 245-kg) airplanes were combined with those for 150 000-1b
(68 039-kg) landing weight, using a conventional 3 0 approach with glide slope intercept at
3000-ft (914.4-m) altitude. The intermediate weight (155 000 lb (70 307 kg)) airplane's
takeoff profiles were compared using 126 700-1b,(57 470-kg) typical mission (55% payload)
landing weights with a conventional 3° approach, The 138 000-1b (62 596-kg) typical mission
takeoff weight airplanes were combined with 126 700 .1b (57 470-kg) typical mission landing A
weights using both conventional 3° approaches and dual slope approaches. Both dual slope
approaches had a level flight intercept at 5000-ft (1524-m) altitude. The dual slope approach
for the 727-200 had 60 /30 glide slopes and for the 727 refan had 4.2°/3° glide slopes. The
_4.2° glide slope is the maximum approach slope that can be used by the 126 700-1b (57 470-
kg) landing weight 727 refan because of the higher flight idle setting of the refan engine and
the requirement to be able to approach at 1.2° greater than the prescribed glide slope to i
allow for flightpath adjustments during descent. The glide slope limitation corresponding to
a very low landing weight for the 727 refan is actually 3 0 to 40 , which, from a practical stand-
point, negates any benefits obtainable from`a dual glide slope. The 727-200 has a low enough
idle thrust to allow it to descend on a 6° glide slope. The applicability of any dual glide slope
procedure can be severely constrained by atmospheric conditions such as air turbulence,
tailwinds, and icing conditions. l
3.2.4.2 Noise Under the Flightpath
Plots of noise under the takeoff flightpath and height above runway versus distance from
brake release for the 727-200 airplane at 172 5004b (78245-kg), 155 000-1b (70 307-kg), and
138 000 =1b (62-596-kg) BRGW's are shown in figures 49 through 51. Those for the 727 refan 4,;
airplane at 182 500-1b (82 781-kg), 172 500-1b (78 245-kg), 155 000-1v (70 307-kg), and
138 000-1b (62 596-kg) BRGW's are shown in figures 52 through 55.
These results show that no one profile is clearly superior to the others for either airplane at
any gross weight. The choice of profile has an impact of 0 to 15 EPNdB oil the noise level
at ,a given distance from brake release.
Figure 56 shows the approach profiles and the associated noise under the landing flightpathg 3
for both the 727-200 and 727 refan. The two-segment approach is seen to have a benefit
of 0 to 12 EPNdB for the 727-200 and 0 to 2 EPNdB for the 126 7004b (57 470 kg` LGW




Table 10.-727-2001727 Refan—Trade Study Takeoff Profiles
Takeoff Flaps,
profile Thrust Flight altitude Flight speed deg
MFPOP Takeoff Climb to 1500 ft (457 m) V2 + 10 kn 5
(5.144 m/s)
Max climb 1500 ft (457 m) Accelerate to 250 KEAS Cleanup
(128.6 m/s)
ATA Takeoff Climb to 1500 ft (457 m) V2 + 10 kn 5
(5.144 m/s)
Max climb Climb to 3000 ft (914 m) V2 + 10 kn 5
(5.144 m/s)
Max climb 300-ft/min (1.52•m/s) Accelerate to 250 KEAS Cleanup
climb 028.6m/s)
FAR Takeoff Climb until 19 443 ft V2 + 10 kn 5
(5926 m) from brake (5.144 m/s)
release
FAR gradient FAR gradient climb until V2 + 10 kn 5
cutback 50 000 ft (15 240 m) (5.144 m/s)
from brake release
Max climb Constant altitude Accelerate to 250 KEAS Cleanup
(128.6 m/s)
CI Takeoff Climb until 12 000 ft V2 + 10 kn 5
(3658 m) from brake (5:144 m/s)
release
Climb gradient Climb at 500 or 1000 V2+ 10 kn 5
-cutback ft/min (2.54 or 5,08 m/s) (5.144 m/s)
until 50 000 ft (15 240 m)
from brake release
Max climb Constant altitude Accelerate to 250 KEAS Cleanup
(128.6 m/s)
ALpA Takeoff Climb to 800 ft (244 m) V2 + 10 kn 5
(5.144 m/s)
Takeoff 200-ft/min (1.02-m/s) Accelerate to 250 KEAS Cleanup
climb until cleaned up (128.6 m/s)
Takeoff Climb to 1500 ft (457 m) Maintain 250 KEAS 0
minimum altitude (128.6 m/s)
Climb gradient Climb at 1000 ft/min Maintain 250 KEAS 0










Note;	 All profiles begin with a ground roll at takeoff thrust and climb Until landing gear is
retracted while accelerating to V2 + 10 kn (5.144 m/s)









Airplane Position at Start of Segment Segment Average










KTAS (m/s) position,deg Gearposition
172 500 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 12 230 (54399) 117.5	 (60,4) 5 Down
(78245) 7 810	 (2 380) 0	 (0) 12 240 (54444) 171.4	 (66.2) 5 Retract
11740	 (3578) 400	 (122) 12280 (54621) 175,5	 (90,3) 5 Up
15 100	 (4602) 800	 (244) 12 360 (54 977) 176.9	 (91.0) 5 Up
21 110	 (6434) 1 500	 (457) 9 820 (43679) 189,0	 (97,2) Cleanup Up
25 880	 (7888) 1 500	 (457) 9 570 (42567) 230,1	 (118.4) 0 Up
38890	 (11829) 1500	 (457) 9440 (41989) 261,8 (134.71 0 Up
49 340	 (15039) 2 400	 (732) 9 520 (42345) 265.1
	
(136.4) 0 Up
59090	 (18011) 3200	 (975. 9600 (42701) 268.4	 (138,1) 0 Up
69200	 (21092) 4000 (1219) 9710 (43190) 272.5	 (140.2) 0 Up
85100	 (25938) 5200 (1585) 9830 (41500) 276.6 (142,3) 0 Up
96 210	 (29325) 6 000 (1829) 9 950 (44 256) 280.9 (144,5) 0 Up
113 690	 (34653) 7200 (2195) 10 070 (44791) 285,3 (146,8) 0 Up
125940	 (38386) 8000 (2438) 10190 (453251 289.8 (144,5) 0 Up
145 280	 (44281) 9200 (2804) 10 310 (45859) 294,4 (151,4) 0 Up
158 900	 (48433) 10 000 (3048) 10 510 (46748) 301,0 (154,8) 0 Up
195 570	 (69610) 12 000 (3658) 10 800 (48038) 310.9 (159,9) 0 Up
236570	 (72107) 14000 (4267) 11080 (49284) 321,2 (165,2) 0 Up
2B2 890	 (86225) 16 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
'35010 (102111) 16000 (5486) 11 840 (52664) 343,4 (176,6) 0 Up
394 370 (120 204) 20 000 (6096)
155 000 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 12 290 (54666) 112.3	 (57.8) 5 Down
(70307) 6190	 (1887) 0	 (0) 12300 (54710) 163,9	 (84.3) 5 Retract
9520	 (2902) 400	 (122) 12330 (54844) 167.8	 (86.3) 5 Up
12 290
	
(3746) 800	 (244) 12 420 (55244) 169.2	 (87.0) 5 Up
17 250	 (5258) 1 500	 (457) 9 640 (43768) 186.5	 (95,9) Cleanup Up
22 890	 (6977) 1 500	 (457) 9 560 (42523) 231.5 (119.1) 0 Up
33 310	 (10153) 1 500	 (457) 9 440 (41989) 261.8 (134.7) 0 Up
42 260	 (12 BB7) 2 400	 (732) 9 520 (42345) 265,1	 (136,4) 0 Up
50510	 (15395) 3200 ,(975) 9600 (42701) 268A (138.1) 0 Up
59 070
	
(18005) 4 000 (1219) 9 710 143 190) 272,5 (140.2) 0 Up
72 490	 (22095) 5200 (1585) 9 710 (43724) 276:6 (142.3) 0 Up
81 840
	
(24945) 6 000 (1829) 9 950 (44258) 280.9 (144.5) 0 Up
96 520	 (29419) 7200 (2195) 10 070 (44791) 285,3 (146,8) 0 Up
106 770	 (32543) 8 000 (2438) 10 190 (45325) 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
122 920	 (37466) 9200 (2804) 10 310 (45859) 294,4	 1151,41 0 Up
134 240	 (40916) 10 000 (3048) 10 510 (46 848) 301.0 (154,8) 0 Up
164 590	 (50167) 12 000 (3658) 10 600 (48,038) 310.9 (159.9) 0 Up
198 240	 (60424) 14 000 (4267) 10 080 (49284) 321.2 (165.2) 0 Up
235 890	 (71 899) 16 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) 332,0 (170.8) 0 Up
277 820	 (84680) 18 000 (5486) 11 840 (52664) 349.4	 (176,8) 0 Up
324 980	 (99054) 20 000 (6096)
138000 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 12340 (54888) 107.2	 (55,7) 5 Down
(62596) 4 810	 (1466) 0	 (0) 12 350 (54933) 156,3	 (80.4) 5 Retract
7640	 (2329) 400	 (122) 12390 (55111) 159.9	 (82.3) 5 Up
9920	 (3024) 800	 (244)' 12480 (55511) 161.3	 (83.0) 5 Up
13 990	 (4 264) 1 500	 (457) 9 870 (43902) 184.1	 (94.7) Cleanup Up
20100	 (6126) 1500	 (457) 9550 (42478) 233.0 (119.9) 0 Up
28 540	 (8699) 1 500	 (457) 9 440 (41 989) 261.8 (1343) 0 Up
36 130	 (11012) 2 400	 (732) 9 520 (42345) 265.1	 (136.4) 0 Up
43 130	 (13 146) 3-200 ' (975) 9 600 (42701) 258A (138.1) 0 Up
50 370	 (15353) 4 000 (1219) 9 710 (43 190) 272,5 (140,2) 0 Up
61710	 (18809) 5200 (15851 9830 (43724) 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up
69 600	 (21 214) 6 000 (1829) ` 9 950 (44258) 280.9 (144.5) 0 Up
81950	 (24978) 7200 (2195) 10070 (44791) 285,3 (146,8) 0 Up
90 570	 (27606) 8 000 (2438) 10 190 (45325) 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
104 100	 (31730) 9200 (2804) 10 310 (45859) 294.4	 (151.4) 0 ` Up
113570	 (34616) 10000 (3048) 10510 (46748) 301.0 (154.8) 0 Up
138 840
	
(42318) 12 000 (3658) 10 800 (48038) 310.9 (159.9) 0 Up
166720	 (50816) 14000 (4267) 11080 (49284)' 321,2	 (165.2) 0 Up
197 690	 (60256) 18 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
231940-	 (70695) 18000 (5486) 11840 (52664) 343.4 (176.6) 0 Up










Table 11.-727-200: Modified Full-Power Operational Profiles
Takeoff Profiles for EPNL Footprints
Fr
i
Table 12.-727-200: Air Transportation Association Profiles
Takeoff Profiles for EPNL Footprints
Airplane Position at Start of Segment Segment Average
Distance from
brake release, Altitude,





lb (kg) ft (m) ft (m) Ibn(N) KTAS (m/s) deg position
172 500 0 (0) 0 (0) 12 230 (54399) 117.5 (60,4) 5 Down(78245) 7 810 (2380) 0 (0) 12 240 (54444) 171,4 (88.2) 5 Retract
11 740 (3578) 400 (122) 12 280 (54621) 175,5 (90.3) 5 Up
15 100 (4602) 800 (244) 12 360 (54977) 176.9 (91.0) 5 Up
21 110 (6434) 1 500 (457) 9 930 (44 169) 178,5 (91.8) 5 Up
27 920 (8610) 2000 (610) 9 990 (44436) 180.0 (92.6) 5 Up
36350 (11 079) 2 600 (792) 10 040 (44658) 181.4 (93,3) 5 Up
42140 (12844) 3000 (914) 9810 (43635) 224,6 (115.5) Cleanup Up
66 200 (20 178) 3 320 (1012) 9 610 (42745) 268.6 (138.2) 0 Up
74 760 (22787) 4 000 (1219) 9 710 (43 190) 272,5 (140.2) 0 Up
90 540 (27627) 5200 (1585) 9 830 (43724) 276,6 (142.3) 0 Up
101 730 (31 007) 6 000 (1829) 9 950 (44258) 280.9 (144,5) 0 Up
119 180 (36326) 7200 (2195) 10 070 (44791) 285.3 (146,8) 0 Up
131 410 (40054) 8 000 (2438) 10 190 (45325) 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
150720 (45939) 9200 (2804) 10 310 (45859) 294.4 (151.4) 0 Up
164 310 (50082) 10 000 (3048) 10 510 (46748) 301.1 (154,9) 0 Up
200 910 (61 237) 12 000 (3658) 10 800 (48038) 310.9 (159.9) 0 Up
241 840 (73713) 14 000 (4267) 11 080 (49284) 321.2 (165.2) 0 Up
288 060 (87801) 16 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) 332.1 (170,8) 0 Up
340 070 (103653) 18 000 (5486) 11 840 (52664) 343.4 (176,6) 0 Up
399 310 (121 771) 20 000 (6096)
155 000 0 (0) 0 (0) 12 290 (54666) 112.3 (57,8) 5 Down(70307) 6 190 (1 887) 0 (0) 12 300 (54710) 163.9 (84.3) 5 Retract
9 520 (2902) 400 1122) 12 330 (54844) 167,8 (86.3) 5 Up
12 290 (3746) 800 (244) 12 410 (55200) 169.2 (87,0) 6 Up
17 250 (5258) 1 500 (457) 9 990 (44436) 170.7 (87,8) 5 Up
22 630 (6898) 2000 (610) 10 050 (44702) 172,1 (88.5) 5 Up
29 270 (8921) 2 600 (792) 10 100 (44925) 173. (89,2) 5 Up
33 820 (10308) 3 000 (914) 9 840 (43768) 220.5 (113.4) Cleanup Up
54 820 (16709) 3 290 (1003) 9 610 (42745) 268,6 (138.2) 0 Up
62 450 (19035) 4 000 (1219) 9 710 (43 190) 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up
75 850 (23 119) 5200 (1585) 9 830 (43724) 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up
85 190 (25966) 6 000 (1829) 9 950 (44258) 280.9 (144.5) 0 Up
99 850 (30434) 7 200 (2195) 10 020 (45569) 285.3 (146.8) 0 Up
110 080 (33562) 8 000 (2438) 10 190 (46325) 289,8 (149:1) 0 Up
126 210 (38469) 9' 200 (2804) 10 310 (45859) 294.4 (151.4) 0 Up
137 520 (41 916) 10 000 (3048) 10 510 (46748) 301,0 (154,8) 0 Up
167 810 (51 148) 12 000 (3658) 10 800 (48038) 310,9 (159.9) 0 Up
201 420 (61393) 14 000 (4267) 11 080 (49284) 321.2 (165.2) 0 Up
239 010 (72850) 16 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
280870 (85609) 18 000 (5486) 11 840 (52664) 343.4 (176.6) 0 Up
327 950 (99959) 20 000 (6096)
138000 0 (0) 0 (0) 12340 (54888) 107,2 (55.1) 5 Down(62596) 4 810 (1466) 0 (0) 12 350 (54933) 156,3 (80.4) 5 Retract
7640 (2329) 400 (122) 12390 (55111) 159.9 (82,3) 5 Up
9 920 (3024) 800 (244) 12 480 (55511) 161.3 (83,0, 5 Up
13 990 (4264) 1 500 (457) 10 060 (44747) 1623 (83.7) 5 Up
18280 (5572) 2000_ (610) 10110 (44969)	 r 164.1 (84.4) 5- Up
23550 (7 178) 2 600 (792) 10 160 (45192) 1646 (84,7) 5 Up
27 150 (8276) 3 000 (914) 9 870 (43902) 216A,(111.3) Cleanup Up
45 600 (13 899) 3 260 (994) 9 610 (42745) 268.6 (138.2)= 0 Up
52 330 (15950) 4 000 (1219) 9 710 (43 190) 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up
63660 -(19404) 5200 (1585) 9830 -(43724) 276,6 (142.3) 0 Up
71 540 (21 804) 6 000 (1829) 9 950 (44 258) 280.9 (1445) 0 Up
83 880 (25567) 7 200 (2195) 10 070 (44791) 285.3 (146,8) 0 Up
92 480 (28188) 8 000 (2438) 10 190 (45325) 289,8 (149.1) 0 Up
106 000 (32309) 9200 (2804) 10 310 (45859) 2944 (151.4) 0 Up
115 460 (35192) 10 000 (3048) 10 510 (46748) 301.1 (1548)' 0 Up
140 710 (42888) 12 000 (3658) 10 800 (48038) 310,9 (159.9) 0 Up
168 560 (51 377) 14 000 (4267) 11 080 (49284) 321.2 (165.2) 0 Up
199 490 (60805) 16 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) 332,0 (170.8) 0 Up
233 690 (71 229) 18 000 (5486) 11 840 (52664) 343.4 (176.6) 0 Up










Table 13.,-727-200: Airline Pilots' Association Profiles
Takeoff Profiles for EPNL Footprints
Airplane Position at Start of Segment Segment Average
Brake release Distance from Power setting Flap
gross weight, brake release, Altitude, (F	 /5), Flight speed, position, Gear
lb (kg) ft (m) ft (m) lb (N) KTAS (m/s) deg position
172 500 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 12 230 (54399) 117.5	 (60,4) 5 Down(78245) 7 810	 (2380) 0	 (0) 12 240 (54440) 171.4	 (8B.2) 5 Retract
11 740	 (3578) 400	 (122) 12 280 (54621) 175.5	 (90.3) 5 Up
15 100	 (4602) 800	 (244) 12 070 (53687) 216.9	 (111.6) Cleanup Up
27 710	 (8446) 920	 (280) 11 880 (52842) 258.9 (133.2) 0 Up
32 280	 (9839) 1 500	 (457) 6 250 (27 800) 261,1	 (134.3) 0 Up
47 200	 (14387) 2070	 (631) 6 360 (28289) 263.4	 (135,5) 0 Up
62 200	 (18959) 2 630	 (802) 6 470 (28779) 265.6 (136.6) 0 Up
77200	 (23531) 3190	 (972) 6610 (29401) 268,4 (138.1) 0 Up
99 270	 (30257) 4 000 (1219) 9 710 (43190) 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up
115 150	 (35098) 5200 (1585) 9 830 (43724) 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up
126250	 (38481) 6000 (1829) 9950 (44258) 280.9 (144.5) 0 Up
143 710	 (43803) 7200 (2195) 10 070 (44791) 285.3 (146.8) 0 Up
155 940
	 (47 531) 8 000 (2438) 10 190 (45325) 289.8 (149,1) 0 Up
175 270	 (53422) 9200 (2804) 10 310 (45859) 294,4	 (151.4) 0 Up
188 870	 (57 568) 10 000 (3048) 10 510 (46748) 301.0 (154.8) 0 Up
225 490
	 (68729) 12 000 (3658) 10 800 (48038) 310.9	 (159.9) 0 Up
266 450
	 (81 214) 14 000 (4267) 11 080 (49234) 321,2 (165.2) 0 Up
312700	 (95311) 16000 (4877) 11460 (50974) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
364 750 (111 176) 18 000 (5486) 11 640 (52664) 343.4 (176,6) 0 Up
424 030 (129 244) 20 000 (6096)
155 000 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 12 290 (54666) 112.3	 (57,8) 5 Down(70307) 6190	 (1887) 0	 (0) 12300 (54710) 163.9	 (84.3) 5 Retract
9520
	 (2902) 400	 (122) 12330 (54844) 167,8	 (86.3) 5 Up
12 290	 (3746) 800	 (244) 12 100 (53821) 213.1	 (109;6) Cleanup Up
23 870	 (7 276) 910	 (277) 11 880 (52842) 258,3 (132.9) 0 Up
27860	 (8492) 1 500	 (457) 5 670 (25220) 261.1	 (134,3) 0 Up
42800	 (13045) 2070	 (631) 5780 (25709) 263.4 (135.5) 0 Up
57 800	 (17617) 2 630	 (802) 5 880 (26154) 265,6 (136.6) 0 Up
72 800	 (22 169) 3 190	 (972) 6 000 (26688) 268.4 (138,1) 0 Up
94 850	 (28910) 4 000 (1219) 9 710 (43 190) 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up
108 260	 (32998) 5 2Q0 (1585) 9 830 (43724) 276.6	 (142,3) 0 Up
117590	 (35841) 6 000 (1829) 9 950 (44258) 280.9 (144.5) 0 Up
132250	 (40310) 7200 (2195) 10070 (44791) 285.3 (146.8) 0 Up
142490	 (43431) 8000 (2438) 10190 (45325) 289.8	 (149.1) 0 Up
158 610	 (48431) 9200 (2804) 10 310 (45859) 294.4 (151.4) 0 Up
169 920	 (51 792) 10 000 (3048) 10 510 (46748) 301 0 (154:8) 0 Up
200220	 (61927) 12000 (3658) 10800 (48038) 310.9 (159.9) 0 Up
233 820
	 (71 268) 14 000 (4267) 11 080 (49284) 321.2 (165,2) 0 Up
271 410	 (82726) 16 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
313 270
	
(95485) 18 000 (5486) 11 840 (52664) 343.4
	
(176.6) 0 Up
360 350 (109 835) 20 000 (6096)
138 000 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 12 340 (54888) 107.2	 (55.1) 5 Down(62596) 4810	 (1466) 0	 (0) 12350 (54933) 156.3	 (80.4) 5 Retract
7640	 (2329) 400	 (122) 12390 (55111) 159,9	 (82,3) 5 Up
9 920	 (3024) 800	 (244) 12 130 (53954) 209.1
	 (107.6) Cleanup Up
20480
	
(6242) 900	 1274) _ 11 880 (52842) 258,9 (133.2) 0 Up,
23 960	 (7303) 1 500	 (457) 5 150 (22907) - 261.1	 (134.3) 0 Up
38900	 (11 857) 2070	 (631) 5 240 (23 308) 263.4 (135.5) 0 Up
53 900	 (16429) 2 630	 (802)	 : 5 330 123708) 265.6 (136,6) 0 Up
68900 	 (21 001) 3 190
	 (972)
	 - 5440 (24 197) 268.4	 (138,1) 0 Up
90 950	 (27722) 4000 (1219) 9 710 (43 190) 272,5 (140.2) 0 Up
102 270	 (31 172 5200 (1585) 9 830 (43724) 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up
110 150	 (33 574) 6 000 (1829) 9 950 (44258) 280,9 (144.5) 0 Up
122480	 (37' 332) 7 200 (2195) ` 10 070 (44791) 285.3 (146.8) 0 Up
131 080	 (39953) 8 000 (2438) 10 190 (45325) 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
144 590	 (44071) 9200 (2804) 10 310 (45859) 294,4 (151 A) 0 Up
154 040`	(46951) 10 000 (3048)- 10 510 (46748) - 301.0 (154,8) 0 Up
179 270	 (54641) 12 000 (3658) 10 800 (48038) 310.9 (159.9) 0 Up
207100	 (63124) 14000 (4267) 11080 (49284) 321;2 (165.2) 0 Up
238 010	 (72545) 16 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
272 190	 (62964) 18 000 (5486) 11 840 (52664) 343.4 (176.6) 0 Up
310 310	 (94682) 20 000 (6096)
^,
Airplane Position at Start of Segment Segment Average
Distance from Power settingBrake release Flap
gross weight, brake release, Altitude, (F /6), Flight speed, position, Gear
lb (kg) ft (m) ft (m) Ib (N) KTAS (m/s) deg position
172500 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 12230 (54399) 117.5	 (60.4) 5 Down(78245) 7 810	 (2380) 0	 (0) 12290 (54 666) 172.2	 (88.6) 5 Retract
16 800	 (5121) 1 000	 (305) 12 360 (54 977) 176.9	 (91,0) 5 Up
19 440
	 (5925) 1 310	 (399) 8 100 (36029) 177,9	 (91,5) 5 Up




	 (674) 8 370 (37230) 180.5	 (92.8) 5 Up
50 000	 (15240) 2 690	 (820) 9 910 (44080) 197.3	 (101.5) Cleanup Up
57 510	 (17529) 2 690	 (820) 9 660 (42968) 239.1	 (123.0) 0 Up
69 290	 (21 120) 2 690	 (820) 9 580 (42612) 267.4	 (133.6) 0 Up
85 570	 (26082) 4 000 (1219) 9 710 (43190) 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up
101 440
	
(30919) 5200 (1585) 9 830 (43724) 276.6	 (142.3) 0 Up
112 530	 (34 299) 6 000 (1829) 9 950 (44258) 280.9 (144.9) 0 Up
129 960
	
(39612) 7200 (2195) 10 070 (44 791) 285,3 (146.8) 0 Up
142 180	 (43336) 8 000 (2438) 10 190 (45325) 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
161 480	 (49219) 9200 (2804) 10310 (45859) 294.4	 (151,4) 0 Up
175061
	
(53359) 10000 (3048) 10510 (46748) 301.0 (154.8) 0 Up
211630	 (64505) 12000 (3658) 10800 (48038) 310.9	 (159.9) 0 Up
252 530	 (76971) 14 000 (4267) 11 080 (49284) 321.2	 (165.2) 0 Up
298 710	 (91 047) 16 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
350 670 (106 884) 18 000 (5486) 11840 (52664) 343.4	 (176.6) 0 Up
409 850 (124 922) 20 000 (6096)
155 000 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 12 290 (54666) 112.3	 (57.8) 5 Down(70307) 6180	 (1884) 0	 (0) 12360 (54977) 164.9	 (84.8) 5 Retract
15110	 (4606) 1200	 (366) 12470 (55467) 170.5-	 (87.7) 5 Up
19 440
	 (6925) 1 800	 (549) 7 380 (32826) 171.4	 (88.2) 5 Up
29 400	 (8961) 2 250
	
(686) 7 500 (33360) 172.6	 (88.8) 5 Up
39 400	 (12009) 2 700	 (823) 7 620 (33894) 173.8	 (89.4) 5 Up
50 000	 (15240) 3 190	 (972) 9 980 (44391) 196.9	 (101.3) Cleanup Up
58 650	 ( i7 877) 3 190	 (972) 9 690 (43 101) 243.0 (125.0) 0 Up
68 080	 (20 751) 3 190	 (972) 9 600 (42701) 268.4	 (138.1) 0 Up
76750	 (23393) 4000 (1219) 9710 (43190) 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up
90 130	 (27472) 5200 (1585) 9 830 (43724) 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up
99460	 (30315) 6000 (1829) 9950 (44258) 280.9 (144.9) 0 Up
114 100	 (34778) 7 200 (2195) 10 070 (44791) 285.3	 (146.8) 0 Up
124 320	 (37893) 8 000 (2438) 10 190 (46325) 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
140 420	 (42800) -9 200 (2804) 10 310 (45869) 294.4 (151.4) 0 Up
151 720	 (46244) 10 000 (3048) 10 510 (46748) 301.0 (154.8) 0 Up
181 970
	
(55464) 12 000 (3658) 10 800 (48 Q38) 310.9 (169.9) 0 Up
215 530	 (65694) 14 000 (4267) 11 080 (49284) 321.2	 (165.2) 0 Up
253 060
	 (77 133) 16 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
294 850	 (89870) 18 000 (5486) 11 840 (52664) 343. (176.6) 0 Up
341850 (104196) 20000 (6096)
138 000 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 12 340 (54888) 107.2	 (55.1) 5 Down(62596) 4810	 (1466) 0	 (0) 12400 (55155) 157.0	 (80,8) 5 Retract
11 070	 (3374) 1 '000'	 (305) 12 560 (55867) 162.6	 (83.6) 5 Up
19 440	 (5925) 2 410	 (735) 6 690 (29757) 154.9	 (84.8) 5 Up
29 400	 (8961) 2 860	 (872) 6 800 (30246) 166.0	 (85.4) 5 Up39 400	 (12009) 3 310 (1009) 6 910 (30736) 167.1	 (86.0) 5 Up
50 000	 (15240) 3 790 (1155) 10 060 (44746) 196.7	 (101.2) Cleanup Up
59420
	 (18111) 3790 (1155) 9740 (43324) 247.4 (127.3) 0 Up
67010	 (20425) 3790 (1155) 9630 (42834) 269.6 (138.7) 0 Up
68 930	 (21 010) 4 000 (1219) 9710 (43 190) 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up
80 240	 (24457) , 5200 (1585) 9 830 (43724) 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up
88 100	 (26853) 6 000 (1829) 9 950 (44258) 280.9 (144.9) 0 Up
100 420	 (30608) 7200 (2195) 10 070 (44791) 285.3	 (146.8) 0 Up
109010
	 (33225) :8000 ` (2438) 10190 (45325) 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
122 500	 (37338) 9200 (2804) 10310 (45859) 294.4	 (151.4) 0 Up
131 940	 (40215) 10000 (3048) 10 510 (46748) 301.0 (154.8) 0 Up
157 140 ; (47896) 12 000 (3658) ' 10 800 (48038) 310.9 (159.9) 0 Up
184 930 ' (56367) 14 000 (4267) 11 080 (49284) 321,2	 (165.2) ` 0 Up
215 800
	
(65776) 1 .5 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
249 930	 (76 1791 18 000 (5486) 11-840 (52664) 343.4 (176.6) 0 Up
287 980
	






Table 14.-727-200: FAR Part 36 Cutback Profiles
Takeoff Profiles for EPNL Footprints e
Airplane Position at Start of Segment Segment Average
Brake release Distance from Power setting Flap
gross weight, brake release, Altitude, ( Fn /5), Flight speed, position, Gear
lb (kg) ft (m) ft (m I 	 (N) KTAS (m/s) deg position
172 500 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 12 230 (54399) 117.5
	 (60.4) 5 Down(78 2451 7 810	 (2380) 0	 (0) 12 240 (54444) 171.5	 (88.2) 5 Retract
12 000	 (3658) 430	 (131) 8 540 (37986) 175.8	 (90.4) 5 Up
22 000	 (6706) 990	 (302) 8 690 (38653) 177,3	 (91.2) 5 Up
32 000	 (9754) 1 550	 (472) 8 830 (39276) 178.8	 (92.0) 5 Up
42000	 (12802) 2110	 (643) 8 950 (39810) 180.1
	
(92,6) 5 Up
50 000	 (15240) 2 550	 (777) 9 900 (44035) 197,0 (101.3) Cleanup Up
57 480	 (17 520) 2 550
	 (777) 9 640 (42879) 238.7	 (122.8) 0 Up
69 070	 (21 053) 2 550	 (777) 9 570 (42567) 267.1
	 (137.4) 0 Up
87 150	 (26 563) 4 000 (1219) 9710 (43190) 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up
103 020	 (31400) 5200 (1585) 9 830 (43724) 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up
114 100	 (34778) 6 000 (1829) 9 950 (44 258) 280.9 (144.9) 0 Up
131510	 (40093) 7200 (2195) 10070 (44791) 285,3 (146.8) 0 Up
143 750	 (43815) 8 000 (2438) 10190 (45325) 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
163 050	 (49698) 9200 (2804) 10 310 (45859) 294,4 (151,4) 0 Up
176 630	 (53837) 10 000 (3048) 10 510 (46748) 301,0 (154.8) 0 Up
213 200	 (64983) 12 000 (3658) 10 800 (48038) 310,9 (159.9) 0 Up
254 100	 (77450) 14 000 (4267) 11 080 (49284) 321.2 (165.2) 0 Up
300 280	 (91 525) 16 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) 332,0 (170,8) 0 Up
352 240 (107 363) 18 000 (5486) 11 840 (52664) 343.4
	
(176.6) 0 Up
411 410 (125 398) 20 000 (6096)
155 000 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 12 290 (54665) 112.3	 (57.8) 5 Down(70307) 6180	 (1884) 0	 (0) 12320 (54799) 164,3	 (84.5) 5 Retract
12 000	 (3668) 760	 (232) 7 870 (35006) 168.9	 (86,9) 5 Up
22 000	 (6706) 1 340	 (408) 8 010 (35628) 170,4
	 (87.7) 5 Up
32 000	 (9754) 1 930	 (588) 6 150 (36251) 171.9	 (88.4) 5 Up
42 000	 (12802) 2 500	 (762) 8 260 (36740) 173.2	 (89.1) 5 Up
50 000	 (15240) 2 960
	
(902) 9 960 (44302) 196,4
	 (101.0) Cleanup Up
58 570	 (17852) 2 960	 (902) 9 670 (43012) 242,4 (124.7) 0 Up
67 780	 (20659) 2960	 (902) 9 590 (42656) 267.9 (137.8) 0 Up
78 050	 (24033) 4 000 (1219) 9 710 (43 190) 272,5 (140.2) 0 Up
92 230	 (28112) 5200 (1585) 9 830 (43724) 276.6	 (1 .9:::3) 0 Up
101 560	 (30955) 6 000 (1829) 9 950 (44 258) 280.9 (144,9) 0 Up
116 200	 (35418) 7 200 (2195) 10 070 (44791) 286.3 (146.8) 0 Up
126 420
	
(38533) 8 000 (2438) 10 190 (45325) 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
142 520	 (43440) 9200 (2804) 10 310 (45859) 294.4	 (151.4) 0 Up
153 81 !1	 (46881) 10 000 (3048) 10 510 (46.748) 301.0 (154:8) 0 Up
184 070	 (56 1051 12 000 (3658) 10 800 (49038) 310,9 (159,9) 0' Up
217 620	 (66331) 14 000 (4267) 11 080 (40284) 321.2 (165.2) 0 Up
255 150	 (77770) 16 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
296 940
	
(90507) 18 000 (5486) 11 840 (52664) 343.4
	
(176.6) 0 Up
343 940 (104 833) 20 000 (6096)
138 000 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 12 340 (54 888) 107,2	 (55,1) 5 Down(62696) 4 810	 (1 466) 0	 (0) 12410 (55200) 157,2	 (80.9) 5 Retract
12 000	 (3658) 1 160	 (3541 7 210 (32070) 162.0	 (83.3) 5 Up
22 000	 (6706) 1 770	 (539) 7 350 (32' 693) 163.5	 (84,1) 5 Up
32 000	 (9754) 2 380	 (725) 7 480 (33271) 165.0	 (84.0) 5 Up
42 000	 (12802) 2 980	 (908) 7 590 (33760) 166.3'	 (85.5) 5- Up
50 000	 (15240) 3 450 (1052) 10 030 (44613) 196.0 0O0.8) Cleanup Up
59 290	 (18072) 3 450 (1052) 9 710 (43 190) 246.4 (126.7) 0 Up
66600	 (20300) 3`450 (1052) 9620 (42790) 268,9 (138.3) 0 Up
71 580	 (21 818) 4 000 (112 19) 9 710 (43 190) 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up
82690	 (25265) 5200 (1535) 9830 (43724) 276,6 (142.3) 0 Up
90 760
	
(27664) 6 000 (18291 9 950 (44258) 280.9 (144.9) 0 Up
103080	 (31419) 7200 (2195) 10070 (44791) 285.3 (146,8) 0 Up
111 660	 (34034) 8 000 (243E) 10 190 (45325) 289.8 (149:1) 0 Up
125160	 (38149) 9200 (2004) 10310 (45859) 294.4 (151.4) 0 Up
134 600	 (41 0261 10 000 (3048) 10 510 (46748) 301.0 (154.8) 0 Up
159 800	 (48707) 12 000 (3658) 10 800 (48038) - 310.9 (159.9) 0 Up
187 590	 (57 177) 14 000 (4267) 11 080 (49284) 321.2 (165,21 0 Up
218450	 (66584) 16 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) ` 332.0 (1.70.8) 0 Up
252 580	 (76986) 18 000 (5486) 11 840 (52664) 343,4 (176.6) 0 Up
290640	 (88 587) 1 20'000 (6096)
04^g
Og1
Table 15.-727-200: Community Interface Profit






Airplane Position at Start of Segment Segment Avera e
Distance from
brake release, Altitude,





lb (kg) ft (m) ft (m) RAN) KTAS (m/s) deg position'
172 500 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 12 230 (54 399) 117.5	 (60,4) 5 Down(78 245) 7 810	 (2380) 0	 (0) 12 240 (54444) 171.5	 (88,2) 5 Retract
12 000	 (3658) 430	 (131) 6 780 (30157) 175,5	 (90.3) 5 Up
22 000	 (6706) 710	 (216) 6 840 (30424) 176,2	 (90.6) 5 Up
32 000	 (9754) 990	 (302) 6 900 (30691) 176.9	 (91.0) 5 Up
42 000	 (12802) 1 270	 (387) 6 950 (30914) 177.6	 (91.4) 5 Up
50 000	 (15240) 1 500	 (457) 9 790 (43 546) 194,7
	
(100.2) Cleanup Up
57 230	 (17444) 1 500	 (457) 9 530 (42389) 235.8 (121.3) 0 Up
67 640	 (20617) 1 500	 (457) 9 520 (42345) 265.0 (136,3) 0 Up
98010	 (29873) 4000 (1219) 9710 (43190) 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up
113 870	 (34708) 5200 (1585) 9 830 (43724) 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up
124 950	 (38085) 6 000 (1829) 9 950 (44258) 280.9 (144.9) 0 Up
142 380	 (43397) 7200 (2195) 10 070 (44 791) 285.3 (146,8) 0 Up
154 590	 (47 119) 8 000 (2438) 10 190 (45325) 2 a,tf (149.1) 0 Up
173 880	 (52999) 9200 (2804) 10 310 (45	 19) 294.4	 (151,4) 0 Up
187 460	 (57 138) 10 000 (3048) 10 510 (46748) 301.0 (154,8) 0 Up
224 020	 (68281) 12 000 (3658) 10 800 (48038) 310.9	 (159.0) 0 Up
264 900	 (80742) 14 000 (4267) 11 080 (49284) 321.2 (165,2) 0 Up
311060	 (94811) 16000 (4877) 11460 (50974) 332,0 (170,8) 0 Up
363 000 (110 642) 18 000 (5486) 11 840 (52664) 343,4 (176.6) Q Up
422 150 (128 671) 20 000 (6096)
155 000 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 12 290 (54666) 112.3	 (57.8) 5 Down(70307) 6180	 (1884) 0	 (0) 12320(54799) 164,3	 (84,5) 5 Retract
12 000	 (3658) 760
	 (232) 6 210 (27622) 168.6	 (861) 5 Up
22 000	 (6706) 1 050	 (320) 6 270 (27889) 169,3	 (87.1) 5 Up
32 000	 (9754) 1 340	 (148) 6 320 (28 111) 170.0	 (87.4) 5 Up
42 000
	 (12802) 1 630	 (497) 6 370 (28334) 170.7	 (87,8) 5 Up
50 000	 (15240) 1 870	 (570) 9 840 (43768) 194,2	 (99.9) Cleanup Up
58240	 (17752) 1870	 (570) 9560 (42523) 239A (123.1) 0 Up
66 440	 (20251) 1 870	 (570) 9 540 (42434) 265.7	 (136.7) 0 Up
88 540	 (26987) 4 000 (1219) 9 710 (43 190) 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up
101 920	 (31 065) 5200 (1585) 9 830 (43724) 276.6	 (142.3) 0 Up
111 250	 j33 909) 6 000 (1829) 9 950 (44 258) 280,9 (144,9) 0 Up
125 880	 (38368) 7200 (2195) 10 070 (44791) 285,3 (146.8) 0 Up
136100	 (41483) 8000 (2438) 10190 (45325) 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
152 200	 (46391) 9200 (2804) 10 310 (45859) 294.4
	 (151,4) 0 Up
163 490	 (49832) 10 000 (3048) 10 510 (46748) 301,0 (154.8) 0 Up
193 730	 (59049) 12 000 (3658) 10 800 (48038) 310.9 (159.9) 0 Up
227 280	 (69275) 14 000 (4267) 11 080 (49284) 321.2	 (165,2) 0 Up
264 800	 (80711) 16 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) 332,0 (170.8) 0 Up
306580	 (93446) 18000 (5486) 11840 (52664) 343.4 (176.6) 0 Up
353 560 (107 765) 20 000 (6096)
138 000 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 12 340 (54888) 107,2	 (55,1) 5 Down(02 596) 4 810	 (1466) 0	 (0) 12 410 (55200) 157.2	 (80.9) 5 Retract
12 000	 (3658) 1 160	 (354) 5 660 (25176) 161.7	 (83,2) 5 Up
22000	 (6706) 1 470	 (448) 5 710 (25398) 162.4	 (83.5) 5 Up
32 000	 (9754) 1 780	 (543) 5 760 (25620) 163,1
	
(83.9) 5 Up
42 000	 (12802) 2070	 (631) 5 810 (25 843) 163.8
	 (84,3) 5 Up
50 000
	 (15240) 2 310	 (704) 9 910 (44080) 193,9	 (99,7), Cleanup Up_
58910	 (17956) 2 310	 (704) 9590 (42656) 243.4 (125.2) 0 Up
65330	 (19913) 2310	 (704) 9560 (42523) 266.6 (137,1) 0 Up
R0 260	 (24463) 4 000 (1219) 9 710 (43 191) 272,5 (140.2) 0 Up
91 570	 (27911) 5200 (1585) 9830 (43724) 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up
99 440	 (30309) 6 000 (1829) 9 950 (44258) 280.9 (144.5) 0 Up
111 750	 (34061) 7200 (2195) 10 070 (44791) 285,3 (146.8) 0 Up
120340	 (36680) 8000 (2438) 101190 (45325) 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
133 830	 (40791) 9200 (2804) 10 310 (45859) 294.4 (151,4) 0 Up
M3 270	 (43 669) 10 000 13048) 10 510 (46748) 304.0 (154.8) 0 Up
168 460	 (51347) 12 000 (3658) 10 800 (48083) 310.9 (159,9) 0 Up
196 240 ' (59814) 14 000 (4267) 11080 (49284) 321,2	 (165.2) 0 Up
227 100	 (69220) 16 000 (4877) 11 460 (50974) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
261 230	 (79623) 18 000 (5486) 11 840 (52664) 343.4 (176,6) 0 Up







Table 16.-727-200: Community Interface Profiles-500-ft1min (2.54-m;s) Climb
Takeoff Profiles for EPNL Footprints
Table 17-727 Refan: Modified Full-Power Operational Takeoff Profiles
Takeoff Profiles for EPNL Footprints
Airplane Position at Start of Segment Segment A erarle
Distance from Power settingBrake release flapgross weight, brake release, Altitude, (Fr, /d), Flight Sliced, position, GearI6 (kg) It (m) It (m) Ib IN) KSAS (m,sl deg position
182500 0 (01 D 10) 12 960 157 646) 121.7 (62,6) 5 Down182 7811 8 160 (2 481) 0 (01 12 050. l5Z 602) 177.5 (91.3) 5 Retract12160 (3 706) 400 (122) 12910 (576911 181.5 (93A) 6 Up
15 530 14 734{ 800 1244) 13 050 1580401 183.0 (94.1) 6 Up
21 670 (6 575) 1500 (457) 10 040 (44650) 191.5 (9&5) Cleanup Up
25140 (7663) 1500 (457) 0650 (429231 229.6 (118.11 0 Up30460 1120271 1500 (4571 0460 (420341 201.8 (134.7) 0 Up
50960 (15633) 2400 (7321 9640 (42879) 265.1 (136.4) 0 Up61 410 (18718) 3200 (9751 9 820 (43070) 268:4 (138A) 0 Up
72070 (219671 .4000 (1219{ 10 050 144 702) 272.5 (1402) 0 Up
88510 (20978) 5200. (1585) 10270 (456811 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up
09600 (304191 6000 (1829) 10400 (466601 280.9 (144.5) 0 UP
117270 (35744( 7200.12195) 10 710 1470381 285.3 (146.8) 0. Up
129310 (39414) 8000 (2438110940 1486611 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
148030 (45120) 0200 (2804) 11 190 149640) 294.4 1151.4) 0 Up
100970 149.0641 10000 (3048) 11470 (51019) 301.0 (154.8) 0 Up
105190 (594941 12000 136581 11920 1530201 3.10.9 (159.01 0 Up
232460 170854) 14000 (4267) 12360 (549771 321.2 (165.2) 0 Up
273 460 (83.3511 16 000 (4877) 12 800 (569341 33240 1170.81 0. Up
319 000 (972311 18 000 (54861 13 290 (591141 343.4 (1706) 0 Up
309 820 (112 7211 20 000 (6096)
172500 0 (0) 0 (0) 13 010 (678681 118.9 (61.2) 5 Down(78245) 7200 12 1951 0 (0) 13 000 157 8241 173.3 189.11 5 Retract
10800 (3310)400 (122) 13020 (57013) 1771 (911) 5 Up
13 890 (4 2341 800 (244) 13 100 (682601 178.7 (91.0) 5 Up19330 (58921 1500 (457) 10050 (44702) 190.2 (97:8) Cleanup Up.23660 17212) 1500 1457) 0640 (42879) 2304 (118,5! 0 Up36290 (11061) 1500 (4571 0450 142034) 261.8 (134.7) 0 Up46 810 114288) 2 400 (7321 9 640 (42810) 265.1 (130.41 0 Up56350 1171751 3200. 19751 0020 (43079) 268.4 1138.1) 0 Up66 080 (20 1411 4 000 (12101 10 050 (44702) 272.5 (140.21. 0 up81080 (247131 5200 115851 10270 (45081) 270.6 1142.31 0 Up91370 (27850) 6000(1829) 10490 (466001 280.9 (144.51 0 Up107 280 (326991 7200 (21951 10 710 (47638) 285.3 (146.81 0 Up118240 (36040) 8000 (2438) 10040 (48661) 289.8 1149.11 0 Up135250 (412241 9200 (28041 11 160 (49640) 294.; (151.4) 0 Up
147000 (44806) 10000 (3048) 11470 (510191 301.0 (154.8) 0 Up178 000 . 154 254) 12 000 13658) 11 920 (53020) 310.9 1159.91 0 Up211 670 (64517) 14 000 (4267) 12 350 (54 977). 321.2 1165.21 p Up248570 (75704) 16000 (48771 12800 (56034) 332.0 (170.81 0 Up289300 (88197) 18000 (5486) 13290 (591141. 343.4 1170.G) 0 Up334 650 (102 0015 20 000 (60961
155000 0 (0) 0 (0) 13100 (58269) 1118 (58.61 5 Down(70307) 5693 (1734) 0 (0) 13090 (56224) 166.8 (852) 5 Retract8820 (2688) 400 (122) 13110 (58313) 169,5 (87.2) 6 UP11 340 (3456) 800 (244) 13 190 168 669) 170.9 (87.9) 5 Up15830 14825) 1500 (4571 10080 (44836) 181.8 (96.0) Cleanup up21070 (6422) 1500 (4571 9630 (42834) 23.13 (119.3) 0 up31260 (95281 1500 (457) 0450 (42034) 261.9 (134.7) 0 Up,40 190 112 26U) 2 400 17321 9 640 (42870) 265.1 (136.4) 0 Up48 280 (14 716) 3200 (075) 9 820 (43079) 269.4 (138.1) 0 Up50 540 (17233) 4 000 (12191 10050 144 702) 272.6 (140.2) 0 Up60240 (211041 5200 (1585) 10270 (45681) 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up77040 (237661 600011829) 10490 (46660) 280.9 (144.5) 0 Up91310 (27 B501 7200 (2195) 10710 (4 1 6381 285.3 (146:81 0 Up100610 130666) 8000 124381 10940 (486011 289,8 (149.1) 0 Up114020 (35028) 9200 (2804) 11160 (406401 294.4 (151.41 0 Up124800 138039) 10000 (30481 11470 (610101 301.0 (154.8) 0 Up
160760 (459521. 12000 (36581 11020 (53020) 310.9 (1599) 0 Up178 810 154 501) 14 000 (4267) 12360 (64977) 321,2 (165.2) 0 Up209 390 (638221 16 000 (4877) 12 800 (56934) 3320 (170.8) 0 Up242960 (74054) 18000 ( 5486) 13200 (591141 343 A 1176 .6) 0 Up279 930 185323) 20 000 16096) -
138000 0 (0)- 0 t0) 13190 (586691 108.7 (55.91 5 Down(62596) 4410 (1344) 0 (0) 13180 (58626) 168.3 (61.41 5 Retract
7090 (2161) 400 (122) 13210 (687581 161.7. (93.2 5 Up9:100 (2792) 800 (244) 13290 (59114) 163.1 183.91 5 Up
12 900 (39201 1 500 (457) 10 120 (45014) 105.4 (95.4) Cleanup Up
18610 (56721 1500 (4571 90101427451 233,5 (120.1) 0 Up
26840 (9181) 1:500 (457) 94501420341 261.9 f134.21 0 up	 ..
- 34420 (104911 2400 (732) 0640 (42870) 265.1 (136.4) 0 up
41290 1125851 3200 (9751 9820(43619) 268-4 1139.11 0 Up
..48290 (14719)- 4000 (12191 10050 (44 702) 272.51140.21: 0 UP50050. (17998) 5200 (15851 10270 (45681) .276.6 4742.31 0 Up66410 (20242) 6000 (1829) 10490 (46660) 280.9 1144.51 0 (1p.
77 770 (237041 7200 (2195) - 10710 147 6381 285.3 (1413.8) 0 Up85570 126082) 8000 (24381 10340 (480011 289.8 04911 0 Up
97640 120761) 9200 (2804) 11160 (49640) 294.4 (151.4) 0 Up
105950 (32294) .10000(30481 11470 (510191 301.0 (154.81 0 Up
127 770 (38944) 12 000 (36581 11 920 (53020) 310.9 (159.91 0 Up
151270 (46107) 14000 (4267) 12 360 154 977) 321.2 (165.21 0 Up
176770 (538791 16000 148771 178001569341 3370 (170.8! 0 Up	 -





Table 18.-727 Retan: Air Transportation Association Takeoff Profiles
P.
Takeoff Profiles for EPNL Footprints
Airplane Position at Start of Segment Segment Average
Distance from Power settingBrake release to






:pos i tion,n. Gear
lb (kg) it (m) it (m) bn IN KTAS (m/s) dog position
102500 0	 10) 0	 (0) 12960 (57646) 121.7	 (62.6) 5 Down
(82781) 8160	 (2487) 0	 (0) 12 
93
`0 (57602) 177.5	 (91,3) 5 Retract
12160	 (37061 400	 (122) 12 70 181,5	 (03.4) 5 Up
15530	 (4734) 800	 (2441
15 76911
13.050	 58046) 183,0	 (94.1) 5 Up
21'.670 	 (6575) 1 500	 (457) 10180 (45281) 184,6	 (95.0) 6 Up
28870	 (8800) 2000	 (610) 10310 (45859) 186.2	 (95,8)5 Up
37770	 (11 512) 2.600	 (792) 10430 (46393) 187,6	 (96.5) 5 Up
43790	 (13347) 3000	 (914) 10110:(44969) 227,7	 (117,1) Cleanup Up
67330	 (20522) 3310 (1009) 9830 (43724) 268,6 (138.2) a Up
76530	 (23326) 4000 (1219) 10050 (44702) 272.5 (1402) 0 Up
KIM	 (28328) 5200 (1585) 10270 (46681) 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up
104210	 (31763) 6000 (1829) 10490 (46660) 280.9 (144,51 0 Up
1 21 660	 (37082) 7200 (2195) 10710 (47638) 285,3 (146.8) 0 Up
133690	 (40749) 8000 (24381 10940 (486611 289,8 (149.1) 0 Up
152370	 (46442) 9200 (2804) 11 160 (496401 294.4 (151A) 0 up
165300	 (50383) 10000 (31348) 11 470 (51019) 301.0 (154,8) a Up
199470	 (60798)' . 12000 13658) 11 920 (53020) 310,9 (159,9) 0 Up
236680	 (72140) 14000 (4267) 12360 (54977) 321.2 (165.2) 0 Up'
277620	 (84619) 16000 (4877) 12800 (56934) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up




172500 0	 10) 0	 i0l 13 010  (57868) 118,9	 (61.2) 5 Down
(78245) 7200
	 (2195) 0	 (0) 13000 (57824) 173.3	 (89.1) 5 Retract
10860	 (3310) 400	 (1221 13020 (57913) 177.3	 (91.2) 5 Up
13890	 (4234) 800	 (2441 13 100 (58269) 178.7	 (91.9) 5 Up
19330 	 15 2% 1 600	 1457) 10240 (45548) 180.3	 (92.71 5 Up
25700
	 !7833) 2000	 610) 10360 (46081) 181.8	 (93,5) 6 Up
33470	 (10202) 2600	 (792) 10480 1466151 183,2	 (94,21 5 Up
32730	 (,9976) 3000	 (914) 10 140 (45103) 225.4	 (115,9) Cleanup Up
60540	 (18453) , 3290 (1003) 9830 (41 056) 268.6-(138.2) 0 Up
69 180	 (21 086) 4000 (1219) 10050 (44702) 272.5 (140.2) a Up
84 160	 (25652) 5200 (1585) 10270 (45681) 276,6 (142,3) 0 Up
94430	 (287821 6000 (1829) 10490 (46660) 0 Up
110330	 (33629) 7200 (2195) 10710 (47638)
280.9 (144 5^
285.3 (146:8 0 Up
121 270	 (36963) 8000 (2438) 10940 (48661) 289,8 (149.1) 0 Up
138260	 (42142) 9200 (2804) 11 160 (49640) 294.4	 1151.41 0 Up
150000	 (45720) 10000 (3048) 11470 (51019) 301.0
	 ( . 1 54.8) 0 Up
180960	 155157) 12000 (3658) 11920 (53 020) 310.9 (159.9) 0 UP
214'580 	(65404) 14000 (4267) 12360 (54977) 321.2 (105,2) 0 Up
251420	 (76633) 16000 (4877) 12800 (66934) 332.011:70,81 0 Up
202160	 (89050) 18000 (5486) 13290 (59 114) 343A (I MG) 0 Up
337380 (102833) 20000 (6096
155000 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 1 3100 113.8	 (58.51 . 5 Down
(70307) 5690	 ( 1 734) 0	 (0)
158269
13090	 58224) 165,8	 (85.3) 5 Retract
8820	 (2680) 400	 (122) 13110 (58313) 169.5	 (87.2) 5 Up
11 340	 (3456) 800	 (244) 13190(58:669) 170.9	 (87.9) 5 Up
15830	 (4 825) 1.500' (457) 10330 (45948) 172,5	 (88.7) 5 Up
20880	 (6 364) 2000	 (610) 10460 (46526) 173.9	 (89.5) 5, Up
27030	 (8239) 2600	 (792) 10580 (47060) 175.2	 (90.1) 5 Up
31 170 ,	(9501) 3000- (914) 10 1 80 (45281) 221.4	 (113.9) Cleanup Up
50430	 (15371) 3260	 (994) 9830 (43724) 268.5 (138,1) 0 Up
58050	 (17694) 4000 (1219) 272,5 (140.2) 0 Up
70740
	 (21 562) 5200 (1585)
10050	 702 ^144
10270	 45681 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up
79430	 (24210) 6000 (1829) 10490 (46660) 280.9 (144.5) 0 Up
92850	 (28301) 7200 (2195) 10710 (47638) 265.3 (146.8) 0 Up
102080	 (31 114) 8000 (2438) 10940 (48661) 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
116380	 (35473) 9200 (2804) 11 160 (49640) 294,4 (161,4) 0 Up
126240	 (38478) 10000 (3048) 11470 (51019) 301,0 (154M) 0 Up
152170	 (46381) 12000 (36581 11.920 (53020) 310.9 (159.9) 0 Up
180200	 (54925) 14:.000 (4267) 12360 (54977) 321,2 (165.2) 0 Up
210740
	
(64234) 16000 (4877) 12 800 (56934) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
244270	 (74453) 18000 (5486) 13290 159 114) 343.4 (176.6) 0 Up
281 200	 (857101 1 20000 (6096) 1
128000 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 13 190 (58669) 108.7	 (55.9) 5 Down
(62596) 4410	 (1 344) 0	 (0) 13180 (58625) 168,2,	 (81.4) 5 Retract
7090	 (21611 400	 (122) 13210 (58768) 161.7	 (83,2) 5 Up.`.
9 160	 (2792) 800	 (244) 13290 (59114) 163.1	 (83.9) 5... Up
12860	 (3920) 1500	 (457) 10420 (46348) 164.5	 (84,6) 5 Up
16880
	 ( 5 1451' 2000	 (610) 10560 (469711. 165,9	 (85.3) 5 Up
21 770	 (6635) 2600	 (792) 10680 (47 505)'. 167.1	 186.0) 5 Up
26060	 (7638) 3000	 (914) 10230 (46603) 217.3 0 11.8) Cfeanup Up
42080	 (12826) 3240	 19881 9820 (43679) 268.5 (138.11 0 Up
48770	 (14866) 4000 112191 10 050 (44702) 272,5 (140.2) 0 Up
59520	 (18142) 5200 (1585) 10270 (45681) 276.6 '(142.31. 0 Up
66880	 (20385) 6000 (1829) 10490 (46660)'- 280.9 (144.51 0 Up
78.230	 (23846) 7200 (2195) 10710 (476381 285.3 (146,8) 0 Up
86020219) 8. 000 12438) 10940 (486611 209.8 (149.1) 0 Up^26
98080	 (29895i. 9200 (2804) 11.160 (49640) 294.4 (151.4) 0 Up
106390	 (32-0281:. 10000 (3D481 11430 (508411 301.0 (154.8) 0 Up
128190	 (39072) 12000 (3658) 11920 (53020) 310,9.(159.91." 0 UP
151 670	 (46229) 14000 (4267) 12360 (54 977) 321.2 (165.21 0 Up
177:150	 (53995) 16000 (4877) 12800 (56934) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
204990'(62481) 18000- (54061 13290 (59114) 343.4 (176.6) a Up









Airplane Position at Start of Segment Segment Average
Brake reiease Distance from Power setting Flap
gross weight, brake release, Attitude, (F r bj. Flight speed, position, Gear
lb (kq) ft (m) ft (m) I
ft
KTAS (m/s) deg position
182500 0	 (0) 0	 to) 12960 (57646) 121.7	 (62.61 5 Down
(827811 8160	 (24871 0	 (0) 12950 (576021 177.5	 191,31 5 Retract
12160	 (3706) 400	 (122) 12970 (57691) 161.5	 (93.4) 5 Up
15530	 (4734) 800	 (244) 12590 156000) 219.9	 (113.1) Cleanup Up
27 530	 183911 910	 (2771 12230 (54399) 258,9	 (133,2) 0 Up
32330	 (9854) 1-500.	 (457) 6580 (29268) 261.1' (134.3) 0 Up
47300	 (14417) 2070	 (631) 6700 (29802) 263.4	 (135.5) 0 Up
62300	 (18989) 2630	 (802) 6820 (30335) 265.6 (136.6) 0 Up
77300	 (23661) 3 190	 1972) 6960 130958) 268.4	 (138.1) 0 Up
99 . 320	 (36273) 4 . 000 (12191 10050 (44702) 272.5 J140.2 0 Up
115740	 (35278) 5200 (1585) 10270 (45681) 276.6 (142.3^ 0 Up
127020	 (38716) 6000 (1829) 10 490 (46660) 280.9 (144.5) 0 Up
144470	 (44 0341 7200 (2195) 10710 (47638) 285,3 (146.8) 0 Up
156500	 (47701) 8000 (2438) 10940 (4B 661) 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
175 190	 (63398) 9 . 200 J28041 - 11160 (49640) 294.4 (151.41 0 Up
188 130	 (57342) 10000 (3048) 11 470 (51019) 301.0 (154.8) 0 Up
222300	 (67 757) 12000 13658) 11 920 (53020) 310.9 (159.9) 0 UP
269530	 (791051 14000 (4267) 12360 (54 9771 321.2 (165.2) 0 Up
300480	 (91586) 16000 (4877) 12800 (55934) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
345960 (105449) 18000 (5486) 13290 (59 114) 343.4	 (176.6).: ' 0 Up
396710 (120917) 20000 (6096)
172 500 0	 10 0	 (0) 13010 (57868) 118.9	 (61.2) 5 Down
( 78245) 7200	 (2 195) 0	
(0)
13000 (57824) 173.3	 (89,1) 5 Retract
10860	 (33101 400	 1122^ 13020 (57913) 177,3	 (91,2) 5 Up
13890	 (4234) 800	 1244 12620 (56 134) 217,8	 1112.01 Cleanup Up
26380	 (7736) 910	 (277) 12230 (543991 258.9 (133,2) 0 Up
29840	 (9095) 1500, (457) 6250 (27800) 201.1	 (134.3) 0 Up
44 . 800	 113655) 2070	 (631) 6360 - (28289) 263.4 (135,5) 0 up
59800 2630	 (802) 6480 (28823) 265.6 (136.6) 0 Up^18227)
74 . 800	 22799) 3 190	 (9721 6610-(29401) :268.4 {138,11' 0 Up
96830	 (29514) 4000 10050 (44702) 272.5 1140.2) 0 Up
Ill 810	 (34080)
11219)
5200	 1581, 10270 (45681) 276,6 (142,3) 0 Up
122090	 (37213) 6 0009) 10490 (46660) 280.9 1144.5) 0 Up
137980. (42056) 7 200	 ^ ' r '6 ) 10710 (47638 285.3 0 Up
148920	 (45391) 0000 (2438) 10940 (48 661)
1,1 46.8)
289.8	 49.11 0 Up
165910	 (50 569) 9200 (2804) 11 160 (49640) 294,4	 (151.4) 0 Up
177650	 (54148) 10000 (3048) 11470 (51019) 301.0 (154.8) 0 Up
208600	 ( 63 581) 12000 365B) 11 920 (53020) 310.9 (159.9) 0 Up
242220	 (73829) 14000 %67) 12360 (54'977) 321.2	 (165.2) 0 Up
279070	 (85061) 16000 (4877) : 12 800 (56934) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
319800	 (97 475 18000 13290 (59 114) 343.4 (176.61 0 Up




155000 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 13 100 (58269) 113,8	 (58,5) 5 Down
(70307) 6690	 (1734) 0	 (0) '13090 . . (58224) 165,8	 (85,31 5, Retract
8820	 (2688) 400	 (122) 13110	 (58313) . . . 169.5	 (87.2) 5 Up
11340	 (3456) 800	 (244) 12660 (66312) 213,9 (110.0) Cleanup Up
21 920	 (6681) 890	 (271) 12230 (54399) 258.9 (133.2) 0 Up
25820	 17870) 1 500 " (457) 5670 261.1	 (134,3) 0 Up
40800	 (12436) 2070	 631
12 9 2201
5780	 26709 263 .4	 (135 .51 0 Up
55800	 (17 008) 2 FIO	 (802) 5880 (26154) 265.6 (136.6) 0 Up
70800	 (21 580) 3190	 19721 6000 (26688) 268 .4 (138,1) 0 Up
92800	 (28285) 4000 (1219) 10050 (44702) 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up
105490	 (32153) 5200 (1585) 10270 (45681) 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up,
114 170	 (34799) 6000 (1829) 10490 (46660) 280,9 (144.5) 0 Up
127590	 (38 889) 7200 121951 10710 (47638) 285.3 (146,8) 0 Up
136 8j0	 (41:700; 8000 (2438) 10940 (48661) 289.8 ( 1 49.1) 0 Up
151-100 	 (46058) 9200 128041 11 160 (40640) 294,9	 (151.4) 0 Up
160 ;)60	 (49 06;1 10000 (3048) 11 470 (510191 301,0 (154.8) 0 Up
1861380	 (56967) 12000 3658) 11920. (53020) 310,9 (159.9). . 0 Up
214 090	 (651,9 8) 14000 %67) 12360 (64977) 32112 (165.2) 0 Up
2454 10 	 (74 BO1) 16000 (4877) 12800 (56934) 332.0 (170,8 0 Up
278910	 (85012) 10000 (6486) 13290 (59114) 343A (176.6i 0 Up
315820	 196262) 20 000 (6096)
138000 ". 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 13 190 (58669) 108.7 (55.9) 5 Down ' -
(62 596) 4410	 (, 344) 0	 (0) 13 1 .80.(58625) 158.3 (81A) 5 Retract
7090	 (2 161) 400	 (122) 13210 (58768) 161.7 (83,2) 5 Up
8:160 	 12792) 800	 (244) 12710 (56534) 210.0 (108.0) Cleanup Up
18840	 (5742) 890	 (271) 12230 (54399) 258.9 (133.2) 0 Up
22240	 (6779) 1 500	 (4571 5150 (22907) 261.1 (134,3) 0 UP
37 . 200	 (113391 2070	 (631) 5240 123 308) 263A (135.5) 0 Up
52200	 (15911) 2630	 (802) 5330 (23708) 265.6 (136.6) 0 Up
67200	 (20483) 3 190	 (972) 5450 (24242) 268.4 (138.1) 0 Up
89230	 (27 197) 4000 (1219) 10050 (44702) 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up
99960	 (304681 5200 10270 (46681) 270.6 (142.3) 0 Up
107310	 (32708)
111 585)
6000	 829) 10490 (466601 280.9, (144.51 0 Up
118650 736165) 7200 (2195) .10710 1476381 285.3 (146.81 0 up
126440	 (38539) 8000 (2438) 10940	 48 6611 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
138490	 (42212) 9200 ( 2804) 11 160 (49640) 294.4 051A1 0 VP
146790	 (44742) 10000 (3048) 11470 (51019) 301.0 (154.81 a Up
168570	 (51380) 12 ODO (3658) 11 920 1530201 310.9 1159.9) 0 Up
192020	 (58528) 14000 (4267) 12360 (54977) 321.2 (165.2) 0 Up
217470	 (66285) 1600048771 12800 (56934) 332,0 (170.81 0 Up
245280	 (74761) 18000 ON) 1.13290 (59 114) 343A (176,6) 0 Up







Table 19.-727 Refan: Airline Pilots'Association Takeoff Profiles
Takeoff Profiles for EPNL Footprints
t
i
Table 2O.-727 Refan: FAR Part 36 Cutback Profiles
t
Takeoff Profiles for EPNL Footprints
Airplane Position at Start of Segmant Segment Average
Distance from - Power settingBrake rele4se. Flapgross weight, brake release, Altitude, IF 16),_. :Flight spent, position, Gear,
lb NO It (m) Irim4. IbjN).. KTAS HAI deg Position
182500: 0 (0) 0 (0)	 - 12960 (57.6461 121,7 (62:6). 6 Dorm(827811 8160 (2487) 0 (0) 12970 (57691) 171,7 (91.4) 5 .Retract
13 840 (4218) 600 1183) 13 020 (57.9131 182.4 (93,8) 5 -	 Up
19440 (5925). 1260 (3841 8670 (38564) 184,0 194,61 6 Up
29400 (13961!, 1730 (527) .8820 (39231) 185.3 (95.3) 5 Up
39400 02,0091 2200 (671) 8970 (39899) 186,6 (96.0) 5 Up
50 000 115 240) 2 . !?13) 10 270 (466811 .199.9 (102.81 Cleanup Up
66 150 07 115) 2 700: r S23)(623) : I 9 870 (43.902) -238.6. 1122.71 0 Up69000 (21031) 2700 9770.(43457). 267,4 (137,G) 0 Up
86220 (26280) 4000 (12191 10050 (44702) : 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up
102630 (31 282) 5200 (15851 10270 (45681) 276,6 (142.3) 0 Up
113890 (34714) 6000 (. 18291. 10490 (49660) 280.9 (144,51 0 Up
- 131330 (40029) 1200 (21951 :10710 (47638) 285.3 (146.8) 0 Up
143340 (43.690) 8000 (2438) ': 10040 (486611 289,8 (149,1): 0 Up .162 020 09 394) 9200 (2804) 11 160 (49640) 294A (151.41 0 Up
174 940 153322) 10000 (3048) 11470` (51019) 301.0 (154;8) 0 Up
.209080 (63728) 12000 (3658) 11920 (53020)- 310,9 (159.9) 0 UP
246270 {75063) 14000: (4267) 12360..(54977).. 321.2 (165.21 0	 - Up
287 180 ` (87532) 16 000 (4877) 12 800 J56 934) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
332610 (101380) 18000 (5486) 13290(59114) 343.4 (176,6) 0 Up
383 300 (116 830) 20.000. (6096)
172600 0 (01 0 10) 13 010 (57868) 118.9 (61.21 5 Down(78245) 7200 (2.1951 0. (0) - 13030 (67957) 173,8. (89,4) 5 Retract
13 890 (42341 800.. (244) 13 100 (58269) 176.8 (92.0) 5. .. Up_
19 440 (5925) -	 1 510 .(460) 8 270 136785) 180.3 (92.7) 5. Up
29,400 (8961). 1980 (6041 .84.10 (37408) ` 181.6 (93,4) 5 :Up
39400 (12009) 2460 (750)' 8 550 (30030) 162.9 (94.1) 5. Up
50000 (15240)2960 (902) 10340 (0)992) 199.8 (102.8) Cleanup Up
57 030 (173831 2 960 1902) 9 920 (44 124) 240.9 (123.91 0 Up
68240(20800) 2960 1902) 9790 (43546) 2679 (137.8) 0 Up
.80870 (24649) 4000 (1219) 10050.(44.702) 2725(1.40.2). 0 Up
95.840 (29212) 5200 (1585) 10270 (45 681) 276.6 (142:3) 0 Up.
1061G0 (32339) 6000. (1829). 10490 (46.660) 280.9 (144,5) 0. Up.
121 980 (37 180) 7200 121951 10710 (47 638) 285.3' (146.8) 0 Up"
132910 (40511) .8000 (2438) : 10940 (48661) 289.8 (149.1)- 0 Up..
149890. (456861 9200 (2804) _11160 (49640) 294.4 (151;4): 0 Up
161610 (49259) 10000 (3048) 11470 (51019) 301.0'.(/54.8) 0 Up
192540 (58686) :12000 (3658) 11920- (53020) 310.9 (159.9) 0	 : Up
_226130. (68924) 14.000 (4267). 12360- (54977) 321.21165:2).. 0 Up
262940 (80144) 16000 (4877). 12800. (56934) 332.0.(170.81 0 Up303630 (92546) 18000 (5486) 13290 159114) 343.4 (176:6) 0 Up
348800 (106314) 20000 (6096)
155000	 - 0 (0) 0 (01 13100 (58269) 113.8 (58.5) 5 Down(70307) 5690 (1734) 0 (0) .13140 (58447) 166.6 (85.7) 5 Retract.
12610 (3844) 1' 000 (305) 13 250 (58936) .171,9 -(88,4) 5 Up..19440 (5925) 2050 (625) 7560 (33627) 173,8 (89,4) 5 Up29400 (8961) 2520 (768) 7680 (34161) 175,1 (90,1) 5 Up39 400 (12.009) 2990 (911) 7 d20 (34783) 176.4 (90,7) 5	 . Up
-50000 (15240) 3490 (1064) 10490(46660) 199.7 1102.71. Cleanup Up58170 (17730) 3490(1064) 10020 "(44569) 245,1 (126,1) 0 Up67030 . (204311 3490 (1064) :	 9850'(43813) 209,0 (138,4) 0 Up'.
72250. (22022) 4 000 (1219) : 10 050 (44702) - 272,5 (140.2) 0 Up
84920. (25884) (1585) 10270 (45.681) -	 276.6 (142;3) 0 Up93.600 - .(28529) . 6000`(1829) 10490.146660)- 280,9 (144,5) 0 -Up
-. 107000. (32614) 7200 (2195) 10710 (47638) 285,3 (146.8): 0' Up
116210 (35421) 8000 (2438) -X10940:(48661) 289,8 1149,11. 0 Up130490 (39773) 9200 (28041 11160 (49640) 2944 (151,4) 0 Up
' 140340 (42776) 10000 (3048) 11470 (51 0191 :301,0 (154.8) 0 Up166230 (50 667) 12000 "
-
(3658) . _ 11920 (53020) ,, 310,9 .1159,9) 0 Up
194220 "(59198) -14000(4267)` . 12360 J54 977) X321,2.(165,21 0 Up :...
224710 (68492) 16000 (4877) 12800 (56934) 332,0 (170,81 0 Up
258180:.(78693) 18000(5486) 13290.- (59114) 343.4(176:6) 0 Up..
295050`.(89931)' 20000 (6096) -
138000 0 (0) 0 (0) -13190 (56`669) '108.7 (55.9) 5 Down(62596) 4 410 (1344) 0'. (e). 13 240 (58. 892) . 159,3 (81.9) : 5 Retract
11260 (34321 1 200: (366) 13 400 (59603) 165,1 (84:9) 5 Up
19440 ..(5925) 2700` (823) 6870 (30558) 167,5 (86.2) 5 Up
29400 (8961) 3170 (966) 6990 (31092) 168,7 (80,8) 5 Up
39400 (12009) 3650:(1113) -.7110.(31625) ' 169,9 (87;4) 5 Up50000 (15240) 4150.'(1265) 10670 (47460) `-	 199,9 (102.8)- Cleanup Up
58 930 117962) -4 150` (1265): - 10 150 (45147) 250.0 (128,61 0	 :' Up	 -
65920 (20092) 4150 (1265) 9970 (44347) 271.1 (139,5) 0 Up68150 (20772) 4400 (1341) " 10090 (44880) 273.3 (140,6) 0 Up-
75340 .(229641 5200:(1585)
- 10270. (45681) 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up.
.82680- ..(25201) 6000 11829) -.	 10490 (46.660) -280.9 (144,5), 0` Up.94 010 (28654) 7200 (2195) -- 10 710 (47638)
-	
285,3 (146.8).. 0 Up.
101 790 131026) 8000`(2438): 10940 -(48661) 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
113830-. 134695) .9200-(2804) 11160(49:640) 294.4 (151.4). ° 0 Up.
- 122' 120 (37222) 10000 (3048) 11470 (51019) 301,0 (.154'.8) 0" Up
` 143.880 (48855) 12000 (3658)	 .' -11 920 (53020)
	 -
- 310.9 (159.9) " 0 Up
167310. (50.9961 :14000142671 : .`.12360.:(54.977) .321.2 (165,2)- 0 Up
192740 1581471 16000 (4877)	 - 12800 (56934) 332.0 (170.8)- 0 Up'
220520 (67214) 18000 - 15486) 13290 (59114) 343.4 (176.61: 0 Up























Airplane Position at Start of Segment Segment Average
Distance from Power settingBrake release Flap
gross weight, nrake release, Altitude, IF	 11 , Flight speed, position, Gear
lb (kg) it (M) ft (m)
' l' ^' p
KTAS(m/s) deg position
182500 0	 (0) 0	
1o1..
12960 157 640 121,7	 (62.6) 5 Down
(82781) 8 160	 (2487) 0	 (0) 12950 (57602) 177A	 (91.31 5 Retract
12000	 (3658) 380	 (116) 8890 (39643) 1BL7	 (93.51 5 Up
22000	 (6706) 930	 (2B3) 9040 (40210) 1811	 (94,21 5 Up
32000 (9754) 1 470 9 190 (4C 877) 184,6	 (95,0) 6 Up
42000
	 ( 1 2802)
^448)
2000	 610) 9310 (41411 1 	- 1 6 Up
50000	 (15240) 2430	 (741) 10200 (45370) 199.2*,:',	 '^ .5) Up
56120	 117105) 2 .430	 (741) 9810 (43635) 237.7 (122,3) 0 VP
68730	
( 
20949) 2430	 17411 9740	 3241 0 Up




272:5 ( 1 40,2)
t
0 Up
105850	 (32263) 5200 (1585) 10270 (45681) 276.6 1142.3) 0 Up
117.110	 (356951 6000 (1829) 10 480 (46660) 280.9 1144.61 0 Up










150365) 9200 12804) 11 160 (40640) 294.4 (151A) 0 Up
178 160	 (54303) 10000 (3048) 11470 (51019) 301,0 (154,8) 0 Up
212300	 (64709) 12000 (3658) 11920 (53 020) 310.9 (159,9) a Up
249490	 (76045) 14000 (42671 12360 (54977) 321 .2 (165,2) 0 Lk,
290400	 (88514) 16 .000 (4877) 12800 (56934) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
335830 (102361) 18000 (6486) 13290 (59114) 343.4 (176.6) 0 Up
386520 (117811) 20000 (6096) 1
172500 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 13010.(57.0681 118.9	 (61.2) 5 Down
(78 245) 7 . 200	 (2 195) 0	 (0) 13010 (5786S) 173,6	 (89.2) 5 Retract
12000	 (3658) 550	 (168) 0520 (37897) 177.9	 (91.5) 5 Up
22000
	
(6706) 1 110	 (338) 8670 (38564) 179.3	 192.2) 5 Up
32000	 (9754) 1 660	 (506) 8810 (39187) 180.8	 (93.0) 5 Up
42 . 000	 (12802) 2210: . (674) -8920 (39676) 182.1	 (93.71 5 Up
50000	 (15240) 2640	 (805) 10270 145681) 199.0 (102.4) Cleanup Up
56980	 (17368) 2640	 (805) 9850 (43813) 239.9 (123.41 0 Up
67940	 (20708) 2640	 (805) 9760 (43412) 267,3 (137.5) 0 Up
84330	 (25704) 4000 11219) 10050 (44702) 272.5 (140,2) 0 Up
99300	 (30267) 5200 (1586) 10270 (45681) 276.6 (142.3) a Up
109660	 (33394) 6000 (1829) 10490 (46660) 280.9 (144.5) 0 Up
126440	 (38234) 7200 (2195) 10710 147638) 285.2 (146.8) 0 Up
136370	 (41 566) 8000 (2438) 10940 (48661) 289.8 (149,1) 0 up
153350	 (46741) 9200'(2804) 11 160 (49640) 294.4 (161.4) 0 Up
165070	 (50313) 10000 (3040) 11 . .470 (51 019) 301,0 (154.0) 0 Up
196000	 (59741) 12000 (3658) 11 920 153020) 310.9 (169.9) 0 Up
229580	 (69976) 14000 (4267) 12360 (54977) 321.2 (165,21 0 Up
266390	 (81 196) 16000 (4877) 12800 (56934) 332.0 (170,8) 0 Up
307080	 (93593) 18000 (5486) 13290 (59 114) 343.4 (176.6) 0 Up
352250 (107366) 20000 (6096) 1
155000 0	 (0) 0	 (o) 13100 158269) 113.8	 (58.5) 5 Down
(70307) 5690	 11 7341 0	 (0) 13130 (58402) 166.5	 (85.6) 5 Retract
12000	 (3658) 900	 (274) 7 860 (349611 171.1	 (88.0) 5 Up
22000	 (6706) 1 480	 (451) 8000 (35584) 172.6	 (88,7) 6 Up
32000	 (97541 2060	 (628) 8130 (36162) 174.0	 (89.5) 5 Up
42000	 (12802) 2630	 (802) 8240 (36652) 175,3	 (90.2) 5 Up
50000	 (15240) 3080	 (939) 10390 (46215) 1983 (102,2) Cleanup Up
58 .080	 (17703) 3080	 (939) 9920 (44124) 243.8 (125,4) 0 Up
66660	 (20318) 3080	 (939) 9810 (43635) 268,1	 (137.9) 0 Up
76-150	 123211) 4000 (12191 10050 (44702) 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up
88820	 (27 072) 5200 (1585) 10270 (45681) 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up
97500	 (29718) 6000 (1829) 10490 146660) 280.9 (144.5) 0 Up
110900	 (33 802) 7200 (2195) 10710 (47638) 285.3, (146.8) 0 Up
. 120 110 	 (36610) 8000 (2438) 10940 (48661) 289.8 (149.1) 0 Up
134390
	 {40 962) 9200 (2804) 11 160 (49640) 294.4	 (151.4) 0 Up
144240:.(43964) 10000 (3048) 11 470 (510197 301.0 (154.8) a Up
170130	 (51 856) 12000 (3658) 11 920 (53020) 310.9 (159.9) 0 Up
198110	 (60384) 14000 (4267) 12360 (54977) 321.2 (165.2) 0 Up
228600	 (69677) 16000 (4877) 12800 (56934) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up
262080	 (79882) 18000 (5486) 13290 (59 114) 343.4 (176.6) 0 Up
298940	 :(91117). 20000 (6096)
138000 0	 (0) 0	 (0) 13 190 (58669) 108.7	 (55.9) 5 Down
(62596) 4410	 ( 1 344) 10.
	
(0) 13250 (5893 59.4	 (82.01 5 Retract
12000	 (3658) 1340	 J4081 6^7200 (32 aN 164.3	 (84.5) 5 Up
22000	 (6706) 1 940	 (591) 7340 (32648) 165.7	 (85,2) 5 Up
32000	 (9754), 2540	 (774) 7470 (33227) 167.2	 (86,0) 5 Up
42000	 (12802) 3 130	 (954) 7560 (33716) 168.5	 WSJ) 5 Up
50000	 (15240) 3600 (1097) 10540 (46 B821 198,7 (102.21 Cleanup Up
58790	 (179191 3600 (1097) 10020 (44569) 248.3 (127.7) 0 OP
65470
	 (19955) 3600 (1097) 9870 (43902) 269.2 (138.5) 0 Up
68 .980	 (21025) 4000 (1219) 10050 (447021 272.5 (140.21 0 Up
79710	 (24296) 5200 (1585) 10270:(45681) 276.6 (142.3) 0 Up
87050	 (26533) 6000 (1829) 10490 (46660) 280.9 (1144,5) 0 Up
98380	 (29986) 7 200 (2451 10710 (47638) 285.3 (146.8) 0 Up
106160 	 (32358) 8000 12438) (48661)110940 289.8 1149,11 0 Up
118200	 (36027) 9200 (2804) 11 160 (49640) 294A (151.4) 0 Up
126490	 (38554) 10000 (3048) 11 470 (51019) 301.0 (154.8) 0 Up
140 . 240	 (45484) 12000 (36581 11 920 (53020) 310.9	 (169,9): . 0 Up
171 670
	
(52325) 14000 (4267) 12360 (549771 321.2 (165,21 0 up
197100	 (60076) 16000 (4877) 12800 (56 934) 332.0 (170.81 0 UP
224870	 (6B 540) 18000 15486) 13290 (59114) 343.4 (176.7) 0 Up





Table 21.-727 Refan: Community Interface Takeoff Profiles
9000-ft/min (5.08-mls) Climb Rate





Table 22.-727 Refan: Community Interface Takeoff Profiles-
500-ft/min (2.54-m/s) Climb Rate








Airplane Position at Start of Segment Segment Average
Brake release Distance from Powersetting Flap
gross weight, brake release, Altitude, (F /d), Flight speed,
.
position, Gearlb (kg) it (m) it On Iho(N) KTAS (m/s) deg position
182 500 0	 (0) 0	 (01 12 960 (57 646) 121,7
	 (62.61 5 Down(82781) 8160	 (2487) 0	 (0) 12950157602) 177.4	 (91.3) 5 Retract12000
	 (3658) 380	 (116) 7100 (315811 181.3	 (93.3) 5 Up22000	 (6706) 650	 (198) 7160 (31848) 182,0	 (93,6) 5 Up32000	 (9754) 930	 (283) 7 220 (32116) 182.8	 (94.0) 5 Up42000	 (128021 1200	 (366) 7270 1323371 183.4	 (94.3) 5 Up60 BOB	 (15240) 1 410
	 (430) - 9 960 (44302) 196.7	 (101,2). Cleanup Up.56 010	 (17072) 1 410
	 (430) . 9 680 (42612) .234.7 1120.7) 0 Up_67 760	 (206531 - 1 410	 (430) 9 620 (42790) 264.9 1136.3) 0 Up
^. 101.420	 (30913) 4600 (1219) 10 050 (44702) 272.5.(140.2) 0 'Up.117820	 (35912) 5200(1585) 10270 (45681) 276.6 (142.3)0 Up
.129.070-(39341) 6000 (1829) 10490 (46660)
- 280,9. (144.5) 0 Up146 500	 (44653) 7200 (2195) 10 710 (47638) 285.3 (146.8) 0 Up168510	 (48314) 8000 (2438) 10940.(486611 289,8 (149,1) 0 Up.177180	 (54 004) 9200 12804) 11.160 149640) 294,4 (151.4) 0 Up
- 190100	 (57942) 10000 (30481` 11470 J51 019)	 '. 301.0 - (154,8) 0. Up
- 224220	 (68342) 12000 (3658).- 11920 (53020) :	 310,9 059,0) 0 -Up.261390	 (79672) 14000 (4267) 12360 (54977) 321,2 (165,2) 0- Up302 280	 (92135) 16 000 (4B77) 12800 (50934) .332.0 (170,8) 0 Up347 690 (105 976) 18 000 (5486) 13 290 (59114) , 343,4 (176,8) 0 Up398350 (121417) 20000 160961
172500 0	 (0) 0	 (0) . 13010 (57868) :	 118.9	 (61.2) 5. Down(78245). 7200	 (2195) 0	 (0) 13010 (57808) 173.6	 (89.2) 5. Retract12 000	 (3658) 550'	 ( . 168) 6770 (30113) 177.5.	 (91.3) 5 Up22000.	 (6706).. 830	 .(253) 6830 (30390) 178.2	 (91.7) 5 Up32000	 (9754) 1110	 (338)' 6890 (30647) 179.0	 192.1) 6 Up42000	 (12802) 1380	 1421) 6940 (30869) 179.6	 (92:4) 5 Up50 000
	 (15240) P 600	 (488) 10 020 (44569) 196,4 (101.0) Cleanup Up56820	 (17319) 1600	 (488) 9610 (42745) 236,7 (121,81 0 Up67010	 (20425) 1600	 (488) 9640 (42879) 265.2 (136.4) 0 Up95 530
	 (29118) 4000 11219) 10 050 (44702) 272.5 (140.21 0 Up110490.	 (33677). 5200 (1585) 10270 (45681) 276,6 042.3) 0 Up120750	 (36.8051 6000 (18291. 10490 (46660) 280.9.(144.5) 0. Up.136 630	 (41645) 7200 (2195) 10 710 (47638)
	 - 205,3 (946.8) 0 Up147560	 (44976) 8000(2436). 10940 (48661) 289.8 (149,1) 0 , Up.
.164520	 (50146) .9.200 (2804)
-
11160 (49640)
	 :. 294,4 (151.41 0 Up176240	 153718). 10000(3048) :11470 (51019) 301,0 (154,8) 0 Up207 160	 (63142) 12000 (3658) 11 920 (53020) 31019 (159,9) 0 Up240730	 (733751 14000 (4267) 12360.(54977) 321.2 (165.2) 0 Up277520	 (84588) 16000148771 12800 (56934) 332,0 (170,8) 0 Up318190	 (96984). 18000 (54861 13290 (59114) .343.4	 (176.6) 0 Up363340 (110746) 20000 (6096)




32000	 (9754) 1480	 (451) 6320 (28111) - 172,2	 188,6) 5 Up42000.	 (12802) 1770	 (539) 6370 (283341: 172.8	 (88.9) 5:. Up'.50000. (15240) .2000	 (610) 10130 (45058) 196,1
	 (100.9) Cleanup:. Up57 850	 117633) 2000
	 16101 :. . 9 670 (43012) 240.6 (123,8) - 0 'Up 
-
65770 ..(200471. 2000	 (610) 9690. (43 101) 266.0 (138,8) 0 Up86 070	 (26.234) 4 000 02191' 10050 (44702) '- 272,5 (140,2) 0 Up98730	 (30093) '5200'115851.`.. 10270.(45681) 276.6 (142.31 0 Up107410 132739) 6000 (18291 10490 (46660)280.91144.51 0 U120810	 (36823) 7200 12195) 10710 (47638) 285.3 (145,81 0 up130020	 (39630) 8000 (2438)
	
-
10940 (48661) 289.8 (149,1) 0 Up144 290	 (439801. 9200 (2804) 11160 (496401 :	 294A -(151.4) 0- Up164140	 (46982) 10000 (30481 11470 (51 019) 301.0 (154.8) if Up'180020 -(54870) 12000 (3658) 11 920 153 020) 310.9 (159.9) 0 Up207 990	 (033951 - 14 000 (4267). -.. 12360 (54977) 321.2 (165.2) 0 Up238470
	
(72686) 16000 (4877) 12800 (56934) 332.0 (170.8) 0 Up271930.	 (82884): 18000 15486) 13290 (59 114) 343.4 (176.6) 0	
-
Up.
- 308 790	 (94 119) 20 000 (60951 -
138000. 0	 `.	 (0) 0	 (0)	 - 13190:(58669) 108.7' (55.9) 5' Down(625961 4410`	 , (1344) 0	 (0) 13250:(589301. 1.59A	 (82.0) 5 Retract12000	 (3658) 1.340	 (408) .;. 5660:(25176) 163.9	 (84.31 5 Up_.22000	 (6706) '1640	 (500) 5710-(25398) .164.6	 (84.7) 5 Up32000	 (9754) -1940 (591) 5760(25620) .165.4
	 (85.1) 5 Up.42000	 (12802) - 2240	 (693) 5810:(25843) . '166,0	 (85.4) 5 Up50000	 (15.240) 2480	 (756)' 10270-(4568,) -196.1
	 (100.9) Cleanup Up.58530	 (17840) 2480. (756) 9760.(43412) 244,9 026.01 0	 -.	 ' Up64620	 (19696) .2480	 (756) 9740(43324) 266,9 (137.31 0	 - 'Up77 790	 (23710) 4 000 (1219) 10 050 (44 702) ' 272.5 (140.2) 0 Up -88510 . (26978) 5200 (1585)- -10270 (45681) 275.6 (142:3) 0 Up95850	 (29215) 6000 (1829)
	 '.'. 10490 (46660) 280,9 (144,5) 0 Up...107180	 (32668) 7200 (2195)	 -. 10710 (47638) -285.3(146,8) 0 Up -.114960	 (35040)' 8000.124381 '. 10940(48661)_ 289,8 (149,1) 0.- Up.126 990	 : (38707) +9 200 .(28041 11 160. (49640) 294;4 (151,41 0 Up J135280	 01233).. 10000 (3048) `91470 (51019) 301.0 (1541 0 Up157 040	 (47866) 12,000 (36581 11920(53 020) 310,9 (159,9) 0 Up180 460	 (550041 14 000 (4257): 12;360..154 977) `321.2. (166.2) 0	 :. Up::205880	 (62752) 15000 (4877)" . 12800:x(56934) 332.0 (170,8) 0 Up.





















weight, Distance from threshold, Altitude, (Fn's), Flight speed, Flap position,
configuration lb (kg) ft (m) ft (m) I 	 (N) KTAS (m/s) deg ' Gear position
All 150 000 -100 000 (-30 480) 3000 (914) 5340 (23 752) 152.0 (78.2) 15 Up
(68039)
•78 000 (-23 744) 3000(914) 5340 (23752) 152.0 (78;2) 15 Up
-56 290 (-17 157) 3000 (914) 5175 (23 018) 151.9 (78.1) 30 Down
.55 010 (•16 767) 2935 (895) 4955 (22 040) 151.2 (77.8) 30 Down
.44 000 (-13 411) 2355 (718) 4850 (21 573) 149.8 (77.1) 30 Down
•32 000 (-9 754) 1725 (526) 4760 (21 172) ; 148,7 (76.5) 30 Down
-24 000 (-7 315) 1310(399) 4690 (20 861) 147.7 (76,0) 30 Down
-16 000 (-4 877) 890 (271) 4620 (20550) 146.8 (75.5) 30 Down
.8 000 (-2 438) 470 (143) 4550 (20 238) 145.9 (75.1) 30 Down
0	 (0) 50(15)
727 refan 154 500 -100 000 00 480) 3000(914) 5500 (24 464) 154.4 (79.4) 15 Up
(70080) _
-78 000 (-23 774) 3000 (914) 5500 (24 464) 154.4 (79.4) 15 Up
-56 290 (•17 157) 3000 (914) 5330 (23 708) 154.3 (79.4) 30 Down
-54 990 (-16 761) 2930 (893) 5110 (22729) 153.6 (79,0) 30 Down
.44 000 (-13 411) 2355 (718) 5000 (22240) 152.2 (78.3) 30 Down
-32 000 (-9 754) 1725 (526) 4905`(21 817) 151.0 (77.7) 30 Down
-24 000 (-7 315) 1310 (399) 4830 (21 484) 150.1 (77;2) 30 Down
-16 000 (•4 877) 890 (271) 4760 (2i 172) 149.1 (76.7) 30 Down
-8 000 (-2 438) 470(143) 4690 (20 861)- 148.2 (76.2) 30 Down








Table 24.-727-2001727 Refan 126 700-1b (57470-kg) Landing Weight Approach Profiles
















Airplane position :it start of segment Segment average
Landing
glide Power setting
slope, Distance from threshold, Altitude, F(	 n /5), Flight speed, flap position,
deg ft (m) ft (m) lb (N) KTAS (m/s) deg Gear position
0 -100 000 (-30 480) 3000 (914) 4520 (20 105) 139.2 (71.6) 15 Up
0 -78 000 (-23 774) 3000 (914) 4520 (20 105) 139.2 (71.6) 15 Up
3 •56 290 (-17 157) 3000 (9;14) 4375 (19460) 139.2 (71.6) 30 Down
3 -55 120 (-16 801) 2940 (896) 4185 (18 615) 138.5 (71.2) 30 Down
3 -44 000 (-13 411) 2355(718) 4095 (18 215) 137.2 (70.6) 30 Down
3 -32 000 (-9 754) 1725 (526) 4015 (17 859) 136,1 (70.0) 30 Down
3 -24 000 (-7 315) 1310 (399) 3955 (17592) 135.3 (69.6) 30 Down
3 -16 000 (-4877) 890 (271) 3895 (17325) 134.5 (69.2) 30 Down
3 -8 000 (-2 438) 470043) 3840 (17 080) 133,6 (68.7) 30 Down
0	 (0) 5005)
0 -100000 ( =30480) 5000 (1524) 4750 (21 128) 149.0 (76.6) 15 Up
0 -76 000 (-23 165) 5000 (1524) 4750 (21 128) 149.0 (76.6,) 15 Up
6 -53 220 (-16 221) 5000 (1524) 3230 (14 367) 143.2 (73.7) 30 Down
6 -50 850 (-15 499)- 4750 (1448) 1680 (7 473) 136.6 (70.3) 30 Down
6 -42 000 (-12 802) 3820 (1164) 1620 (7 206) 134.3 (69.1) 30 Down
6 -30, 000 (-9 144) 2560 (780) - 1560 (6 939) 132.2 (68.0), 30 ` Down
6 -22 000 (-6 706) 1720 (524) 1515 (6 739) 130.3 (67..0) 30 Down
3 -12 210 (-3 722) 690 (210) 3780 (16 813) 129.1 (66.4) 30 Down
3 -8 000 (-2 438) 470 (143) 3735 (16 613) 128.5 (66.1) 30 Down
0	 (0) _, 5005)
0 -100 000 (-30 480) 5000 (1524) 4750 (21 128) 149,0 (76.6) 15 Up
0 -88000 (-26 822) 5000 (1524) 4750(21 128) 149.0;(76.6) 15 Up
4.2 -76 860 (-23 427) 5000 (1524) 3940 (17 525) 141.6 (72,8) 30 Down
4,2 -51 '660 (•15 746) 3150 (960) 3090 (13 744) 133,5 (68.7) 30 Down
4.2 -42 000 (-12 802) 2440 (744) 3020 (13 433) 132.1 (68:0) 30 Down
4.2 -3	 030 (-10 068) 1780 (543) 3910 (17 392) 131.0 (67.4) 30 Down
3 -24 000 0 315) 1310 (399) 3850 (17 125) 130.1 (66.9) 30 Down
3 -16 000 (-4 877) 890 (271) 3790 (16 858) 129.3 (66.5) 30 Down
3 -8 000 (-2 438) 470 (143) 3735 (16 613) 128,5 (66.1) 30 Down
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Figure 52, 727 Re/an Treated Nacelle, 182 500-1b (82 781-kg) BRGW Takeoff Flight
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Figure 53.-727 Refan Treated Nacelle, 972 500-1b (78 245-kg) BREW Takeoff Flight
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Figure 54.-727 Refan Treated Nacelle, 155 000-1b (70 307-1(g) BRGW Takeoff Flight
Profiles and Noise Under F/ightpath
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A Airplane noise level contours (footprints) were estimated by using airplane performance and 1
'
t'
NTA data (section 3.2.3) to calculate ground plane coordinates of equal EPNL, and the area
enclosed within each contour. When the airplane location, power setting, and flight speed
J were known, simple geometric considerations were coupled with the NTA curves to determine
the noise at intersections of a ground-plane grid surrounding the runway. At each intersection, 3
J	 0 noise from the various segments of the flightpath was estimated from the NTA data using the
shortest slant distance between the grid point and the appropriate flightpath segment, and
the power setting for that flightpath segment. The EPNL value was then corrected for appro-
priate additional ground attenuation, aircraft noise shielding, and flight speed duration. The
noise values during landing and takeoff were calculated at each grid point, and contours for
prescribed noise levels were determined by interpolation within the grid. The area within each
contour was calculated and then normalized to the 90-EPNdB area of the 727-200 airplane.
Footprint contour areas were calculated for three cases: takeoff profiles alone, approach pro-
i
files alone, and total composite areas representing a takeoff and landing in the same direc-
tion. Figure 57 shows how these areas were calculated. The total area corresponding to
a given noise level was calculated by considering the greater of the approach and takeoff
EPNL's at each point, drawing the family of equal-EPNL contours, then subtracting 1.0 mile
(2.0 km2 ),to represent the approximate area inside a small airport boundary. The compos-- j
ite area, prior to subtraction of the 1.0 mile' (2.6 k1112) was broken Lip into a takeoff and
approach area by a line which was perpendicular to the runway centerline and intersected
he composite contour at the points of equal takeoff and approach noise. The approxima-
:r tions introduced by this somewhat arbitrary delineation were small.
Tables 25 and 26 contain the normalized takeoff footprint areas, table 27 contains the norm-
alized landing, footprint areas, and tables 28 and 29 contain the normalized total footprint
areas for the 727-200 and 727 refan airplanes. All of the areas are normalized to the total 90-
. EPNdB area'(minus 1.0 mile' (2.6 km')) of the 727-200 airplane with the 172 500-1b (78 245-
kg) BRGW and 150 000=1b (68 039-kg) LGW, utilizing anMFPOP takeoff profile and a on- -	 a'
ventioiial 3 0 approach profile. Plots of the normalized takeoff footprint areas for the 172 500-
. lb (78 245-kg) and 138 0004b (62 596-kg) BREW are shown in figures 58 and 59. Normalized
1 landing footprint areas for the 150 000-1v (68 039-kg) and 126 7004b (57 470-kg) LGW are
r shown in figures 60 and 61; and normalized total footprint areas are shown in figures 62 and
63 for 172 5004b (78 245-kg) and 138 000-1b (62 596 kg) BRGW.
r
A comparison of figures 60 and 61 with figures 58 and 59 shows that the approach areas are
small compared to the takeoff and total areas.h,
Because the total footprint areas are dominated by takeoff areas and nearly independent of
the approach profile used, all normalized total areasplotted use the same conventional 30
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Figure 57.—Composite Footprint Contour Areas ~`
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85 87,5 90 92.5 95 97,5 100 105 110 115 " RFNIb
MFPOP 1.792 1.247 0.836 0.551 0.353 0.223 0.135 0,051 0,017 0,002 1,000 (ref)b
FAR 2.007 1.409 0.934 0.585 0.310 0.135 0.086 0.044 0.017 0.001 1,045
172 500 ATA 1.974 1.390 0.943 0,623: 0.379 0.206 0.121 0.051	 1 0,017 0.002 1.113
(78245) Cl 1000 2.017 1.421 0,960 0.620 0,379 0.181 0.098 0.039 0.015 0.001 1.108
Cl 500 2.011 1.423 0.973 0.645 0.414 0.222 0.105 0.034 0.014 0.001 1,146
ALPA 1.827 1.065 0.582 0.356 0.269 0,198 0.140 0.067 0.017' 0.002 0.700
MFPOP 1.532 1.070 0,717 0.470 1 0,302 0.190 0.113- 0,042 0.013 0.0 0.835
FAR 1.762 1.217 0.773 0.412 0.189 0.116 0.084 0,041 1	 0,013 0,0 0.822-
155 000 ATA 1,659" 1.168 0.790 0.518 0.312 0.172 0.101 0.042 0.013 0.0 0.908
(70307) Cl 1000 1,778 1.250 0.828 0,514 0,254 0.119 0.071 0,033 0.011 0.0 0.904
Cl 500 1.819 1.291 0.871 0.559 0.309 0,147 0.066 0.032 0.010 0.0 0.973
ALPA 1.547 0.878 0.480 0.300 0.228 0.168 0.120 0.057 0.014 0.0 01558
M FPOP 1.295 0,902 ` 0.604 4 0.160 0,095 0.034 0.014 0;002 0.682
FAR 1,518 1.007 0.542 4 0.115 0.083 0.040 0.014 0.002 0.565
138 000 ATA 1.405 0.989 0.669
10.21687
0 0.140- 0.080 0,034 0.014 , 0.002 0,748
(62596) Cl 1000 1.556 1.078 0.680 6 0.088 0.060 0.032 0,014 0,002 0.696
Cl 500 1.621 1.136 0.735 97 0.096 0.059 0.032 0,014 0.002 0.771
ALPA 1.168 0,655 0.359 7 0,1.37 0.098 0.050 0.013 0.002 0.398
PoO
a	 4











a Normalized to 727-200, 172 500-lb (78 245-kg) BRGW MFPOP takeoff flight profile, 150 000-lb (68 039-kg) 1
LGW conventional 3 0 approach flight profile, 90 EPNdB total footprint area





















Table 26.-727 Refan Normalized Takeoff Footprint Area and Relative Footprint Noise Index (RFN/)
k
r^






85 87.5 90 92.5 95 97.5 100 105 110 115
MFPOP 0.723 0.457 0.285 0.173 0.095 0.064 0.043 0.014 0.001 0.0 0.255
FAR 0.854 0,531	 1 0.295 0,135	 1 0.081 0.059 0.042 0,014 0.001 0.0 0.254
182 500 ATA 0.812 0.505 1 0:281 0058 0.092 0.064 0:043 0.014 0,001 0.0 0.247
(82781) CI 1000 0.856 - 0.543 0,327 0,160 0,087 0.051 0.032 0.011 0.001 0.0 0.290
CI 500 0,903 0.596 0.382 0.210 0.091 0.047 0.030 0.011 0,001 0.0 0.354
ALPA 0.580 0.334 0.226 0.163 0.115 0.080 0.052 0.014 0.001 0.0 0,203
MFPOP 0.668 0.424 0.266 0.162 0.089 0.060 0.041 0.013 0.001 0.0 0.232
FAR 0.803 0.489 0.242 0.120 0.083 0.059 0.041 0.013 0.001 0,0 0.199
172 500 ATA 0.722 0.448 0,245 0.147 0.087 0,060 0.041 0.013 0.001 0.0 0.208
(78245) Cl 1000 0.811 0.511 0,293 0.136 0.074 0.046 0.031 0,013 0.001 0.0 0.249
CI 500 0.867 0.566 0.352 0.168 0.070 0,040 0.030 0.013 0.001 0.0 0.312
ALPA 0.526 0.300 0.209 0.152 0.107 0.075 0.049 0.013 0.001 0,0 0.181
MFPOP 0.578 0.368 0.233 0,143 0.079 0.050 0.035 0.013 0.002 0.0 0,192
FAR 0.697 0.371 0.179 0.122 0.089 0.060 0.038 0.013 0.001 0.0 0.139
155 000 ATA 0.639 0.404 0.233 0.130 0.078 0.054 0.036 0.01 3 0:002 0.0 0.190
(70307) CI 1000 0.731 0.445 0.217 0.101 0.059 0.042 0.031 0.013 0.001 0,0 0,165
61500 0.795 0.502 0.255 0.104 0.056 0.041 0.031 0.013 0.001 0.0 0.203
ALPA 0,424 0.249 0.187 0,136 0.096 0,067 0.044 0.013 0.002 0.0 0.153
MFPOP 0.504 0.324 0.208 0.128 0.073 0.046 0.032 0.011 0.001 0.0 0.163
FAR 0.510 0.269 0.177 0.129 0.092 0,056 0.033 0.010 0.001 0.0 0,138
138 000 ATA 0.547 0.351 0.206 0.114 0.068 0.046 0.032 0,011 0.001 0.0 0.159
(62596) Cl 1000 0.636 0.333 0.155 0.083 <0.060 0.043 0.031 0.010 0.001 0,0 0.102
CI 500 0.692 0.363< 0.158 0.087 0.060 0.043 0.031 0.010 0,001 0.0 0,106





















78587,5 100 RFNlbAirplane weight, ing glide 90 92.5 95 97.5 105 110
configuration lb (kg) slope, deg
.
150 000
727-200 (68039) 3 0.975 0.563 0.221 0.130 0.071 0.034 0.014 0.001 0.0 1.000
hardwail
nacelle 126 700 3 0.805 0.318 0.182 0.104 0.055 0.027 0.013 0.001 0.0 0.821
(57 470) 6/3 0.084 0.064 0.048 0.035 0.026 0.018 0.011 0.001 0.0 0.258
154 500
(70080) 3 0.275 0.143 0.065 0.032 ` 0.016 0.007 0.003 0.0 0.0 0.284
727 refan 150 000treated (68039) 3 0.263 0.137 0.065 0.031 0.015 0.007 0.003 0.0 0.0 0.278nacelle
126 700 3 0.217 0.117' 1	 0,057 0,029 0.015 0.007 1	 0.003 0.0 0.0 0,248







Table 28.-727-200 Kardwall Nacelle, Normalized Total Footprint Area and
Relative Footprint Noise Index (RFNI)
ark



















MFPOP 2,710 1.754 1.008 0,624 0,367 0.201 0.092 0.0 0.0 1 1.000-(ref)b
FAR
_.
2.925 1.916 1.098 0,558 0.324 0,112 0,043 0,0 0,0 1.036
ATA 2.892 1.896 1.107 0.696 0.392 0.184 0,079 0.0 0.0 1.088
Cl 1000 2.935, 1.,927 1.124 0.693 0.392 0,158 0.056 0,0 0.0 1,087'
Cl 500 2.929 1.929 1.137 0,718 0.428 0,200 0,063 0,0 0.0 1.118
ALPA 2,745 1.457 0;746 0.429 0.283 0.176 0,098 0.011 0,0 0.766
155 000
(70307)
3 ` 126 700
(57470)
MFPOP 2.281 1.331 0.843 0,518 0,300 0.161 0,068 0.0 0.0 10.835
FAR 2.510 1,478 0,899 0.460 0.187 0.087 0.040 0,0 0.0 10,823
ATA 2.407 1.429 0;916 0.566 0,310 0,143 0.057 0,0 0.0 0,891
CI 1000 2.526 1.511 0.953 0,562 0.252 0,089 0.026 0.0 0.0 0.887
CI 500 2.567 1,552 0,997 0.607 0,307 0117 0.022 0.0 0.0 0.940





MFPOP 2,043 1.163 0.730 0,445 0.262 0130 0.050 0.0 0.0 0.715
FAR 2.266 1.268 0,667 ` 0.332 0.162 0.086 0.039 0.0 0.0 0,622
ATA 2.153 '1.250 0,795 0.490 0,268 0,111 0,035 0.0 0:0 0.765
C1 1000 2.304 1,339 0.805 0.399 0.154 0.058 0.016 0.0 0.0 0.722
CI 500 2.369 1,397 0.861 0,448 0.195 0,066 0.015 0.0 0.0 0.780





MFPOP 1,323 0.909- 0.595 0.375 0.223 0.121 0.049 0,0 0.0 0.595
FAR 1.545 1.014 0.532 0,262 0:133 0,076 0.038 0.0 0.0 0.601
ATA 1,432 0,995 0.660 0.421 - 0.239 0.101 0.034 0.0 0,0 0.644
Cl 1000 1.584 1.084 0,670 0.330 0,125 0,049 01615 0.0 ' 010 0.601
C1 500 1.649 ,1.143 0.726 0.379 0.166 0.057 0.014 0.0 0,0 0,659










































MFPOP 0.942 0,543 0,294 0.148 0.065 0,014 0,0 0,0 0.0 1 01260
FAR 1.070 0,617 0.304 0,109 0.040 0.009 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.259
ATA 1,031 0,591 0.290 0.133 0.051 0.014 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.254
Cl 1000 1.080 0.628 0,336 0,135 0.046 0.001 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,286
Cl 500 1,122 0.682 0.391 0,185 0,050- 0.0- 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,336





MFPOP 0.875 0,504 0,274 0.136 0.047 0.010 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.240
FAR 1.009 0,569 0.250 0,094 0.041 0.009 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.215
ATA 0.928 0:528 0,253 0,121 0.044 0.010 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,222
Cl 1000	 - 1.017 0.591 0.301 0,109 0.032 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,253
Cl 500 1.073 0.645 0,360 0,141 1	 0.027 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,302





MFPOP 0.738 0.429 0.233 0,114 0.036 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.202
FAR 0.856 0.431 0.179 0,094 0.047 0.010 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0.161
ATA 0.798 0,464 0.233 0,101 0.035 0.003 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,200
Cl 1000 0.891 0.505 0.217 0.073 0,017 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.180
Cl 500 0.949 0.562 0.255 0,075 0.014 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.210





MFPOP 0,664 0.384 0.208 0.099 0.031 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.179
FAR 0.669 0,330 0.177 0.100 0.050 0.006 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.160
ATA 0.707 0.412 0:206 0,086 Q.026 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.176
Cl 1000 0.796 0,393 0.155 0,055 0.018 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.130
Cl 500 0,852 0.423 0.158 0.058 0.018 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0133
ALPA 0.501 0.284 0.171 0,096 0,044 0,010 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.155
138000 '
(62596)
` 4.2/3 126 700
(57470)
MFPOP 0.635 0.384 0,208 0.099 1	 0,031 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.0 0.179
FAR 0.541 0.330 0.177 0,100 0.050 0.007 0.0 ` 0.0 0.0 0,161
ATA 0,678 0.412 0.206 0.086 0.026 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.176
CI 1000 0.767 0.393 0.155 0.055 0,018 0.0 , 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0,130
Cl 500 0.823 0.423 0,158 0.058 0.018 0.0 0.0: 0.0 0,0 0.133 -















Table 29.-727 Refan Treated Nacelle, Normalized Total Footprint Area and
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• Airplane: 727-200/727 refan
	 MFPOP
• Takeoff condition: Flap position = 5o
	
----- FAR x.
• Noise extrapolation condition: Temp =770 F  (298 K)	 ATA
	
Relative humidity = 7070	
_ _ Cl 1000
	
EPNL calculation: Corrected to 727-200 flight test data 
	 Cl 500
+5 EPNdB limit on duration correction	 ALPA
..7








(78 245-kg) BRGW MFPOP 4 4-1 .
(68 039-kg) LGW	 w -
30 approach,





































































• Airplane:	 727.200/727 refan MFPOP
Takeoff condition:
	
Flap position = 5° -"— FAR
°F• Noise extrapolation condition:
	
Temp = 77(298 K) ATA
Relative humidity T 70% ----- Cl 1000
•	 EPN L calculation: 	 Corrected to 727-200 flight test data --	 — CI 500















^	 ~	 3 ~approach
Flap 	 -= DO	 '^	 .	 "





—^ —'— 727-200---~—t test data






















































• Airplane; 727-200/727 refan
- Approach condition: Conventional 30 approach
Flap position
	 30
- Noise extrapolation condition: Temp = 77°F (298 K)
Relative humidity = 70%
EPN L calculation: Corrected to 727-200 flight test data
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Ref 727-200 hardwall nacelle 	 ' ""
172 500-Ib (78 245-kg) B RGW M FPOP+ +n +^1	 " r
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• Takeoff condition: Flap position = 50 	 Legend:




_ FARFlap position = 3(f
	 ---
• Noise extrapolation condition: Teinp = 77 3 F (298 K)	 -- Cl 1000
	
Relative humidity = 70%	 Cl50
	
EPNL calculation: Corrected to 727-200 flight test data 	 "-
+5 EPNdB limit on duration correction
f"`s' ' 	 Y.	 .^	 L
	
i t





• Airplane: 727-200/727 refan
	
E	 • Takeoff condition: Flap position = 50
	
Legend:




	 — °	 FAR
Flap position 30	 ---- ATA
Noise extrapolation condition: Temp = 77°F (298 K)
	
--°— CI 1000
Relative humidity = 70%	 ----- -C1 500	 s)
	
































'Ref 727-200 hardwall nacelle
172 500 Ib (78 245 kg) BRGW MFPOPr—
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3.2.4.4 Percent Area Reductions for the 727 Refan
^x
Figure 64 shows the percent EPNL total area reductions of the 172 500-1b (78 245-kg) BRGW
`	 727 refan referenced to the 172 500-1b (78 245-kg) BRGW 727-200 for different EPNL
levels. Figure 65 gives the corresponding percent reductions for the 138 000=1b (62 596-kg)
BRGW airplanes. For both gross weights, the 727 refan is referenced to the 727-200 fora
comparable type of takeoff profile (e.g., an ATA 727 refan is compared to an ATA 727-200)
and a 3° approach profile. Percent area reduction is at best an approximate method of repre- 	 t r
senting the number of people exposed to specific noise levels for different airplanes and/or
flight profiles. However, a precise comparison would require an airport population density 	 t:
analysis which is beyond the scope of this study. For every profile type, BRGW, or EPNL, r
the 727 refan area reduction benefit is at least 63%. The individual noise reduction benefits 	 4'	
i
depend more strongly oil 	 type than on BRGW. Percent area reduction increases with
EPNL as the 727 refan areas approach 1.0 mile' (2.6 km 2 ).
'j
3.2.4.5 Relative Footprint Noise Index	 !
A relative footprint noise index (RFNI) was developed to aid in assessing the degree of
benefit achieved by altering an aircraft's community noise exposure. The RFNI unit allowed
direct comparisons of single numbers, each of which represents the relative community annoy	 i
ance produced by an aircraft. ^y
The RFNI evaluation was based on an annoyance area integral, in which the weighting factor 	 f
is doubled with each 1 O-EPNdB increase in noise. The area of integration on the EPNL con-
tour map extended from the 90-EPNdB contour to the constant noise contour of 1.0 mile'
(2.6 km') in area, which approximates a minimum area contour completely contained
within a small airport boundary. RFNI was thus, defined as:
•U
A90 EPNdJx
EPNL - 90 EPNdB
2^	 10	 dA














As an approximation of these integrals, the EPNL contour areas were calculated in 5-EPNdB
itincrements over the range of 90 EPNdB to that noise level which had a contour area of 1,0 	 #
mile' (2.6 km') and the weighting factor was evaluated at the midpoint of each increment. 	 'f
This unit was referenced to the noise exposure of the 727-200. Therefore, the 727-200 has
an RFNI value of 1.0 while an RFNI value of O.O,corresponds to a reduction of the 90-EPNdB








-	 4 •	 Airplane:	 727-.200/727 refan ---- MFPOP
Takeoff condition:	 Flap position = 50 --- FAR r
•	 Approach condition: 	 LGW	 150 000 lb (68 039 kg) ----- ATA
Conventional 30
 approach — --- Cl 1000 t
Flap
Noise extrapolation condit on:ostTempl=377 F (298 K) C1 500-- ALPA-
oRelative humidity	 70% ~1
•	 EPNL calculation:
	 Corrected to 727-200 flight test data
4 +5 EPNdB limit on duration correction f
{
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• Airplane:	 727-200/727 refan	 o MFPOP
• Takeoff condition: 	 Flap position = 5
'+--" FARApproach condition:
	
LGW = 126 700 lb (57 470 kg)'
Conventional 3 0 approach ' ATA j
°
ClFlap position = 30
 (298 K)• Noise extrapolation condition:	 Temp ° 770 F Cl 5000 i
----
ALPA;Relative humidity = 70%
• EPN L calculation: 	 Corrected to 727-200 flight test data f`	 ,+5 EPNdB limit on duration correction
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Takeoff RFNI is plotted against takeoff gross weight for different takeoff profiles for both
i the 727-200 and 727 refan in figure 66. The RFNI values are normalized on the weighted
takeoff area of the 172 500-1b (78 245-kg) BREW 727-200 with the modified full power
operational profile. With each percent increase in BRGW, the takeoff RFNI's are seen to
increase 2% to 3 %. t.
Approach RFNI is plotted in figure 67 against landing gross weight for conventional and
i two-segment approaches. The RFNI values are normalized on the weighted approach area
for the 150 000-1b 60 039-k	 LGW 727-200 witha conventional 3 approach. With each(	 g)	 °- `
  ^
I percent increase in LGW, the approach RFNI's are seen to increase approximately 1%a. The
two-segment approach has significant advantages for the 727-200; however, for the 727 refan,r
f
the benefits are minimal, particularly when the 4.2° idle thrust limit is recognized, t
Total RFNI is dominated by takeoff RFNI, as shown in section 3.2,4.3. Therefore, total
RFNI is plotted against BREW in figure 68 where each situation was coupled with a 3°
approach glide slope. The RFNI values are normalized on the weighted total area for the
172 500-1b (78 245-kg) BRGW 727-200 using the modified full power operational profile
and 150 000-1b (68 039-kg) LGW with the `3°approach glide slope.
As seen :^ li section 3.2.4.4, the benefits of the 727 refan depend on the takeoff profile
selected. A comparison of the minimum RFNI for the 727 refan with that of the 727-200
would indicate an advantage to fly a different profile at different gross weights (for minimum
noise), a situation unacceptable for normal airline operation. The final result, and the one
y considered most representative of the benefits of the 727 refan, is a comparison of percentage
reduction in total area (takeoff and approach composite areas) for, the respective takeoff
i profiles. The result (fig. 69) is dominated by the takeoff areas and shows a 68% to 8317o
reduction .in RFNI. A comparison at equal-range and unlimited-field length would result in
1 17o to 276 less benefit.
3.3 PROPULSION SYS'T'EM
Uninstalled engine performance is quoted by the engine manufacturer for a low-loss bell-
mouth inlet and reference exhaust nozzle hardware mounted on the engine without any
airbleed or mechanical power extractions. The airframe manufacturer must adjust this -
uninstalled engine performance for his specific hardware, with the airbleed and mechanical
power extractions required for the particular airplane application. In order to assess the
performance of the refanned JT8D engine on the 727-200 airplane, the performance incre-
meats for the following hardware differences from the engine manufacturer must be
considered: (1) side-engine inlet, (2) center-engine inlet and duct, (3) exhaust system,
(4) thrust reverser, (5) nacelle subsystems, and (6) airplane systems requiring engine air-
bleed. In addition tothe installed, performance considerations, the airframe manufacturer
must demonstrate by test and/or analyses that the engine installation, including nacelle sub-
systems, does not jeopardize the airplane operational safety and fi re integrity. These items





• Airplane	 727-200/727 refan
• Takeoff condition: flap position = 50
• Noise extrapolation condition , Temp = 77°F (298 K)
Relative humidity =70%
• EPNL calculation: Corrected to 727-200 flight test data
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• Approach condition: 	 Flap position = 30°
• Boise extrapolation condition; 	 Temp = 77°F (298 K)
Relative humidity = 70°l
• EPN L calculation.,	Corrected to 727-200 flight test data




Landing gross weight, kg
j
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Airplane: 727.200/727 refan	 --- MFPOP
1	 . Takeoff condition: Flap position = 5°	 FAR
Approach condition: Conventional 3 0 approach	 —	 ATA




Relative humidity = 70°!0 	 --	 ALPAk
EPNL calculation: Corrected to 727-200 flight test data
+5 EPNdB limit on duration correction




























•	 Airplane:	 727-200 refan	 MFPOP
•	 Takeoff condition: 	 Flap position = 50 	--- FAR
	 r
•	 Approach condition:	 LGW = 150 000 lb (68 039 kg)	 ---.—_ ATA
or 126 700 lb (57 470 kg)
	 C1 1000
Conventional 30 approach
	 ----- CI 500
Flap position = 30	 — — — ALPA
Noise extrapolation condition:
	 Temp = 77°F (298 K) 	 ; J
•	 Relative humidity = 70%
•	 EPNL calculation:
	 Corrected to 727-200 flight test data
`	 +5 EPNdB limit on duration correction?
a
Brake release gross weight, kg
60	 65	 70	 75	 80 x 103
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3.3.1 UNINSTALLED PERFORMANCE
f
Uninstalled engine performance was obtained directly from customer computer decks r
provided by P&WA, Uninstalled JT8D-9 (baseline) performance was obtained. front P&WA
customer deck number CCD-219-01.1 and uninstalled performanceJT8D-109 (refan) was {
obtained from P&NVA customer deck number CCD-287-0.0. The JT8D-109 engine deck
includes P&WA ground test data and NASA LeRC altitude chamber data to arrive at the
engine specific fuel consumption (SFC) characteristics. Both the J78D-9 and -109 engine
decks provide minimum thrust estimates, The JT8D-9 engine deck provides estimated aver-
age fuel flow. The JT8D-109'euigine fuel flow is representative of that obtained from P&WA
ground tests and estimated altitude performance; however, the JT8D-9 and -109 SFC charac-
teristics discussed are considered nominal for the purposes of this report,
The JT8D-9 engine deck performance characteristics were based on a large number of
engines built over a long time period and therefore represent a mature engine. The JT8D-109
engine deck is based on test results from ground rig component tests and one engine tested
at sea level and altitude. It therefore does not represent the same level of maturity as the
JT8D-9 with respect to SFC., Both engine decks use fuel with a heating value of 18 400
Btu/lb (42.82x10' J/kg). A comparison of the uninstalled takeoff thrust lapse rate and `!
typical cruise SFC characteristics is shown in figure 70.
The takeoff thrust lapse rate comparison shown at the top of figure 70 illustrates the uninstal-
led takeoff thrust benefit the JT8D-109 has over the JT8D-9 as a function of takeoff airspeed
for a sea level, standard day, 590F (288 K). At the static conditions, the JT8D-109 thrust bene-
fit amounts to 14.5%. At 110 kn (56.6 m/s) the JT8D-109 thrust benefit has decreased to 9%n
and at 250 kn (128.6 m/s) the thrust benefit has further decreased to 3.7 17o. The decrease in
JT8D-109 takeoff thrust benefit relative to the JT8D-9 as airspeed increases is due to the
higher bypass ratio of the JT8D-109,engine. In general, increases in engine bypass ratio cause
the slope of thrust lapse rate curves to become steeper.
The uninstalled' cruise SFC performance comparison at M"
	 0,84 and 30 000 ft (9144 in),'
standard clay, is shown in the lower portion of figure 70, Two levels of performance are
shown for the JT8D-9 engine. One represents nominal (average) thrust SFC and the other
represents specification levels of SFC: The JT8D =109 SFC is shown only for a nominal
engine since specification performance estimates do not exist. Comparisons between the
nominal JT8D-9 and -109 SFC characteristics show that at an uninstalled, approximate
mid-cruise net thrust of 4150 lb (18 460 N), the SFC's of the two engines are the same,
3.3.2 SIDE-ENGINE INLET
The 727 refan side-engine inlet was designed so that it could be operated with an acoustic
splitter ring,: The inlet diameter was increased over that used in the existing 727-200 side-
engine inlet to accommodate the increased refan airflow. Figure 71 shows the details of the
refan side-engine inlet. Reference 4 (section 3.1, l) describes the design and manufacturing
details of the side.-engine inlet, Reference 5`d.escribes the aerodynamic analysis of the design
and the 3/10 scale model test results of the hardwall side-engine inlet configuration.
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The side-engine inlet full-scale total pressure recovery (including acoustic lining losses) was
estimated, based on analysis and the nnodel-scale hardwall data prior to the full-scale ground
test. Both the estimate and the ground test total pressure recoveries are slno^,^,^n .inn figure 71,
Since the original estimate and the ground test recovery levels were equal within 0.1 °,Ire, the
estimated recovery values were used in the 727 refan performance evaluation for purposes of
convenience.
3.3.3 CENTER-ENGINE INLET AND DUCT
r	 ^.
The 727 refan center-engine inlet and duct were designed with a minimum of modifications
for the existing 727 airplane, but with an increased duct area to meet the increased refan
airflow requirement. The JT8D-109 engine requires approximately 45 %n more airflow at
cruise then the existing JT8D-9 engine, Figure 72 shows the 727 refan center-engine inlet
and duct. Reference 4 (section 3.1.5) describes the design and manufacturing details of
the center-engine inlet installation. Reference 6 describes the aerodynamic analysis of the
design and the 3/10 scale model test results of the hardwall configuration. Reference 3
	 4
(section 4.1.2.4) describes the Contractor's full-scale ground test results for the center-engine
inlet.
The center-engine inlet duct full-scale total pressure recovery (including acoustic lining
losses) was estimated, based on analysis and the nnodel-scale hardwall data prior to the full
scale ground test. Both the estimate and the ground test total pressure recoveries are shown
in figure 72. Since the original estimate and the ground test recovery levels were equal
within 0.2%, the estimated' recovery values were used iii the 727 refan performance evaluation
for purposes of convenience.
3.3.4 EXHAUST SYSTEM	 X33
µ	 7
Reference 4 describes the materials, fabrication, and mechanical design of the 727 refan flight
exhaust system and associated thrust reverser. This section describes the aerodynamic con-
siderations that resulted in the selected exhaust system geometry,
3.3.4.1 Nozzle Aerodynamic Design	
1
a
The following are the major factors that influenced the finial geometry:
• Commonality to the maximum extent possible between the flight configuration and
the reference hardware
•	 Engine match, which depends on mixing plane and nozzle exit geometry 	 r `
•	 Commonality of outer exhaust duct (wedge duct and nozzle) wall for all JT8D-100 series
engines (JT8D-109, -115, -117)
i
0	 Length of the exhaust duct, which was a compromise between rotation restraints, nnixing
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Throat diameter 47,8 in. 0 21.4 cm)
Throat area 1794.5 in2 (4558 cm2 )
Contraction ratio (highlight area/throat area) 1.30
Engine face diameter 50.1 in. (127.25 cm)
Nose dome diameter 16,0 in. (40.64 cm)
Engine face area 1770.3 in? 01 421 cm2) 4
Engine face area/throat area 0.99
Nose dome length 25.2 in, 464.01 cm)
Offset ratio (inlet length/inlet height) 2,1 k
Total corrected airflow (WaN/Ot2 /5t2), kg /s
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All these factors are interrelated. P&WA and the Contractor agreed to have commonality of
the outer nozzle wall to a location 21 in. (53,3 cm) downstream of the engine rear flange.
	
'	 The flight exhaust duct was manufactured with a slight taper downstream of this location, as
compared to the parallel walls of the reference nozzle, to accommodate the thrust-reverser
design. The flight exhaust duct length was restricted by the rotation restraints to 66 in,
(167.6 cm) as opposed to the reference exhaust duct which was 70 in. (177.8 cm) long.
Both exhaust systems have convergent conical nozzles. 	 -
The mixing-plane and nozzle-exit geometries providing proper match of the engine were
j
based on inputs from P&WA and results of the Contractor's model nozzle tests (ref. 7).
The concepts adopted for accommodating the different geometric requirements of the
different models of the JT8D-100 series engines were as follows: i
•	 Variation of the mixing plane area split required to match the various refan engine models
was accomplished by varying the primary/secondary flow divider (splitter) radial position
while maintaining a common plug. To facilitate the thrust-reverser design, which was
to be common for all engine models, it was decided to maintain a constant nozzle
half angle. The nozzle length was varied to accommodate the nozzle-exit area changes
required to match the different engine models.
Outer nozzle wall cone angle was selected with two requirements in mind. One was to
have adequate area change available to satisfy the area match requirements of the a
various JT8D-100 series engines as noted above. The other was to depress the engine {
idle thrust as much as possible by tailoring the exhaust system geometry, since the -100
=.	 series engines tend to produce more idle thrust than the corresponding basic JT8D models.
The differences in exhaust system geometry (splitter length, mixing plane total area,
;:	 u	 nozzle half angle, and mixing length) between the reference and flight configurations 1
led to a corresponding difference in discharge coefficients.
A trade study was accomplished to determine the exhaust duct length. This trade study con-
sidered airplane performance and noise characteristics as influenced by the exhaust duct
length. Those features influencing airplane performance were exhaust system performance
(Cv), weight, and airplane rotational capability. The acoustic considerations related primarily
to the treatment area available. The mixing length available downstream of the splitter was
a consideration from the standpoint of both the exhaust system performance and the acous-
tic performance. The resultant exhaust duct length was 66 in: (167,6 cm). In addition, the
nozzles were canted upward 30 30' relative to the engine centerline, For the center-engine
installation, this cant enhanced the airplane rotational :capability at the expense of a small
cosine thrust loss. For the side-engine installations, this cant directs the exhaust flow para-
llel to the airplane centerline.
3.3.4.2 Nozzle Performance w'
Model and full-scale tests conducted by the Contractor (refs. 7 and 3, respectively) demon- !<
strated that the performance, in terms of velocity coefficient,(C v), is identical for the t
reference and flight configurations. The discharge coefficient of the flight nozzle was dif-
ferentfrom that of the reference nozzle with the differences depending on the engine model -













divider relative to the short divider and partly due to the nozzle cone angles as discussed
previously. The differences between the reference and flight nozzle discharge coefficients
were accounted for in the flight nozzle geometric areas required to provide the same nozzle w
effective areas. As a consequence, the installed engine performance calculated in section 3.3.11
i for the flight exhaust nozzle configuration shows no thrust penalty relative to the reference i
exhaust system, while accommodating the aircraft design requirements.
3.3.5 THRUST REVERSER fs	 ^'
A target-type thrust reverser was selected for use on the 727 refan to replace the clamshell/
deflector door thrust reverser currently used on the 727-200. This choice was made in the
interest of weight, reliability, clean internal nozzle contours, and the absence of reverser1
s installation losses relative to the exhaust nozzle. The mechanical design and features of the j.fy
target-type thrust reverser are described in reference 4, t F
3.3.5.1 Thrust-Reverser Efficiency and Match f	 `
!;Static model tests were conducted to develop suitable configurations which would provide
adequate reverse thrust efficiency and satisfy the requirements of reverse thrust match.
These tests are reported in reference 8 and resulted in candidate configurations for the low-
speed wind tunnel test.'
	 -
The candidate configurations proposed for wield tunnel test were all of fixed lip height (the ,'=
variable lip height Having demonstrated no advantage in the static tests) and with fences k
tapered to zero height from the maximum lip height.
Constant lip heights of 3.5 in. (8.9 cm) and 1.5 in. (3:8 cm) were chosen to be candidate
configurations with recommended setback ratios (ratio of distance from nozzle exit to the
' doors in the deployed position, to the nozzle exit diameter) of unity. These configura-
tions, tested with a door length exhaust nozzle diameter ratio of 1.05, resulted in reverse
thrusts of 46.5% and 38 17o
 
of forward thrust, respectively, at takeoff nozzle pressure ratio.
All three configurations exhibited match acceptable to the Engine Contractor (see ref. 8). +;
F Static pressure surveys on the door internal surface were made on selected configurations
during the static test. These data were used to obtain door loads for use in the structural t
design of the thrust reverser/exhaust duct system.
l i
Tests with no lips on the doors showed that the reverse thrust was only about l 517o of
forward thrust. Since this was a possible solution to hot-gas ingestion problems of the side
engines, if used in combination with a high-performance configuration on the center engine,
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3.3.5.2 Ingestion Speed and Aircraft Interference Effects
?	 Low-speed wind tunnel model tests were conducted to determine the thrust-reverser con-
figuration most compatible to the 727 refan airplane. This test was reported in reference 9.
The main aspects of the investigation concerned hot-gas ingestion, effects on airplane con-
'	 trollability, interference between the reversed gas flows and the airplane aerodynamics, and
hot-gas impingement on the airplane structure. Variables investigated included the tluust-
reverser geometry as described in section 3.3.5.1, the side-engine thrust-reverser clock angle `;
relative to the vertical, the wing trailing-edge flap angle, and the engine thrust level in terms f
of engine pressure ratio (EPR). The criterion for thrust-reverser compatibility with the 727
frefan was the capability to stop the refan airplane in a ground roll distance equal to or less .Y
than that available with the 727-200. The vest reverser capability was primarily associated
"-	 with the lowest tunnel velocity at which inlet ingestion of exhaust gases occurred; other
factors were the changes to airplane lift, drag, and directional control.
Significant test results that would influence the 727 refan stopping distance included:
•	 Thrust Reverser Lip Height. -In general, the 1.5-in. (3.8-em) lip fence gave the lowest
full-power ingestion speeds, 92 kn (47.3 in/s), while retaining reverse thrust efficiency
comparable to the 727-200 configuration. The 3.5-in. (8.9-cm) lip provided an_ingestion i
speed at full power approximately 10 kn (5.1 m/s) higher than the 1.5-in, (3.8-crn) lip.
•	 Clock Angle. — As the top reverser doors were rotated toward the vertical tail, ingestion
speeds tended to decrease, thus allowing longer reverser operation. Rotation of the top
reverser door from the vertical to 20° inboard decreased the ingestion speed by approxi-
mately 25 kn (12.8 m/s).
"	 •	 Airplane Interference Lffects. —For the combination of lip heights and clock angles
_	 A
investigated, thrust-reverser operation tended to reduce airplane drag, increase lift, a
and decrease pitching moment. These changes in airplane characteristics tend to
increase landing roll distances.
Lxhaust gas impingement on airplane structure. —No hot-gas impingement problems,
would exist on the airplane structure (based on the thermocouple coverage of the j
airplane model) for a thrust-reverser orientation range of 0 	 to -20°. In general, the
highest measured temperatures occur on the lower portion of the airplane fuselage. +
•	 Airplane controllability.—Airplane controllability may be reduced as the thrust- `1
reverser doors are tilted toward the rudder. This was indicated by measuring the f r
-.r
tunnel dynamic pressure in the vicinity of the rudder. No dynamic pressure loss
occurred with the thrust-reverser doors in the vertical position. As the reverser
clock angle approached -20°, significant dynamic pressure loss was apparent.
3.3.5.3 Landing Roll Analysis
The 727 refan stopping characteristics with thrust.reversers only were determined using
i
information discussed in sections 3.3.5.1 and 3.3.5.2 in a landing roll evaluation. The thrust-
reverser variables selected as most likely to provide 727 refan landing distances comparable a









e	 1.5-in. (3.8-cm) lip height on all thrust-reverser doors a
' •	 Setting the side-engine reverser clock angles at -200
This evaluation made use of an analysis that accounts for the influence of aerodynamic lift
and drag, reverse thrust, and aircraft brake application. The effects of delay times for pilot {
operation of wing spoilers, wheel brakes, reverser actuation, engine spin-up time in reverse,+
and modulation of the engine power at lower airplane speeds are included. Since the
" reduction in ground roll distance when using the thrust reversers is small compared with that
G	
4 f
using even moderate wheel braking, the landing roll studies were performed using no wheel
' braking, but the studies did account for rolling resistance. This was considered to provide a ; {
better basis for comparison of reverser stopping capability and to determine the ground roll
distance for a no 	 landing. Landing on an icy runway would approach thiscondition
since the influence of the reversers in stopping the airplane is considerably more important.
The calculations were performed using the same delay times, touchdown speeds, and opera-
tional procedures for both the 727 refan and 727-200 airplanes where appropriate. Engine ar
power is assumed to be reduced from the maximum available during the ground roll to {
prevent exhaust gas ingestion into the inlet and provide longer reverser operation time. The
major input differences to the analysis .relative to the 727-200 airplane were the engine
spin-up times, thrust-reverser performance, and aerodynamic interference effects.
Figure 73 compares the spin-up characteristics of the JT8D-9 and -109 engines. The estimated
spin-up time of the larger fan engine" is approximately 30% longer than for the JT8D-9 engine.
The slower spin-up time results in reduction of the time available at the maximum permitted
reverse thrust EPR, before the airplane speed drops to 70 kn (36 m/s) where the throttle
is retarded as shown in table 30,
" Figure 74 shows the comparable EPR schedule for given JT8D-9 and -109 thrust-reverser
characteristics as a function of airplane speed. The schedule for the JT8D-109 is identical
to the procedure currently employed on the 727.200 airplane, thereby introducing no new
pilot operational procedure. The schedule is shown in relationship with the maximum '.
permissible EPR to prevent ingestion with -20° clocking of the reversers.
' Figure 75 shows a comparison between the JT8D-9 and -109 effective reverse thrust per
engine available as a function of airplane speed. The data include the loss of airplane drag
due to aerodynamic interference, The engine spin-up schedule is not shown `since this will
depend upon the speed at which reversers are applied.
Figure 76 shows the no brake application, wet .runway, landing distance for the 727-200
airplane compared to the pr,)dieted 727 refan, using reversers and spoilers only, for various #"
airplane landing weights at 40° flaps. The landing distance is made up of the ground roll
distance plus the air distance from the runway threshold altitude (50 ft (15.2 m)).
The stopping capability of the target-type thrust reverser on the 727 refan airplane is
estimated to be slightly better than the.current clamshell/deflector door installation. This
is achieved without changing the pilots' procedure for operating the thrust reversers. The l.,
higher. reverser performance from the target-type thrust reverser compensates for the slower Y`




Landing weight, lb (kg)
Airplane touchdown
speed — flaps 40°
kn (m/s)
Time in seconds at maximum permitted reverse thrust EPRa
JT8D-9 EPR = 1345 JT8D-109 EPR = 1.5
110 000 (49 895) 106 (54.5) 2.4 None
120 000 (54 431) 111 (57.1) 3.8 1.3
130 000 (58 967) 117 (60.2) 5.3 2.8
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based on estimates of the tolerance of the engine to hot-gas ingestion and do not account for
possible inlet pressure distortion. The exact operational procedure and final 727 refan
airplane configuration effects can only be determined from full-scale taxi tests,
3.3.6 NACELLE INSTALLATION SUBSYSTEMS
The nacelle subsystems (such as cowls, starters, generators, etc.) installed on the JT8n-109
engine were designed and selected to minimize the cost of retrofit, Nacelle subsystems were
therefore changed only for the following reasons; maximum engine diameter increase, engine
	
t ;
performance differences, or the subsystem environment changes, Reference 4 discusses the
required hardware changes,
3.3.6.1 Nacelle Design Maximum Operating Temperatures
Table 31 lists the maximum operating temperatures for which the JT$D refan engine hardware
was designed. These temperatures are based on a hot day takeoff power setting of a JT8D-117
engine rather than for the JT8D-109. The JT8D-1 17 engine would be the. the higliest thrust
	 -^
rated engine in the JT8D-100 series and would be a refan derivative of the production JT8D-
17 engine, Thus the hardware designed would be compatible with the more severe tempera-
hire environment of the`-117 engine. The higher temperatures were estimated using a com-
puter simulation of the JT8D-117.
3.3.6.2 Cowl. Panel Fire Test Results
The cowl panel fiberglass/honey comb construction for the JT8D refan engine installation was
adopted to reduce the number of detailed parts and labor involved in fabrication of a typical
riveted sheet inetal cowling. A description of the cowl panels and their construction was
reported in reference 4. Because the accessory compartment (i.e., the space between the 	 Y
engine case and cowl) is considered a fire zone, the cowl panels must be able to withstand a
2000°F (1366 K) temperature flame for 15 minutes to obtain FAA certification, Cowl
panel fire tests of six types of honeycomb construction were conducted, which resulted in
the selection of the following cowl panel construction because it was the only one to t
endure the 2000°F (1366 K) temperature for 15 minutes:
Two-ply fiberglass skin
— 1,0•in, (2,54•am) heat resistant phenolic honeycomb
with 3(18-ih, (0,48 .cm) cells
Two•piy,
 fiberglass skin with 20-mesh stainless steel
wire screen, 0,009-in. (0,023 .am)'diameter, sandwiched
between plies
A 3-ft by 4-ft (0.9-m by 1.2-m) panel of this construction, with edges simulat,,'7g the proposed	
V
cowl mating edges, was exposed to a 2000°F (1366 K) flame. A sketch and a photograph of the
test setup are shown,in figures 77 and 78. The panel wastested in a marmer similar to that used
for the certification fire tests of the existing 727 cowl panels, including the provision for blowing
136
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Nose cowl inner surface b400(478)
Inlet ring b550 (561)
Nose dome b290 (416)
Nose dome (internal) b310 (428)
Outer fan duct wall 245 (392)
Inner fan duct wall (near turbine section) 1300 (978)
Fan/primary flow divider 1200 (922)
Exhaust plug 1200 (922)





a Based on sea level; 120°F (322 K) day; 380-kn (195-m/s) speed; takeoff
power condition of the JT8D-117 engine











	 Simulated joint between lowert cowl and fixed cowl
1800 OF
	 Aluminum
	 Test panel(1255 K)	 intercostals
Recorder Cooling air discharged from
1/8- by 19-in. (0.32- by 48.3-cm)
slot across this area, 130 kn(67 m/s)
Thermocouple	 19.0 in. (48.3 cm)
6.0 in. (15.2 cm)
	










	 Burner started in this position.
Temperature adjusted to 1800. F(1255 K) corresponding to 2000°F
(1366 K) 1.0 in, (2.54 cm) above	 Simulated joint between upper




tests, panel was repositioned so
that lowest intercostal edge was
6.0 in. (15.2 cm) above rie
burner.)












Figure 78.—Photograph of Cowl Panel Fire Test Setup
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air over the external surface. During the previous 727 cowl fire tests, the thermocouple which
measured 2000°F (1366 K) was mounted 1,0 in. to 2.0 in. (2.5 cfn to 5.1 cm) above the burner.
	 '.
For the current test, the thermocouple was 6.0 in. (15.2 cm) above the burner, to match the dis-
tance from the burner to test panel. A calibration of the burner indicated that 1800°F (1255 K)
at 6.0 in. (15.2 cm) corresponds to 2000° F (1366 K), 1.0 in. (2.5 cm) above the burner;
Test results are summarized in table 32. The cowl panel, plus the simulated cowling joints
between the fixed cowl and removable cowls, passed the 15-minute fire test without burn-
	 4
through. (See fig. 79,) The backside of all the hardware showed only scant evidence of even
having been heated. Another objective was to investigate the problem of venting the gas
that was generated during the first few seconds after heat was applied. The test showed that
the panel suite easily vented the gases through the honeycomb structure in the region where
the heat was applied. Additional tests would be required, however, to determine whether
special venting provisions would be required to preclude burn-through or the possibility of
explosion.	 i
3.3.6.3 Cowl Temperatures Near Bleed Ducts
	 :w
On the 727 .200 airplane, the bleed ducts do not create a cowl heating problem because the
thin aluminum skin is a good Beat conductor and is adequately cooled by freestrearn air.
The fiberglass/honeycomb side cowl panels designed for the refan installation are good
insulators. Because of the proximity of the hot 8th- and l 3th-stage compressor bleed ducts
to the nacelle cowls, there was a problem of conducting away theenergy radiated from the
ducts to the cowling without exceeding the 350°F (450 K) temperature limit of the honey- µ
comb panel. An analysis was performed which indicated that the expected 13th-stage bleed
duct temperature of 681°F (634 K) produced a cowl inner wall temperature of 615°F
	 i
(597 K); this occurred on a 50'F (283 K) day with icing conditions at sea level takeoff power
setting. Subsequent engine data revealed the maximum 13th-stage bleed duct temperatures
to be 732°F (662 K) for a hot day with a failed anti-icing valve at sea level takeoff power.
The maximum 8th-stage bleed duct temperature of 545°F (558 K)would occur on a hot day
takeoff condition.
To investigate the cowl heating problem, a test was conducted simulating the cowl pastel
`	 and bleed duct as shown in figure 80. Temperatures wel'e pleasured on the simulated bleed
duct wall and on the metal wire screen sandwiched between the two inner plies of fiberglass
at the center of the 14.0-in. by 36.0-in. (35.6-cm by 91.4-crn) cowl panel section. Figure 81
shows a sketch of the seven configurations tested. In addition, some of the configurations were
tested after the bleed duct had been blackened by a kerosene flame. The temperatures
recorded are shown in figures 82 and 83. These results indicate that the only configuration
which adequately protects the cowl panel from the 350°F (450-K) limit at the bleed duct z
maximum temperature was with 0.4-in. (1.02-cm) insulation on the bleed duct. The design
t	 of the cowls did provide clearance for bleed duct insulation,'.
3.3.6.4 Cowl Internal Pressure Blowout Protection
`	 In the event of a'13th-stage bleed duct failure, the cowl panels are protected front overpressuri-
nation by a pressure relies' door. This door is retained in the cowl panel by shear pins until
they pressure on the door is sufficient to shear the pins. A nacelle pressure relief analysis was





no. Region of fire test Observations
1 Center of panel Flame applied  for 15 minutes—no burn -through. No apparent problem
from liberated gas. Laminate on flame side blistered and all the gas
generated was librated through the heated area. At end of test there
was no damage to back side—flame side was blistered but intact.
2 Joint between upper Flame applied for 15 minutes—no burn-through. Intercostal nearest
cowl and fixed cowl flame began glowing red shortly after application of heat. Condition
appeared stabilized after about 1 minute. After the run, the aluminum
intercostals were distorted but the outside of the panel was in good
condition. , Warping caused joint to open up slightly.
3 Joint between upper Following run no. 2 it was discovered that the back side airflow was set
cowl and fixed cowl at an excessively high velocity (approximately 245 kn (126 m/s)] ,
Airflow was reset to the desired cooling air velocity of 130 kn (67 m/s),
the same as used on the 727 fire tests, and run no. 2 was repeated on
the same portion of the panel. Flame was applied for 15 minutes—no
burn-through. A small piece of the nearest aluminum intercostal
burned off after 38 seconds; then the condition stabilized with about
an 8.0-in. (20.3-cm) wide section of the aluminum glowing red during
the entire period. Reduction in air velocity did not seem to affect
outcome of this test.
4 Joint between lower Flame applied for 15 minutes—no burn-through. A portion of intercostal
cowl and fixed cowl nearest burner began melting after 1-minute. Condition stabilized after
2 minutes. There was more distortion and intercostal damage on this
joint than the upperjoint but there was no evidence of burn through.
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Bleed duct wall temperaturr (T IC 1), K 
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Bla k duct 
Black duct ; 6 kn (3 m/s) cooling air 
on cowl outer wall 
Shiny duct ; insul ation on duct 
Black duct ; black insulation on duc t 
Sh iny duct; insulation touching cowl 
Black duct: b lack insulation touching cow l 
Black duct; hea t shield 
Black duct; black RTV 106 on cowl 
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Bleed duct wall temperature (T/C 1), K
300	 350	 400	 450	 500	 550	 600	 650
100	 200 300 400	 500	 600	 700









0 1 - Shiny duct; h = 2,0 in. (5.1 cm)
2 Shiny duct; h = 25 in.: (6.4 cm)
3 Shiny duct; h = 3.0 in. (7.6 cm)
	 -
x .`4® 1 Black duct; h = 2,0 in. (5,1 cm















Figure 84 shows the resulting nacelle peak pressure versus the relief door opening pressure j
for the JT8D-109 cowl door design. The JT8D-109 cowl relief door is designed to ope4i at
1.48-psi (1.02-N/em 2 ) pressure. At this door opening pressure, the peak pressure inside the a
F cowl panel was 2,49 psi (1.72 N/cm') which is below the 3.36-psi (2,32-N/cm') ultimate
design pressure for the cowl panel structure, assuring adequate blowout protection,
3.3.6.5 Gearcase Breather
The bearing compartments and the oil tank are vented to the gearbox. A rotor separator in
the gearbox separates the oil particles from the air. These oil particles collect in the gearbox
and are returned to the oil tank by the gearbox scavenge pump. The relatively oil-free
breather air is then discharged overboard. The Engine Contractor has stated that the breather
air temperatures of the JT8D refan are expected to be similar to those of the basic JT8D
engine because of the similarity of the oil system. The maximum expected air temperature
on a high service engine is 375'F (464 K): This means that the Breather duct exhaust has to




An analysis was performed to determine the adequacy of generator air cooling for the JT8D a,
refan installation. Reference 4 describes the generator cooling system. The most critical i
generator cooling conditions occur at hot day, 8000-ft (2438-m) idle power, and 42 000-ft z
(12 802-m) low flight speed idle descent. Both conditions were examined for the JT81) refan
installation and the analysis showed: (1) the generator exhaust duct had to be enlarged to
3.5 in? (22.6 cm') compared to the 2.65 in? (17.1 cm') for the basic JT8D installation;
(2), generator air cooling is adequate for the hot day, 42 000-ft (12 802 ni) idle descent
condition; and (3) for the hot day, 8000-ft (2438-m) ground idle condition, the generator
cooling is slightly deficient. Since the estimated ground idle data were uncertain at the time,
further analyses and possibly a test would be necessary to substantiate the adequacy of the
generator cooling.
3.3.6.7 Constant-Speed Drive (CSD) Oil Cooler Installation'
Reference 4 discussed the installation of the CSD oil cooler in the fan duct similar to that 1
' on the production 737 airplane. No performance penalty has been assessed to the CSD oil
cooler because previous 737 ground tests could not discern a difference with the oil cooler




Since the engine mass moment of inertia at the starter is the same for the JT81) refan and
the basic JT81) engines, there are no starting problems anticipated.
3.3.6.9 Nacelle Fire Detection and Extinguishing Systems
Reference 4 describes the fire protection systems for the current 727-200 airplane. The
JT81) refan engine installation retains the existing 727-200 airplane fire protection system s
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3.3.7 ENGINE BLEED AIR AND HORSEPOWER EXTRACTION
ro	 3.3.7.1 Engine Bleed Air
The engines on the 727-200 are used its a source of pressurized air to support airplane air-
conditioning, inlet and wing anti-icing (ice protection), generator cooling, fuel Beating, and
thrust-xeverser pneumatic actuation systems. The JT8D-109 provides engine bleed air for IA
the same systems with the one exception of the 727 refan thrust reverser, which was rl
designed for hydraulic actuation.
The bleed air requirements for the 727 refan air-conditioning system are unchanged from t
those used for the 727-200. Figure 85 shows the takeoff and normal bleed airflow require-
ments. At takeoff and most altitudes, the airflow, requirements shown in the figure along
with attendant pressures and temperatures are met by using 8th-stage compressor airbleed.
For some high-altitude, hot day conditions, 8th-stage airbleed is insufficient to meet air-
conditioning requirements and a switch ("crossover") is made to 13th-stage compressor
airbleed. Airflow and pressure for 13th-stage airbleed were determined to be adequate for
the flight envelope. ;x
Fan airbleed is used for the air-conditioning precooler. The airconditioning precooler (i.e,,
i
cross-flow heat exchanger) uses engine fan air extracted from the fan duct to cool compressor
bleed air prior to entry into the air-conditioning packs. After going through the precooler,
the fan bleed air is then exhausted outside the airplane.`'
' Sixth-stage compressor airbleed is used for wing and inlet ice protection. The bleed air
requirements for the 727 refan are the same as for the 727-200. Section 3,7 describes the
refan ice protection system.
727 refan engine airbleed for generator cooling and fuel heating is also the same as that 1
required for the 727-200.
3.3.7.2 Power Extraction-
Power is extracted through. the engine-driven CSD from the JT8D-9 and -109 engines to
' drive generators, power pumps, motors, etc., as required to support aircraft systems.
Figure 86 shows the power extraction schedule for the 727-200 and 727 refan airplanes at
takeoff, climb, and -cruise, "These. schedules were used in installed engine performance calcu-
lations for the JT8D-9 and -109 engines.
3.3.8 INSTALLED ENGINE PERFORMANCE CALCULATION PROCEDURE 'a
The 727-200 airplane performance used as the baseline for comparisons to the 727 refan
airplane included:	 ', Ya
I	 Installed JT8D-9 engine performance that represents minimum thri,-st and maximum SFC
values that are consistent with P&WA's calculation procedures
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Thus the 727-200 airplane represents specification performance levels.
x
Installed engine performance for the 727 refan analyses was prepared using JT8D-9 and -109 s?
"	 nominal engine decks provided by P&WA. The changes to uninstalled thrust, SFC, and other
engine characteristics that result from :installation of an inlet, exhaust system, and nacelle ^'
subsystems, as well as the capability to bleed pressurized compressor air were included by
the Contractor in both the JT8D-9 and -109 engine decks. The installed engine performance
prepared with these decks provided minianunj installed thrust and 1101701al installed SFC,_
In order to provide aconsistent comparison between the 727-200 and 727 refan airplane z4	 '+
installed SFC performance, the ratio of JT8D-9 installed SFC performance (obtained through
established P&WA procedures) and installed JT8D-9 nominal deck SEC's was applied to the f':
installed SFC values obtainedfrom the JT8D-109 performance deck.
3,3.9 INSTALLED TAKEOFF PERFORMANCE 3'	 '3
Estimated installed takeoff thrust was generated for normal 727 refan takeoff operation as de- i?
scribed in section 33.8. The^takeoff thrust was generated for the center and side engines fora ;<
standard and 84°F (3Q2 K) day at sea level and for a 84° F (3021L) day at 5000-ft (1524-nn) altitude,
,E	 r
Installation penalties for the center and side engines are described in sections 3,3.2 through
3.3.7. Cabin air-conditioning bleed air is taken onlyfromthe side engines, whereas power
extraction via the CSD is taken from all three engines, Thrust penalties for inlet and wing
anti-icing were not evaluated since anti-icing is riot required on hot clays when takeoff thrust
is critical. Installed JT8D-9 performance was based on P&WA JT8D-9 installation procedures
with adjustments for installation penalties.
t
"	 Figure 87 shows the sea level standard day installed takeoff lapse rate comparison between s ithe JT8D-9 and -109 center and side engines. At static (airspeed = 0) conditions, the JT8D-
109 center and side engines show a. 14,8%a and 13% thrust increase relative to the JT8D-9 !
engines. At 100 kn (51,4 m/s), the JT8D-109 center and side engines show a 10.8% and
10.2% increase in takeoff thrust whereas at 250 kn (128.6 m%s), the refan thrust advantage
has dwindled to 3.4% and 2.8 %, respectively, The greater lapse rate of the JT8D-109 relative ^{	 i
to the JT8D-9 is due to the higher bypass ratio of the JT8D-109 engine,
Figure 88 shows the JT8D-9 and -109 engine installed takeoff lapse rate comparison at sea 16
level and 5000 ft (1524 m) for an 84 F (302 K) clay. At static, 100-kn (51'.4-m/s),; and
250 kn (128.6-m/s) conditions, the JT8D-109 shows the sanne pe rcent thrust advantage at
sea level and 5000. ft (1524 m) over the JT8D-9, on a standard day.
1.	 "•lei
3.3.10 INSTALLED CRUISE PERFORMANCE l
The installed JT8D-109 side- and center-engine cruise performance was prepared as described
in section 3.3,8. The installed JT8D-9 engine performance was obtained from P&WA JT8D-9 {
installation procedures with adjustments for installation penalties. Figure 89 shows the ,a
JT8D-9`and -109 side- and center-engine performance comparison in terms of installed net
thrust versus thrust SFC at the 727-200 minimum cost cruise condition (M«, = 0.84 and
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Figure 89. JT8D-9 and -109,(ns''alled Cruise Performance Comparison—M,,,, 0.84 at 30 000 ft






































of cruise at a constant altitude of 30 000 ft (9144 m). This variation in required thrust is
due to the decrease of the airplane gross weight as fuel is burned. Performance comparisons
between the JT8D-9 and -109 engines were made at an approximate midcruise thrust of
4050 lb (18 015 N). Figure 89 shows the JT8D-109 installed SFC to be higher than the
JT8D-9 on the center and side engines at 4050- 1b
 (18 015 N) net thrust. TheJT8D-1 09
side-engine SFC is up 0.4% compared to a JT8D-9 side engine, and the JT8D-109 center
engine is up 1,1%relative to the JUD-9. Combining one JT8D-109 center engine with two
-109 side engines shows the refan average SFC to be 0.617o above that of the JT8D-9 installa-
tion. j
3.3.11 INSTALLED PERFORMANCE SENSITIVITIES TO INSTALLATION LOSSES
Installed engine performance sensitivities to various installation penalties for the JT8D-9 and
-109 engines were calculated to indicate the individual contribution of the various installa-
tion losses to the total. The sensitivity evaluations were conducted at takeoff and cruise
conditions for the 727-200 and 727 reran airplane side and center engines. Engine per-
formance penalties were calculated using the P&WA JT8D-9 and -109 nominal engine
computer decks in conjunction with the nominal to installed performance ratioing procedure
described in section 3.3.8.
Installed takeoff performance thrust penalties were calculated at sea level, static, standard
day conditions. A constant burner exit total temperature (T t5 ) at the uninstalled takeoff
thrust rating was used to maintain a takeoff rating during the sensitivity study. The com-
parison of the takeoff penalties began with the uninstalled takeoff net thrust levels shown
in figure 70 and decreased to the installed takeoff net thrust levels shown in figure 87.
Figure 90 shows the comparison of JT8D-9 and -109 side-engine takeoff performance sensi-
tivities. The major portion of site-engine installation loss is due to engine airbleed for cabin
air-conditioning and pressurization. The greater- airbleed loss for the JT8D-1 09 is characteris-
tic of a higher bypass ratio engine. The inlet ring causes the inlet recovery loss for the
JT8D-109 to be greater than for the JT8D-9. No nozzle velocity coefficient loss was
incorporated in the JT8D-109 because the flight and reference nozzle velocity coefficients
were the same.	 -
Figure 91 shows JT8D-9 and -109 center-engine takeoff sensitivity study results. The pre-
dominant loss for both engines is center-engine uilet duct recovery. The percent of uninstalled
thrust decrease for the total installation effects was greater for thz JT8D-9 engine than the
JT8L`-109 due to the omission of h( rzle velocity loss in the refan engine.
Installed cruise performance sensitivities were calculated at 30 000 ft (9144 m), M m - 0.84,
standard day conditions. A constant midcruise net thrust of 4050 lb (18 015 N) was main-
tained to establish the fuel flow penalty for the individual installation items. The cruise
study began with the uninstalled nominal SFC levels showll in figure 70 and increased to the
installed SFC levels shown hi figure 89.
Figure 92 shows the JT8D-9 and` -109 side-engine cruise sensitivity study - results
	 Again,
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3
loss on the JT8D-9 at cruise is assumed to be the same as for a low-loss bellmouth inlet
(i,e., unity). The JT8D-109 nozzle velocity loss is zero as shown in section 3.3.4.
4
r,
Figure 93 shows the 7T8D-9 and -109 center-engine cruise sensitivities. Inlet and duct
recovery is the predominant installation loss. No nozzle velocity loss is included for the
JT8D-109 engine.{
3.3.12 IDLE POWER SETTINGS
The idle power setting for the JT8D-9 on the 727-200 airplane influenced the design
	
x
characteristics for many of the airplane subsystems such as brakes, cabin pressurization, and
CSD capability. Installation of the JT8D-109 required analysis to determine if these sub-
systems designed for JT8D-9 idle characteristics could function properly at JT8D-109 idle
	 s
power settings.' ^p
Evaluations of the JT8D-109 during Phase I trade studies indicated that the acceleration time
	 ?
of the engine would be slower than for the JT8D-9. Ground tests at P&WA and altitude
i^testing conducted at NASA LeRC dt7xriig Phase Il confirmed the slower acceleration rile,
indicating a requirement for separate ground and flight idle power setting. The flight idle
power setting is deeded to meet an 8-sec acceleration requirement from idle to takeoff power
at altitude in the event of a landing go-around.
3.3.12.1 Ground Idle
The JT8D-109 ground idle performance was established by P&WA during Phase II ground,
tests. The uninstalled thrust quoted by P&WA at ground idle conditions is 840 lb (3736 N)
with a corresponding corrected high-pressure compressor speed (N Z /tea) of 6100 rpm
(49.8% N2
General criteria that the ground idle power setting must meet (when the JT8D-1 09 is installed
on the airplane) are to:
0	 Be sufficiently low so that brake overheating during taxiing will be prevented
•	 Provide sufficient compressor bleed air for generator cooling
m-	 Keep the CSD above its lower limit trip speed so that electrical and mechanical lower
requirements will not be interrupted during ground operation
The idle trim setting for the side and center engines installed on the 727 refan was not
dictated by brake requirements or generator cooling but by CSD operation. When the
JT8D-109 with the ground idle power setting recommended by P&WA was analyzed on the
727 refan airplane, it was found that during cold day operation the N. rpm dropped below x
the CSD lower limit trip speed. To alleviate this problem, the uninstalled idle thrust was
moved up to 975 lb (4336.8 N) and a-corrected N 2 of 6450 rpm (52.7% N2 ), the same
speed as the MD-9 engine. Figure 94 shows the uninstalled and installed JT8D-109 idle N2
speeds, as a function of ambient temperature, which were selected to meet the ground idle
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Figure 93.—JT8D-9 and -109 Center-Engine Cruise Sensitivity Comparison—Installation Effects—
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To ensure trip-free CSD operation on the 727-200 side and center engines, it is standard
JT8D-9 procedure to uptrim the engines on a standard day so that when the applicable
airbleed is taken off the side engines and horsepower is extracted from both center and side
engines,.the corrected N Z
 on all engines drops to no less than 53.7%, thus allowing for at
f	 least a 1% margin, In addition, the thrust drops back to approximately the same level
as in the uninstalled case, 840 lb (3736 N). Therefore, the 727-200 side engines are trimmed
to 57.2% N2 and the center engine to 55.2% N Z with 0.6% fan bleed for generator cooling,
and no horsepower extraction, air-conditioning airbleed, or anti-icing bleed air.
7	 ~^
The same procedure was used with the JT8D-109 engine. The 727 refan center and side P	 '3
engines were set on 	 standard day at 55.2% and 57.2%N2, respectively, so that when a
applicable compressor bleed air and horsepower were extracted from the engines, the NZ
dropped to approximately 53.7%. The JT8D-109 installed idle thrust was then approximately
975 lb (4336.8 N). This trim procedure kept the JT8D-109 above the generator trip speed.
The JT8D-109 N2 reduction with decreasing ambient temperature was approximately the
same as for the JT8D-9; therefore cold day CSD operation was also unchanged.
The JT8D-109 installed ground idle power settings therefore provide:
•	 Idle thrust slightly higher than for the JT8D-9 but below levels obtained from JTBD
engines of higher ratings used on the 727-200 (This indicates that the 727-200 brake {
system is adequate for the 727 refan airplane.)
•	 The same capability-!or generator cooling as exists with the JT8D-9 engine
•	 CSD operation that will be essentially unchanged from that available with the JT8D -9
engine
3.3.12.2 Flight Idle
General installed engine idle characteristics that are required hi flight include the following r	 ;1
items: l
•	 The engine must be capable of accelerating within 8 sec from idle to takeoff thrust for
airplane go-around in the event of a refused landing. s
•	 The idle thrust in flight shall enable the airplane to descend and land according to a
given descent schedule. r
•	 The idle power setting in flight shall be high enough so that the engine can provide
sufficient compressor bleed air for cabin pressurization.
•	 Other engine and airplane requirements that must be satisfied include generator cooling,
-thermal`anti-icing, and CSD operation.
The requirement for a higher flight idle power setting on the 727 refan engine is due to the







installed JT8D-109 engine would not accelerate to takeoff thrust in the 8-sec acceleration
time which is an FAA requirement. P&WA evaluated the JT8D-109 acceleration characteris-
tics through the use of computer simulations at flight conditions and from actual test data
r
measured in the NASA LeRC altitude test facility.
The normal flight condition where the acceleration evaluation is conducted is at 10 000 ft
(3048 m) and M,, = 0.2 on a standard day. The results of the analyses conducted at P&WA r%
indicated that a corrected NZ
 of 7750 rpm was required for flight idle in order to meet the
"`acceleration requirement. r
The flight idle power setting provided by P&WA was used to evaluate the idle descent require- 1..
" ments with respect to thrust available and compressor bleed air required for cabin pressuriza-
tion.Figure 95 shows the 727-200 airplane low-speed descent schedule used to evaluate 727
refan descent capability. This descent schedule.has been selected for comparison of 727
refan to 727-200 flight idle characteristics because it required the lowest thrust levels and
resulted in minimum engine compressor bleed pressures and airflows available for cabin
pressurization, Figure 96 shows the installed JT8D-109 side- and center-engine flight idle
thrust that results from flying the low-speed descent schedule. These thrust characteristics
were used to evaluate the 727 refan descent characteristics (section 3.1.7),
The 727 refan pressurization requirements for normal flight conditions are met with tine
flight idle power setting. Airflow requirements are always met at altitude conditions, but
pressure requirements are sometimes difficult to satisfy. Figure 97 shows the engine bleed
air pressure available for cabin pressurization, Throughout the normal 727-200 flight
envelope up to an altitude of 36 200 ft (11 033 m) on an ISA + 40°F (22 K) day, the '.
JT8D-109 meets or exceeds the pressure requirement for cabin pressurization. Above 36 200
ft (11 033 in) and up to 40 000-ft (12 192-in) altitude, the cabin pressure would be slightly
off schedule.
Other engine and airplane requirements at idle power settings in flight, such as engine
component cooling, CSD operation, etc., are met.
3.3.13 ENGINE STABILITY n
_Engine stability characteristics were investigated by P&WA (ref. 10) and the Contractor, i
P&WA tested the JT8D-109 engine, using screens to simulate typical side- and center-engine
inlet duct pressure distortion reported in references 5 and 6. Using these screen pressure
distortion patterns, P&WA demonstrated stable engine operation during steady-state
operation as well as during accelerations to and decelerations from the engine red-line speed, j	 1	
"	 sThis was accomplished with each of the following distortion screens installf •71> sea level
static center-engine inlet; center-engine inlet with a 35-kn (18,0-m/s) crom .- ind; and side-
engine inlet with a 30-kn (15.4-nn/s) crosswind. This is not to say that there was no loss in
low-pressure Compressor (LPG) stall margin, but rather that the stall margin was adequate
µ
to maintain stable engine operation with the simulated 727 refan inlet distortion obtained
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Similar LPC stall margin tests were conducted by the Contractor using the 727 refan center-
and side-engine inlets in the refan engine ground test described in Volurne III of this final
	
i
report (ref, 3). These tests indicated that statically there was no loss in engine LPG stall margin
for either the side- or center-engine inlet installations. With a 20-kn (10.3-m/s) crosswind,
it was determined that the LPC stall margin was degraded by about 4%; nevertheless, stable
engine operation was maintained. With these results and using the standard JT8D-9 takeoff
power setting procedures, it is expected that the JT8D-109 inlets on the 727 refan airplane 	 t^j
will meet operational engine stability requirements. 	 k
The JT8D-109 exhaust system and thrust reverser are also expected to present no engine
stability problems. The .JT8D-109 exhaust system was matched per P&WA requirements, as
described in reference 3, and no engine instability was experienced during ground tests. The 	
r
thrust reverser will not adversely affect engine match and stability, as reported in reference 8,
3.4 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
The structural analysis described in this section covers the structure designed (described in `^
Volume II of this final report, ref. 4) and the modifications required to meet the program
objectives to design certifiable structure.
In order to incorporate the JT81) refan engine and nacelle with minimum weight and airframe
modification, advanced structural concepts were used.
Alumimun-brazed titanium acoustic honeycomb was used for the exhaust assembly and p
perforated aluminum: backed by fiberglass honeycomb for the center-engine inlet duct. Heat-
resistant epoxy fiberglass skins and phenolic honeycomb construction were proposed for the
nacelle cowl panels of the side engines.
The major structural features of the titanium exhaust system were evaluated by detail tests
which were reported 	 reference 11. Further test data were obtained from limited instru-
mentation on the center-engine inlet duct andfan/primary flow divider during the engine
ground tests. These tests were reported in Volume III of this final report (ref. 3)•
Extensive use was made of structural analysis computer programs to evaluate the load ?;
distribution in the major structural assemblies. Results obtained from these programs were
used to derive the loads applied to components for the stress analysis.
Load conditions used for the 727-200 were also applicable to the 727 refan. The structural
analysis was made for the JT8D-117engine, since weight, thrust, and reverse thrust capability .
for that engine were greater than the -109 engine and thus critical to the structure. A dynamic
landing analysis was used to verify that the new engine center of gravity and weights did not
adversely affect the load .factors. This is reported in section 3.4.12.
The Contractor's latest fatigue data were used to evaluate the fatigue durability of the







The major breakout for each structural item discussed in this section includes the structural
concept and analysis methods used to substantiate the structural adequacy. This analysis
covers only major components.
s
3.4.1 SIDE-ENGINE INLET ASSEMBLY
3.4.1.1
	 Structural Concept
The side-engine inlet assembly would consist of the outer nose cowl, the acoustic inlet ring,
and the nose dome (figs. 98 and 99).
The cowl design was similar to that used for the 727-200 nacelles, with the exception of
r - ,	 modifications to the thermal anti-icing (TAI) distribution tube support 'brackets and additional
ribs to support the inlet ring.
J
To increase service life, the existing TAI distribution tube support brackets would be replaced'
by leaf spring type supports, which allowed greater flexibility during thermal deflections of
the spray ring. Three pairs of intercostal ribs were added to distribute loads from the inlet ring
support struts into the cowl structure.
The inlet ring leading edge was designed using electro-formed nickel faired with acoustic a
honeycomb polyimide panels. It was supported concentrically in the inlet by three radial
struts, which also distributed TAI air to the leading edge. This design concept was similar to
that used in the FAA-sponsored Quiet Nacelle Program (ref. 12).
k
The nose dome design was similar to that used in the 727-200 nacelles. A formed aluminum
cap was backed by a polyimide acoustic honeycomb body to which the attachment fittings q
for the bolts were mounted.
3.4.1.2	 Analysis P
Low-speed wind tunnel tests were conducted to determine the pressure distribution within the
3
engine inlet nose cowl. From these tests, which are reported in reference 13, a more precise
pressure distribution than had previously been available was obtained and used to derive loads
' in the inlet. A typical pressure distribution on the nose cowl for the nose down, flap 40° land-
ing approach is shown in figure 100.
Engine asymmetric surge conditions were critical for the nose dome and inlet ring. Maximum
z
design ultimate pressures were +4.65 psig (+32.06 kN m
	 and -9.5 psi	 65.50 kN m i9
Loads from the inlet ring were distributed through the radial ribs into the cowl Since only y
ground test hardware was to be built, the ring analysis was limited to comparing it with that
designed for the Quiet Nacelle Program (ref. 12).
A summary of critical margins of safety and associated load conditions for the side-engine y
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Location Condition of safety
Cowl attachment flange on enginea
Vertical shear Nose down approach 0.24
Axial load Nose down approach X2.0
Moment Nose down approach 0.63
Flange bolt Nose down approach 0.71
Nose dome attachment flange on enginea
Vertical shear Engine surge 0.03
Axial load Engine surge 0.0
Moment Engine surge 0.01
Flange bolt Engine surge 0.10
Cowl outer skin station 57.35 in. (1.46 m) Nose down approach 0.48















3.4.2 SIDE-ENGINE COWL PANELS
3.4.2.1	 Structural Concept
The cowl panels were designed in three suctions: the inboard fixed cowl, which was attached
to the engine frames, and two cowl doors, upper and lower, which formed the contour of the
nacelle. These doors were locked together with seven latches, to produce a monocoque, nacelle
structure supported off the fixed cowl and the tore and aft engine bulkheads. Figure 101
shows the nacelle cowls hinged open about the fixed fairing hinge lines.
The fixed cowl would use conventional aluminum stiffener and skin construction similar to
the existing 727 nacelle design. The movable cowl panels were designed to be made of fiber-
;— glass honeycomb construction, using heat-resistant two-ply fiberglass epoxy skins and I-iii.
(2.54-cm)-thick phenolic core. A stainless steel wire mesh was inserted in the inner skid to
provide flame resistance in the event of a nacelle fire,
The latch fittings were designed to be made of conventional cast aluninum, attached to
suitably reinforced areas of the cowls.
3.4.2.2 Analysis
Wind tunnel tests determined the airload distribution on the cowls for low-speed, high angle-
of-attack conditions. Results of these tests are reported in reference 13. The nacelle pressure
cistribution for the design ultimate, flaps down, high angle-of-attack condition is shown in
figure 102, 3
m
The cowls are loaded by nacelle aerodynamic pressures, inertia loads, and also wind loads when
open on the ground, A pressure .relief door was provided in the upper cowl panel to withstand 	 y
a design ultimate internal pressure of +3.36 psig (+23.166 kN /m') in the event of a high-
pressure bleed duct failure. The structure was also designed to carry aerodynamic limit loads
with any single latch or hinge failed or unlatched.
Nacelle loads were distributed to the fore and aft nacelle bulkheads and circumferentially to
the fixed cowl lunges where they were carried into the engine casing.
Due to the omnidirectional strength characteristics of the honeycomb construction and
multiple redundancies at the latches, hinges, and engine bulkheads, a finite element structural
analysis was used to determine the internal load distribution, latch, hinge loads, and reactions. 	 '
An initial analysis model was made of the doors only, and further development of the model
added the fixed cowl with reactions to the enghie and a simulation of the engine fore and aft
bulkheads (fig. 103)._	 s
Analysis runs were made for both the design ultimate loads and`internal pressure conditions,
and simulated failed latch or hinge conditions.
A summary of cowl and latch margins of safety is given in table 34.
174
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Nacelle station, in. (m)
Figure 102.-,/T8D Refan Side-Engine Nacelle Pressure Distribution—High Angle of Attack
2.5-g Maneuver Condition

























Cowl frame 8 (local bending) Duct failure at 240°F (389 K) 0,05
Latch casting frame 8 (casting factor =
 1.5) Duct failure of 240°F (389 K) 0.80
















The side-engine strut design for the 727 refan airplane was structurally unchanged from that
used on the 727-200 airplane, except for the vibration isolators and engine cone bolts which
were changed to accommodate the heavier engine (fig. 104).
The forward support fitting would be made of steel and the aft support fitting of aluminum.
Both fittings would be cantilevered off aft fuselage bulkheads and stabilized fore and aft by
longitudinal members and the fairing skins, which together would form a torque box. The
outer vertical longitudinal web would also form the firewall for the engine.
The aft fitting would react only the vertical and side load components' the forward fitting
would react the thrust, drag, side, and torsional engine loads. These loads would be redistri-
buted by the strut torque box and reacted into the aft fuselage structure.
3.4.3.2	 Analysis
A finite element analysis was used to evaluate the load distribution in the strut. Results from 1
the analysis were also used to define the engine flexibility matrix and cone bolt loads. 3
The strut outboard of the fuselage skin was simulated together with a simplified analysis .
model of the engine (fig. 105). The model checkout was made by comparing calculated
deflections with deflections obtained in the 727 static testa When the analysis was found to
be compatible with the test results, the model geometry was amended to represent the JT8D
refan engine geometry and stiffness (table 35).
The 727-200 design load factors were used in the refan analysis. The vertical factors were
subsequently shown to be conservative by the dynamic landing analysis results as reported in
section 3,4.12. Nacelle weights and engine dynamic loads for the JT8D-117 which were applied
to the model are shown in table 36.
Review of the load distribution in the structure showed the steel •forward support fitting to be
'	 considerably more flexible than the aft one, and consequently it picked up less load than a
simple geometric balance would suggest. In the case of a vertical load, the fore and aft com-
ponent couple which was developed at the top and bottom forward cone bolts, respectively, {
was less than previously estimated and increased the aft fitting vertical load. This suggests that
further analysis would yield a better design.
y
Cone bolt loads and the engine flexibility matrix, which was used in the dynamic landing
analysis, were derived from the analysis results. A brief review was made of the strut structure
to identify_ critical areas. -
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{	 Figure 104--JT8D Retan Side-Engine Strut and Mounts
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Test result, Predicted, Predicted,
Location in, (mm) in. (mm) in. (mm)
Forward fitting engine 0,478 (12,145) 0.461 (11.714) 0.637 (16.176)
Firewall 0,129 (3.267) 0,124 (3.144) 0,146 (3,699)
Aft fitting engine 0.425 (10.789) 0,417 (10.604) 0.595 (15.106)
Firewall 0.039 (0.986) 0,041 (1.048) 0,042 (1.069)
4
Condition Weights and loads
Engine weight 5 700 lb (2585.48 kg)
Thrust maximum 17 900 lb (79.6,23 kN)
Thrust cruise 14 450 lb (64.277 kN)
Thrust reverser 12 300 lb (54,713 kN)
Moment pitch 633 980 in-lb (71.630 m-kN)
(for 3-rad/sec yaw)
Moment yaw 475 490 in-lb (53.723 m-kN)
(for 2,25-rad/sec pitch)






Upper flange 12-g crash 0.16
Lower flange 12.g crash 0.06
Aft fitting







Table 35.— Comparison of 727 Static Test Results and Predicted Nacelle Vertical Deflections
f
u
Note:	 Vertical load applied at engine e.g. = 10 000 lb (44.48 kN)
Table 36.—JT8D-117 Side-Engine Nacelle Weights and Engine Dynamic Loads
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3.4.4	 ENGINE EXHAUST SYSTEM
The engine exhaust system consisted of the wedge duct and exhaust nozzle, the fan/primary
flow divider, engine exhaust plug, and wedge duct fairing (fig. 106). These assemblies are
common to both side and center engines. The exhaust nozzle would be rotated relative to the
wedge duct to accommodate the thrust-reverser exhaust pattern, which would be vertical on
the side engines and to the sides on the center engine,
3.4.4.1	 Exaust Duct Assembly (Wedge Duct and Nozzle) ?
1
Structural Concept.—The exhaust duct assembly would be attached to the engine fan case
and would include a 3'/i wedge section which deflects the exhaust nozzle up, relative to the
engine axial centerline.
These assemblies would be made of aluminum-brazed titanium honeycomb, with welded
perforated acoustic inner skins and solid outer skins to which machined joint flanges were
welded. The nozzle section design also had two pairs of longitudinal machined rails welded
into the outer skin to pick up the thrust-reverser support fittings and associated loads.
Thrust-reverser loads would be distributed into the nozzle and would react at the engine
ifan case.
The flange and rail design concepts were subjected to static and fatigue testing (ref. 11). The e
purpose of the testing was to select the optimum design and to establish the static strength
and fatigue durability of the flange and rail details.
Analysis.—The primary design loads on the exhaust nozzle are due to thrust-reverser operation
and internal pressure. Refused takeoff (RTO), in-flight inadvertent deployment, and (for the
fatigue analysis) normal landing deployment and restow were considered.. Relevant side-nacelle
and center-engine load factors were also considered where applicable.
F	 a
The assembly was analyzed with the aid of a finite element analysis. The assembly was cut on
the axis of symmetry and half of the structure modeled (fig. 107), The model was sufficiently
-	 detailed to reflect the thrust-reverser support fittings; rails, and flanges. Loads from the thrust- r	 15
reverser door were applied to the model at the,thrust=reverser support fittings (fig. 108). The
analysis results were used to evaluate the effects of the thrust-reverser loads on the nozzle and
to obtain the internal load distribution.
Critical stress levels in the nozzle would be due to the RTO condition and in-flight inadvertent




Fan/Pr inary Flow Divider
Structural Concept.—The fan/primary;flow divider would be attached to the engine primary
case flange and due to the high engine primary gas temperature, would be made of Inconel 625
acoustic honeycomb on the primary flow side and aluminum-brazed titanium on the fan flow
side where temperatures were significantly lower. Both items would be bolted together near
the trailing edge of the Inconel brazement to complete the assembly. Flow side skins were






















Figure 106. JT8D Refan Exhaust System
s




















Location Condition of safety
Engine attachment flanges





Flange bending nozzle RTO 0.28
Nozzle frame aft RTO 0.33
Nozzle skin outer RTO 0.10
Fatigue





























Detail A JT8D Refan Original Design Fan/ 	 !j
;.	 Primary Flow Divider
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Duct fairing support flange 	 Detail B JT8D Refan Alternate Design Fan/'
Primary Flow Divider
P&WA duct fairing(access panel)
Figure 109.—JT8D Refan Fan/Primary Flow Divider—Original and Alternate Designs
y	 188
r
{	 The analysis was made for the original desi n (fig. 109 detail A). However,
	 ice to manu- ^ g 	 •	 ,	 , d
factoring considerations (scheduling and cost), the alternate design (fig, 109, detail B) was
fabricated. Acomparative analysis was made of the alternate and original designs to ensure
equivalent strength. F
Axial and lateral loads in the fan flow side of the divider assembly were designed to be carried
through the trailing-edge joint to the inner Inconel skin of the primary flow side of the
divider and reacted at the engine primary case flange. The pressure differential on the divider
would be reacted internally as hoop stress; since the pressure loads would be small, the hoop
stress would not be significant.
-	 Analysis.—Maximum loading on the fan/primary flow divider would be due to induced internal
1	 thermal stresses caused by the temperature differential between the fan and primary gas
streams during engine startup and maximum rpm transient to takeoff power. Maximum tem-
perature on the Inconel was estimated to be 1200°F (922 K) and on the titanium assembly i
600°F (589 K). The engine attachment flange design condition would be due to 60-g ultimate K
vibration loads which would result from an engine blade loss.
t	 ?i
In order to investigate the thermal distribution through the divider, a heat transfer analysis r
1	 model was constructed (fig. 110). Radiation, conduction, and convection coefficiE its for the 1
a	 gas flows, Inconel and titanium face sheets, and honeycomb assemblies and trapped air were
sunulated in the model. The analysis balanced the transient heat flow at incremental time ,_
intervals until stabilized temperature conditions were obtained. The computer thermal analysis l
program is described in the appendix under "Heat Transfer Program:"
Engine operating conditions considered hi the heat transfer analysis were (1) normal engine
start to idle, (2) hot start to idle, and (3) maximum rpm transient from idle to takeoff power,
-.
'-	 hot day. A typical temperature distribution at takeoff power used for input to the structural
ti
analysis is shown:infigure 111. -;
;r
A finite element analysis was made of a 90' segment of the fan/primary flow divider to 4
determine the load distribution resulting from the thermal environment (fig. 112).
Results from the structural analysis illustrate the high circumferential loads iii the Inconel and '(
titanium skins due to the temperature differential (fig. 113). The assembly bolt joint was a
located in the low-stress area to obtain maximum fatigue durability.
A summary of typical margins of safety is shown in table 39.
h	
i
3.4.4:3	 Engine Exhaust Plug
Structural Concept,—The exhaust plug was designed to be formed from Inconel 625 sheet and i
welded to a machined flange. Construction would be similar to existing designs.
Analysis,-Since the construction would be similar to existing designs, only the engine flange
attachment loads were determined and local flange stresses checked. Loads on the plug would r'
be due to the exhaust duct 3'/i angle, internal pressure, and engine vibration which would
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Figure 111: JTSD Refan FanlPrImarr Flor D;vicler Temperature Distribution —
Stabilized Takeoff Power
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Figure 113.—JT8D Refan Fan/Primary Flow Divider Analysis Results—Circumferential Skin 	 t"



















Vertical Design ultimate 0.02
Axial Based on engine 0
Moment Blade loss 0.05
Bolt 60-g vibration 0
Inconel skin Takeoff hot day 1.31
Titanium skin_ Takeoff hot day >2.0
Flange Normal operation >2.0
^l
j 	 Of
Maximum engine flange loads would be due to the engine flange vibration and internal
pressure-produced maximum flange bending in the plug.
A summary of margins of safety is shown in table 40,
3.4,4,4 Wedge-Duct External Fairing
Structural Concept,-The wedge-duct fairing would form the nacelle between the engine aft
bulkhead and the stowed thrust-reverser doors (fig, 114). The fairing design consisted of four
epoxy fiberglass phenolic honeycomb panels, joined along the axial edges by three bolts, to
form a hoop. Aerodynamic loads would be reacted into the engine aft bulkhead and the
closing frame. The engine aft bulkhead was designed to be braced fore and aft to the closing
frame by four intercostal members to react nacelle internal pressure loads.
Analysis, Critical loads on the fairing would be due to the nacelle high angle-of-attack
condition and engine bleed duct rupture.
Predicted margins of safety were greater than 2.0 and noire are tabulated here,
3.4.5 THRUST-REVERSER SYSTEM
3,4,5.1	 Structural Concept
The thrust-reverser assembly would consist of support fittings, actuators, carriage and linkage,
and target-type reverser doors (fig. 115).	 i
The support fitting was designed to be made from a Ti-6Al-4V casting and reacted the reverser
operating loads from 'both the actuator and door linkage system, which pivoted about lugs on
the fitting. A separate titanium actuator carriage casting would be mounted on rails within
the support fitting and would distribute the actuator loads through steel overcenter links to
the driver links,	 i
Both the driver and idler links were designed to be machined from Ti-6A1-4V annealed bar.
The driver links would be subsequently heat treated to 150'000 psi (103 421 N/cm 2 ),
Rib and skin construction would be used for the thrust-reverser doors and the link attachment
fittings machined from titanium, Moderate temperatures from the engine primary exhaust 	 9
impingement on the doors would allow using titanium for the inner skin and ribs, Aluminum
2219-T62 would be used for the outer skin where temperatures were lower. The design of this
combination of titanium inner skin and aluminum outer skin would minimize temperature -
induced	
a
 stresses and deflections.
3.4.5.2 Reverser Operation
A
During flight conditions, the stowed doors would be dually retained by the door lock and pre-
load in the driver links with' the retention induced by the actuator driving the carriage overcenter.









Vertical	 ° Design ultimate 0.25
Axial Based on engine 0.08
Moment Blade loss vibration 0.49
60-g ultimate
Bolt X2.0
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Figure 114.—JT8D Refan Wedge-Duct-External Fairing
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Figure 117.—JT8D Refan Thrust-Reverser System —Doors Deployed
,
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t The thrust-reverser operation sequence would be as follows. After reverse thrust selection,
the door lock would be released and the actuator would overcome the overcenter preload
which initiated deployment that would be completed by aerodynamic loads on the doors,
The doors would be decelerated by hydraulic damping (snubbing) in the actuator and
hydraulic system to prevent damage of contact at full travel. Actuator rod end pressure ,,a
would retain the doors iii the deployed Position untilrestow is selected. bestow would be
} accomplished entirely by the actuator.
4 The actuator would control the reverser door operation through the overcenter and driver
links. The idler links would carry only axial and side loads from the doors.
y Link and actuator loads would react within the thrust-reverser support fitting, with only the
net door loads being taken into the exhaust nozzle rails. At full deployment the axial, side,
and inertia loads would react into the nozzle rails; all other forces would balance out between t
the reverser doors.
3.4.5.3	 Analysis
Loads were derived for both ground and in-flight inadvertent thrust-reverser deployment
conditions. Maxinium load on the doors would be due to the high engine thrust during the
refused takeoff condition. Aerodynamic pressure on the doors during in-flight deployment
would result in the maximum loads in the linkage and actuator system. Loads in the actuation 3
system would be limited by a snubbing device designed into the actuator. A fuse is also pro- °?
vided to protect the actuator system from overload in the event of high-speed in-flight deploy-
ment. Permanent deformation of the structure was acceptable for the inadvertent in-flight
380-kn'(195-m/s) deployment condition.
The structure was also designed to withstand a lock malfunction or a mechanical jam in the
r
linkage system with normal actuator power applied.
The thrust-reverser system fatigue durability objective was 20 years of service life with 95%
reliability and 95% confidence, based on normal operating procedures; i,e,, deployment at
110 kn (57 m/s) and restow at 70 kn (36 m/s), The thrust-reverser actuator and hydraulic
system loads are discussed in section 3.7.1, l
The principal thrust-reverser load conditions considered in, the analysis are shown in table 41.
A finite element structural analysis method was used to determine the thrust-reverser door
internal load distribution and linkage pivot reactions (fig. 118). Aerodynamic and engine .^
exhaust thrust pressures were distributed on the door elements, together with internal and
external skin temperature distributions. Deflections compatible with the exhaust nozzle were
simulated at the link pivots in the support fitting.' The analysis simulated the design conditions j
with the door stowed and deployed, and tl°ie fail-safe conditions with individual links failed.
' The critical design condition for the doors was the RTO condition, Typical load distributions
in the door driver and idler link ribs obtained from the analysis of the RTO condition are '-







-Condition Factor Door loads, lb (kN)
Ultimate design
Refused takeoff 165 kn (85 m/s) 1.5 44 550 (198.17)
Inadvertent in-flight deployment at Vmo
270 kn (139 m/s) 1.5 40 130 (178.51)
1n-flight restow; idle power
180 kn (93 m/s) 1.5 13 950	 (62.05)
Fail-safe
In-flight deployment 380 kn (195 m/s) 1.15 40 710 (181.09)
Normal operation; failed link deployed 1.0 20 180	 ,(89.77)'
Normal operation; lock malfunction 1.0 8 000	 (35.59)
Normal operation; actuator malfunction
or mechanical jam 1.0 16 700	 (74.29).
Fatigue
Normal operation deployment
110 kn (57 m/s) 1.0 20 180	 (89.77)
Restow 70 kn (36 m/s) based on
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The driver link door loads were combined with the actuator snubbing and door inertia loads
to obtain the total loads on the thrust-reverser support fitting lugs (fig, 120). Maximum loads
in the cast titanium support fitting are due to the RTO and inadvertent in-flight deployment
{ at 270-kn (139-m/s) conditions.
a
Maximum loads on the driver links are due to the inadvertent in-flight deployment at 270-kn
(139-m/s) conditions which necessitated heat treating the annealed titanium, j
The fatigue load cycle in the driver link is due to the stress reversal during the stow and
deploy locking and unlocking cycle. A further major fatigue cycle would result from the door
loads during deployment and the actuator tension load following deployment. These cycles
are shown in the driver link load-stroke curves for the RTO and in-flight restow conditions
(fig. 121).
Tile design loads on the idler links are due to the RTO condition, and the fatigue load cycle
was based on the thrust-reverser normal operation cycle.
Since the actuator was vendor supplied, no analysis for this item is shown herein. The actuator
,.	 1
design loads and capability are shown in table 42, and typical actuator load-stroke cur ves for
the RTO deploy and the in-flight restow conditions are shown in figure 122.
The stowed reverser doors are designed to be retained by preload in the driver links and also
by a lock common to both doors. Lock loads are due to the nacelle aerodynamic pressures
and, in the case of the lock not releasing, actuator stall load, Stress levels are low and not
critical.
A summary of critical margins of safety in the thrust-reverser system is shown in tables 43
and 44.
3.4.6	 CENTER-ENGINE INLET DUCT
3.4.6.1	 Structural Concept
it
Air for the center engine would be ducted from the inlet above the fuselage, through the fin
front-spar to the engine forward flange. The duct was designed to be an integrally stiffened
shell, using solid and perforated aluminum inner skin backed by fiberglass phenolic honey-
comb and epoxy fiberglass outer skin. A thermal anti-icing patch. similar to that used in the !<
production 727-200 duct was designed into the upper duct soation forward of the fin front-
spar, The duct varies from a circle at the nose cowl inlet to an ellipse where it passes through
the fin front-spar fitting, and then back to a circle to match the engine fan case flange, The 1
duct would terminate with a non-load-carrying flexible seal to the engine firewall bulkhead.
I At the forward end, the duct would be supported around its periphery by the center duct
inlet fairing, A de terminate system of links would support the duct at the fin front-spar and
the Gift fuselage structure forward of the engine seal, thus allowing the duct to deflect without r
l introducing structural restraints and associated loads into the fuselage structure. The links 9
I forward of the fin. front-spar fitting would allow deflections normal to the fitting, but restrain
parallel and lateral deflections. The aft pair of links would restrain both vertical and lateral
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Actuator Actuator
load (limit), capabilitya
Load condition lb (kN) lb (kN) Actuator function
Deployed RTO + 3 g 8 000 (35.59) 8 000 (35.59) Maximum tension capability
RTO+snubbing 25 000 (111.21) 25 000 (111.21) Snubbing runaround control,
29 400 (130.78) no snubbing
Restow at 180 KEAS 14 000 (62.28) 16 700 (74.29) Maximum compression
(93 m/s) capability
Inadvertent in-flight 33 000 (146.79) 38 000 (169.03)_ Actuation system fuse




































load 8000 lb (35 586 N)
























Stow,__	 -•---- Restow stroke	 Deploy	 1:,.
Figure 122,—JT8D Refan Thrust-Reverser System—Typical Actuator Load-Stroke Curves
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Margins
Location Condition of safety
Driver link
Bending RTO ultimate 0.40
In-flight deployment 0,05
Fatigue Normal operating 0.10
Door lug In-flight deployment .0,0
Overcenter link lug RTO ultimate 1.61
In-flight deployment 0.13
Idler link
Bending RTO ultimate 0,12
Door !ug RTO ultimate 1.52
F,gtigue Normal operating 0.11
Thrusf reverser door
idler link frame
Inner skin RTO uttimate 0.07











Location Condition of safety
Driver link lug
Strength RTO ultimate 0.55
Strength In-flight deployment 0.0
Fatigue Normal operating 0.1
Idler link lug
Strength RTO ultimate 0.56
Strength In-flight deployment 0.15
Fatigue Normal operating 0.46
Actuator support lug
Strength RTO ultimate 0.08
Fatigue Normal operating_ 0.30
Carriage actuator lug
Strength Maximum actuator capability 1.10
Fatigue Normal operating 0.0
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l	 The duct would be constructed in five sections which are rigidly connected at circumferential
joints to form a single unit. The joint between the upper and aft sections would be made at
the fin front-spar on final. assembly in the aft fuselage. The duct was designed to have a
nominal clearance with the front-spar fitting; however, during overpressure in the duct (e.g.,
surge), the fitting would provide support to the duct elliptical section. Rub strips attached to
the fin front-spar fitting would distribute duct loads into the fitting and protect the structure
from fretting due to the relative inotion between the duct and the fixed structure,"
In the airplane installation, the center.-engine inlet duct support loads and fairing external
;t






Due to the complex shape and redundant nature of the duct, a number of finite element
f
analysis programs were used to develop the structural model used for the duct analysis. The
areas of the structure these programs represented are shown in figure 125. The significant
programs are outlined below. i
Program DDOI.--This model of a constant cross-section elliptical duct was used to evaluate
the effect on deflections and circumferential bending moments of changing duct wall section
properties. A comparison was made between the analysis predictions and the stress and 1
3deflection, results obtained froze the original 727-100 skin and frame duct tests. Results
- compared favorably and gave credence to the analysis technique being used. i	
J
This program was also used to locate skin panel joints at the minimum bending :moment,
locations. A comparison of the circumferential bending moment for uniform and variable
section ducts is shown in figure 126.
Program SD02.-This program represented a uniform thickness honeycomb structural model
168 in. (4.27 m) long that was used to investigate effects of changing the cross section from a -
circle to an ellipse. i
I
Program SD03.—SDO3 was a uniform thickness honeycomb structural model of the upper
forward duct between the-inlet and the fin front-spar. This program was used to evaluate
various fixities at the fin front-spar and at the inlet nose cowl interface.
Program SD10.—Program SD03 was revised by modifying the honeycomb wall section .
constants to represent the manufactured duct.
Program SD05.—The center-engine inlet duct was represented by a simplified line model oil
the duct longitudinal axis. Loads obtained from program S.D03 were applied to the model,
and the distribution of loads into various duct support configurations was evaluated to obtain-























II,I 1Y OF THERODUG
  G^ IS POOR`
iProgram CDOL—This program combined the center-engine duct and center-engine inlet
fairing programs to form an integrated structure. The duct program consisted of the duct
structure forward of the spar from program SDI  and line model program SD05 aft of the
spar to the engine forward flange. Duct support links were provided at the fin front-spar and
at the firewall (fig.'127).
	 4
Maximum loads on the duct result from positive and negative internal pressures associated fi
with engine operating conditions. Pressures were derived from the center-engine duct model
.test (ref. 6). Only steady-state conditions were considered in the analysis (table 45).
The elliptical cross section at the fin front-spar fitting was unrestrained during internal
negative pressure or positive pressure up to 1.10 psig (7.58 kN/m2 ) when contact was made
with the fitting. However, with increasing positive pressure, contact with the fitting restrained
the duct cross section. Both of these conditions were analyzed using programs SD03 and SDI 0.
Typical relationships of stress and pressure for the inner skin stresses due to both restraint
conditions are shown in figure 128.-
A summary of typical margins of safety for the center-engine inlet duct structure is shown in
table 46.
Loads from the duct also .react through the center-engine inlet duct fairing and are reported ?
in section 3.4.7.
The manufactured duct was instrumented and tested during the>refan engine performance
r	 evaluation (ref. 3). Test results indicated that the positive surge pressures were approximately
1.9% higher than the maximum pressures used in the analysis (table 47). however, adequate
margins of safety existed and no structural changes would be required. Correlation of the
analysis, predictions, and the stabilized pressure test results was good, thus giving confidence
in the analysis methods used (fig. 129).
The surge test results revealed that the duct responded dynamically to the surge pressure, as
seen by the nonlinear relationship of the stress and pressure test results (fig. 129). This had
not been identified prior to analysis of the test results. Adynamic analysis of the duct and




The center-engine inlet fairing would provide a pedestal structure off the aft fuselage structure';
to support the center-engine duct (fig. 130). Contoured fiberglass honeycomb skin panels -
!.	 would be supported by aluminum frames mounted with pinned fittings from the fuselage
frames.
Lateral loads from the fairing and duct would react by the frames into file fuselage structure.
.Axial loads from the duct would be carried by the skill panels through the fixed pedestal shear




























Engine surge at 10 000 ft (3048 m) +15.75 psi	 (+108.59 kN/m2)
Engine surge at sea levee -7.5 psi	 (-54.71 kN/m2)
Side load +5.0 g
Fatigue loads




Away from TAI patch 160°F (344 K)
Adjacent to TAI patch 330°F (439 K)
System failure
Adjacent to TAI patch 375°F (464 K)

















































—4	 0	 4	 -4	 0	 4
Duct pressure, psi 	 Duct pressure, psi

















































































































Stabilized sea revel -2.81 ( -19.374) -2.90 (-19,995) -3.00 ( -20.684)
Surge (-) sea level -4.40 ( -30.337) .5.00 ( -34,474) -5,00` ( -34.474)
Surge (+) sea level *4.94 (+34.060)






Table 46-JT8D Refan Center-Engine Inlet Duct Margins of Safety Summary
Margins
Location of safety
B.S. 1180 in. (29.97 m) vertical centerline
Aluminum inner skin a 0.28
Epoxy outer skin a 0.41
Fatigue (perforated aluminum skin) b 0.17
B.S. 1250 in. (31.75 m) vertical centerline
Aluminum inner skin a 0.60
Epoxy outer skina X0.20
B.S. 1250 in. (31.75 m) horizontal centerline
Aluminum inner skin a >0.20
Epoxy outer skina 0.24
Fatigue (perforated aluminum skin) h 0.37
Support link attachment
Fin front spars 0.01
Support link attachment afta 0.48
Links




Table 47.-JT8D Refan Center-Engine Inlet Duct-Comparison of Test, Predicted, and
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Pressure, psi
	 Pressure, psi
(a)- Axial Stress Top Centerline 	 (b) Circumferential Stress
Duct Top Centerline
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Aerodynamic pressures oil 	 fairing for the symmetrical and yaw conditions were derived
from the 727-200 data (figs. 131 and 132).
The center-engine structure was analyzed using a finite element analysis in which both the
frames and skin panels were represented. Following initial development of the model, it was
integrated with the center-engine inlet duct analysis model to complete the duct support
r	 structure as program CDO I. This analysis was run with both symmetrical and antisynnnetrical
fairing load conditions and also with positive and negative duct pressures. (See section 3.4.6
t	 for further analysis details.) Figure 133 shows a typical fairing frame idealization and cross
'	 section through the fairing.






Relative to the engine in the 727-200, the center-engine supports would be moved 10.7 in.
(27.2 cm) aft and the engine CL clown 4.5 in. (11.4 cm), thus necessitating redesign of the
engine attaclmlent fittings and modification to the structure in the lower fill aft of the rear
spar (fig. 134',.
The aft support would be moved both up and aft and would require a new fitting to be
cantilevered off the existing structure, with modifications also required to the closing ribs
and side panels of the lower fin. The fairing above the firewall was redesigned to fair with the
new lines, and new center-engine cowls would also be required.
Loads from the engine forward support fitting would be taken through the firewall into the ;l
modified diagonal members and into the fin rear spar. Forward components of the loads would ri	 3
be carried by the thrust links forward into the existing structure in a manner similar to that
for the existing 727-200 design.
Only vertical and side loads would be reacted by the aft support fitting. Vertical loads would 1
be carried primarily by the diagonal closing ribs to the fin rear spar and the side loads by the j'
horizontal firewall beam.
3.4.8.2	 Analysis s
The original load factors used for the 727-200 analysis were also used for the 727 refan
analysis. The dynamic landing analysis, reported in section 3.4.12, subsequently proved these 1	 ,^
factors to be conservative. The 1T8D-1 17 center-engine datawhich were used in the analysis
=s
are shown in table 48.
°a
The internal load distribution was determined by using a finite element structural analysis i:f	 a
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Figure 131.-JT8D Refan Center-Engine Inlet Fairing Pressure Distribution— Symmetrical
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Figure 132. JT8D Refan Center-Engine Inlet Fairing Pressure Distribution—Yaw Condition,
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Condition Weights and loads
Engine weight 5 100 lb (2313.321 kg)
Thrust maximum 17 900 lb (79.623 kN)
Thrust cruise 14 470 Ib (64.366 kN)
Thrust reverse 12 300 lb (54.713 kN)
Moment pitch 633 980 in-lb (71,630 m-kN)
(for 3-rad/sec yaw)
Moment yaw 475 490 in-lb (53.723 m-kN)
(for 2.225-rad/sec pitch)








f	 ^^Fin rear spar t	 ^^




















Figure 135.—JT8D Refan Center-Engine Support Structure—Finite Element Analysis Model
-
•k
i From the analysis results, the center-engine flexibility matrix used in the dynamic landing
analysis was derived, and also the engine cone bolt loads,
Review of the internal load distribution indicated that 87 % of the engine side loads were
reacted as a couple by the fore-and-aft links of the forward support fitting; this significantly
reduced the aft cone bolt side load.
.,.E




	 compatibility with the
cxisti^ig strtteture^nd were judgedrto lbe consistent with lrecjuirei
^!
Since the modifications to the center-engine support structure were not definitively sized, no




AFT FUSELAGE STRUCTURAL MODIFICATIONS
3.4.9.1,	 Fuselage Crown and Bulkheads
The modifications proposed for the fuselage crown at B.S. 1183 in. (30.048 m) and bulkheads
at B.S. 1303 in. (33.096 in) and B,S, 1342 in. (34.087 in) were reviewed for structural feasi-
bility-and integrity only, with stress analysis for rough sizing based on leads from the existing
727-200 structural analysis. "	 I
3.4.9.2	 Tail-Skid Support Structure ''
To prevent contact of the center engine with the ground during rotation on takeoff, the
tail-skid compression range would be reduced by using a shorter, crushable cartridge together
with a modified operating linkage geometry.
The 727 ref n loads on the skid were calculated to be less than for the 727-200 and, therefore,
the structure was judged to be acceptable for the refan installation.




Modifications to the air stair power torque tube and uplock torque tube were reviewed for
E structural feasibility and compatibility with existing structure only. The modifications were 4
judged to be acceptable.
3.4.10 MATERIAL MECHANICAL PROPERTIES #;
During the design phase, the static strength and fatigue durability of the materials used for the
structural modifications and hardware for the J"T8D refan installation were consistent with the
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The Hardware manufactured included many assemblies that were designed with advanced
technology materials as summarized in table 49. These assemblies were manufactured in
accordance with the Contractor's normal allowable strength criteria for commercial aircraft.
Allowables for aluminum-brazed titanium were those established in the Supersonic Transport
(SST) Technology Follow-On Program (refs. 14, 15, and 16). Further tests were conducted
to determine the static strength and fatigue durability of specific structural details of the
JT81) refan exhaust-duct assembly (ref. 11). Fatigue data were obtained from Contractor
proprietary fatigue design information, test results (ref, 11), and vendor data.
r_*
3.4.11 MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY t	 j
The advanced structural concepts used for the JT81) refan installation hardware structure '±
were fabricated to Contractor manufacturing and process specifications. Material and process
evaluation trade studies also were made prior to selection of materials and manufacturing 1
techniques. Environmental and usage problems were also evaluated and solutions obtained. c,
3.4.11.1	 Material Evaluation and Selection
The major decisions concerning material selection, process specification, and fabrication
techniques are outlined in the following paragraphs. j
Side Nacelle Cowl and Nose Dome, -Trade studies were made, comparing various acoustic
lining materials and fabrication methods. Major considerations were acoustic attentuation,
weight, cost, and fabrication techniques. Typical materials and constructions are shown in
table 50.
The single-layer acoustic polyilnnide, type 1, was selected for the cowl and nose dome. This
material was used on the 727-200 and 737 nacelle inlets and therefore required no further
development,
s
Sicle Nacelle Cowls. --The nacelle cowls were to be fabricated from heat-resistant epoxy fiber- i
glass face sheets with phenolic honeycomb core. This method reduced both manufacturing j
cost and number of parts when compared to the existing metal cowls.
The application of epoxy fiberglass and phenolic core in a fire zone necessitated that the cowls
be ableto resist flame penetration and remain functional and load. carrying (ref. 17). Flame
tests were conducted to select the optimum material combination fulfilling the requirements.
A summary of test materials and results is shown in table 51. Panels 5, 6, and 7, which all thad metal foil or wire mesh inserts, met the requirements. The wire mesh technique used for
panel 7 was considered simplest to manufacture and was therefore selected for the JT8D refan
nacelles, k
Exhaust System. --The major criteria for the exhaust system material evaluation were acoustic r
attenuation, weight, strength, and environmental durability, Major materials evaluated in the
trade studies are shown in table 52.
235
Assembly Material
Side-nacelle inlet assembly Acoustic polyimide fiberglass honeycomb liner
Side-nacelle cowls Heat-resistant phenolic honeycomb and epoxy
fiberglass skins
Center-engine inlet duct Acoustic aluminum reinforced with phenolic
honeycomb and epoxy fiberglass outer skin
Exhaust system fan primary flow divider Acoustic nickel-brazed lnconel honeycomb
assembly
Exhaust system Aluminum-brazed titanium honeycomb
Type Description face sheet Core
1 Acoustic polyimide Single layer
2 , Acoustic polyimide Double layer with septum
3 Porous epoxy Single layer
4 Porous epoxy Dougle layer with septum
5 Perforated aluminum Single layer
6 Perforated aluminum Double layer with septum
7 Type 347 stainless steel Brunscoustic Single layer
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Table 50;--JTBD Refan Inlets Acoustic Honeycomb Liner Selection
r
sS
Specimen No, Inner skin Honeycomb Outer skin Test results
Panel 1 Two plies of glass- Two layers of %-in. (1.27-cm) Two plies of glass- Panel failed
reinforced epoxy glass-reinforced phenolic core reinforced epoxy
with a one-ply glass-reinforced
epoxy system
Panel 2 Two plies of glass. Two layers of/2-in. (1.27-cm) Two plies of glass• Panel failed
reinforced epoxy glass-reinforced phenolic core reinforced epoxy
with alumina+ with a one-ply glass-reinforced with alumina+
Metco 210 ceram- epoxy system Metco loy no. 2
icflame sprayed stainless steel
to outer surface flame sprayed to
outer surface
Panel 3 Two plies of 1-in.(2.54-cm) thick glass- Two plies of glass- Panel failed
glass-reinforced reinforced phenolic reinforced epoxy




Panel 4 Two plies of 1-in. (2.54-cm) thick glass- Two plies of Panel failed
glass-rein- reinforced phenolic glass-reinforced
forced epoxy epoxy
Panel 5 Two plies of glass- Two layers of/2-in. (1.27-cm) Two plies of glass- Panel acceptable
reinforced epoxy thick glass-reinforced phenolic reinforced epoxy
core with a THAW-15V
titanium septum
Panel 6 Two plies of glass- 1-in. (2,54-cm) thick glass- Two plies of glass- Panel acceptable
reinforced epoxy reinforced phenolic core reinforced epoxy
+Ti-W-2,5V
titanium, foil
Panel 7 Two plies of glass- Two layers of Mn. (1.27-cm) Two plies of glass- Panel acceptable
reinforced epoxy glass-reinforced phenolic core reinforced epoxy
with alumina+ with a one-ply glass-reinforced with one layer of
Metco 210 ceram- epoxy system CPtitanium wire
icflame sprayed mesh between
to outersurface
Panel 8_ Two plies of glass- 1-in.(2,54•cm) thick glass . Two plies of glass- Panel failed
reinforced epoxy reinforced polyimide core reinforced po.lyi-
with alumina 1 mide
- Metco 210 ceram-
ic flame sprayed
to outer surface
Panel 9 Two plies of glass- 1-in. (2.54-cm) thick glass- Two plies of glass- Panel failed
reinforced polyi- reinforced phenolic core reinforced polyi•-
mide mide
Panel 10 Two plies of glass- 1-in. (2,54-cm) thick glass- , Two plies of glass- Panel failed
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Specimen Material Honeycomb Fabrication method
1 Inconel 625 Single layer Nickel brazed
2 Inconel 625 Double layer with Nickel brazed
perforated septum
3 Inconel 625 Single layer Welded
4 Inconel 625 Single layer Welded
Brunscoustic
5 Titanium Single layer Aluminum brazed
6 Titanium Single layer Welded















Single-layer aluminum-brazed titanium honeycomb was selected for the exhaust nozzle!{	
assembly and for the fan flow side of the divider assembly. Because of the higher gas
temperatures of the primary flow, single-layer nickel-brazed_Inconel 625 honeycomb was
selected for the primary flow side of the divider assembly,
Center-Engine Inlet Duct,—The major center-engine inlet duct criteria were weight, stiffness,
acoustic attenuation, and ease of manufacturing, The materials evaluated are shown in table
50. An integrally stiffened shell was selected for the maximum stiffness-to-weight ratio. To
meet the acoustic requirements, both single- and double-layer core with a septum were
required in different areas of the duct. Perforated aluminum inner skin backed by phenolic
core and epoxy fiberglass outer skin (types 5 and 6) was selected to meet the structural and
acoustic requirements.
-	 3.4.11.2	 Material Process and Manufacturing Evaluation
,
l
Aluaninum Brazed Titanium Acoustic Honeycomb.—Fabrication methods and process k
specifications for controlling the manufacture of aluminun -brazed titanium were developed
during the SST program (refs. 14, 15, and 16). Development was for basically flat structural
panels. Feasibility of manufacturing acoustic exhaust duct type hardware was demonstrated.
Further development of the detail design, manufacturing, and process specifications was
required for the JT8D refan exhaust nozzle and fan divider assemblies. See ref9rence 4 for t
specific details of the manufacturing.
The following principal areas required development and evaluation through analysis and test.
Detail Design: Panels representing the flange, rail., and honeycomb construction of the exhaust
nozzle were tested to determine the static strength and fatigue durability, and also to qualify
the design features and manufacturing processes used (ref. 11).
Exhaust Nozzle Usage.
•	 Phosphate Ester Hydraulic Fluid Contamination,—The constant presence of phosphate
tester hydraulic fluid at elevated temperature was known 'to etch, pit, and enxbrittle
r	 titanium. Tests were conducted to establish the maximum temperature at which titanium
could be used in a contaminated area, (i.e., exhaust nozzle, outer skin, and thrust-
reverser support fitting adjacent to the actuators).
,
Test results indicated that there would be no problem below 270°F (406 K). The
maximum temperature recorded during the engine ground tests on the inner skin of the =.
exhaust nozzle was 145 0 F (336 K). The exhaust nozzle outer skin and. the titanium
T,
thrust-reverser support fitting would be below these temperatures and therefore not
subject to contamination or intergranular attack.
•	 Exhaust System Fire.—A fire test was conducted to establish the exhaust duct skin
temperature due to fire resulting from fuel puddling in the exhaust nozzle. The maximum,
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Welding Technique and Tooling Concept: Semiautomated plasma are fusion welding was used
i, for the longitudinal skin joints and for attaching the machined rails and circumferential
flanges to the skins. Welds were made in 0.025-in. (0.64-mm) thick material. The maximum
allowable mismatch or bead on the faying surface with the core was 0.004-in. (0.1-mm)
u (required for the brazing process). Longitudinal welds met the specification requirements
satisfactorily.
The circumferential welds were made using internal expanding tooling to align the skin and ''	 t
flange with external torch application. However, the thermal expansion of the skin during,
'
s
the welding operation caused misalignment, and further external clamping was required to
keep the skin and flange aligned. Finally, the weld beads were roller planished to meet the z
i specification requirements. i
Further development of this welding technique would suggest the use of an external circum-
ferential tool with an automated torch located inside the assembly. Thermal expansion of the
r part would then be restrained by the tool, and finer dimensional tolerances could be maintained.
ti
Weld defects were reviewed for any potential problems which could have resulted from the
repair, such as local distortion which could cause braze voids. No weld repairs could be made
to the honeycomb structure following brazing due to the temperature and potential contam-
ination. The gas tungsten are process was used for any repairs prior to brazing, and for those
in areas remote from the honeycomb, after brazing.
Fabrication: To -obtain good quality brazing, close tolerance control was requi red as well as
^i
pressure between the skins and core. The exhaust nozzle skins and core were assembled on a
specially sized stainless steel mandrel. During the braze cycle, the thermal expansion of the
mandrel precisely hot-sized the skins and also applied pressure between the core and skins.
This method resulted in uniform braze quality and close tolerances to the finished part.
Braze Alloy Flow: The braze process was developed using essentially flat panels. The circular -
exhaust-duct assemblies
	
a unique problem in controlling the molten aluminum flow,presented
due to gravitational effects during the braze cycle. To neutralize these effects, the assemblies
were slowly rotated in the furnace during the braze cycle. This technique provided excellent
control of the braze alloy and resulted in uniform. fillets throughout the honeycomb
assemblies.
Prevention of Skin Perforation Plugging:Plugging: Stop-off material was used to prevent the molten
..t 	 7
aluminum braze alloy from plugging the perforations.
This material was applied to the holes and resulted in minimal plugging (1% to 2%), which was
well within the process requirements.
F Since the perforated skin was adjacent to the braze mandrel, molten braze alloy could also i
flow between the skin and mandrel and result in the skin adhering to the tool. Adherence was ?	 t.
prevented by using the stop-off material on the mandrel faying surface. Only minor attachment
occurred during manufacture. However, the solid residue resulted in the inner skin being
marked due to the pressure between the skins and tool during the brazing cycle.
240
Lt
The stop-off material binder was boiled off prior to reaching the braze cycle temperatures.
'	 f3	 This necessitated repeated purging of the retort to avoid contamination of the brazing alloy.
While the results were satisfactory, further development would be required to reduce the
A	
solid residue content and binder boil-off from the stop-off material.
Nondestructive Inspection (NDI) , All welds and weld repairs were radiographed prior to
brazing the assemblies, The brazed assemblies were also radiographed and reviewed for quality
control. Torn and crushed core, braze alloy puddling, and small fillets were identified by the
radiography.
A small crack was identified in a longitudinal weld of the exhaust duet inner skin, following
the braze cycle. An area of weld underfill had been identified at this location in the post-weld
radiographic inspection. The crack length was Yioted and was kept under observation during
the ground testing. Post-test inspection showed that no crack growth had taken place;
The basic NDI used on aluminum-brazed titanium structure was ultrasonic pulse echo C-scan
using water immersion. This method 'could not be used on acoustic honeycomb because water
leakage through the perforations caused erroneous signals. Determination of the fillet size
using calibrated C-scan recording of eddy current signals was demonstrated on the SST Follow-
On Technology Program (refs. 14, 15, and 16). This processwas adapted for use on the
exhaust system assemblies and gave excellent results.
The eddy current inspection was augmented with visual inspection of the fillets through the
perforations. A special microscope having a "fish-eye" lens to view the inside of the cell and a
fiber-optic light source for illumination were Wised. This system is illustrated schematically in
figure 137. Figure 138 shows the honeycomb cell walls and braze fillets as seen through the
microscope.
y	 Nickel Brazed Inconel 625.—The primacy flow side of the divider assembly was fabricated
using tooling principles similar to the titanium assemblies. The dimensional control was more
critical than for the, titanium brazing, due to the smaller differential between the coefficients
i	 of expansion of the Incone1625 and corrosion-resistant steel mandrel.
To meet the test schedule, it was necessary to use the first assembly produced. The first part
had two areas with marginal brazing; however,, these areas were repaired with pins through the
honeycomb welded to the skins. This part was then structurally acceptable for the ground
tests.
This problem was the result of insufficient clamp-up during the braze cycle and would have {
been eliminated with further tool development. g
•	 3.4.11.3	 Development of Titanium Thrust-Reverser Support Fitting Castings 3
Titanium castings were developed and produced for the JT8D refan thrust-reverser linkage
support fitting and the reverser actuator slide carriage. Casting of the highly complex support
fitting provided a significant cost saving compared to a welded construction (fig. 1, 39). The i
large castings, 8 by 14 by 24 in. (0.2 by 0.36 by 0.61 m), weighed approximately 25 lb


















Figure 138.—Aluminum-Brazed Titanium—View Through Fish-Eye Microscope Showing





























castings were produced by the vendor using the rammed graphite process. Mechanical prop-
erty requirements were equivalent to wrought Ti-6A1-4V bar. The inspection specification
was MIL-C-6021 F (ref. 18) with modifications to the radiographic defect levels to meet the
specific application requirements.
The first castings were chemically milled to remove moles contamination. Defects or surface
irregularities were ground out, and then the castings were blasted with heavy grit. After
processing, the castings were inspected by visual, penetrant, and radiographic methods and
were found to be acceptable. However, since both grinding and grit blasting were considered f	 idsdetrimental to fatigue properties, the castings were pickled an additional 0.015 in, (0.4 mm)
to remove the ground and grit-blasted surfaces. Subsequent fluorescent dye penetrant inspec-
z
tion revealed three cracks, which were repaired by welding. The weld-repaired castings were
—	 " stress relieved and resubmitted for radiographic inspection. The procured castings met the






Fabrication of Inlet Acoustic Honeycomb Liner
Center-Engine Inlet Duct.—The center-engine inlet duct was designed to provide acoustic
treatment along the entire length of the duct. The configuration of the duct was perforated
aluminum inner skin, fiberglass-reinforced phenolic honeycomb core, and heat-resistant epoxy
fiberglass outer skin.
A reticulating epoxy adhesive was used for the aluminum skin-to-core bond. The process for `?
application of the adhesive was developed by the Contractor. The process used an unsupported
film adhesive which was reticulated on the honeycomb core using a bank of controlled
infrared lights and a hot-air knife. This process provided amore uniform application of
adhesive, which resulted in a more consistent adhesive fillet size than could be obtained by
roller coating processes. The uniformity of adhesive application resulted in minimal acoustic
skin hole blockage and more uniform bond strength` within a part. The heat--resistant epoxy
system was suitable for use in areas which were subjected to TAI temperatures.
The heat-resistant epoxy material used for the impervious outer skin was an existing
Contractor production material and required no additional development work for the duct
application. i
Fabrication .required the following multi-staging: (1) doubler-to-aluminum skill bonding, (2)
honeycomb core-to-aluminum skin bonding, and (3) outer epoxy skin processing. Sections 1,
3, and 4 of the duct were fabricated as cylindrical sections on male mandrels, which were
sectioned along molded-in cutting grooves for removal from the finished parts. This eliminated 1 ^'
the need for longitudinal joints in these sections. Section 2, which contained the TAY patch,- lhad acoustic treatment on only the lower half and was joined along a longitudinal splice.
Side Nacelle Inlet,—The side-engine acoustic liner, inlet ring, and dose dome were fabricated
using the Contractor's proprietary polyimide technology. This materials system was all poly i
mide, including the acoustic and impervious skins, adhesive, and honeycomb core. The
acoustic skin was fabricated from a carefully controlled fiberglass fabric which was preim-




the required flow resistance. Acoustic skin material properties and processing requirements
F were controlled by proprietary specifications.
' 3.4.12 DYNAMIC LANDING ANALYSIS
The load factors used for certification of the existing 727-200 with JT8D-17 engines were
used for the structural analysis; of the 727 refan engine installation. In order to verify the
adequacy of these factors, considering the increased engine weight and revised c,g. locations, +
a dynamic landing analysis was initiated to obtain the vertical load factors and also to investi-
gate load factor sensitivity to variations in side-engine flexibility and weight.
The dynamic analysis was made using the xiynamc analysis feature of the finite element
structural analysis program described in the appendix tinder "Finite Element Structural Analysis }
' Program". The total' airplane structure and the center-engine and side-nacelle flexibilities were t
simulated in the model. From this analysis, the structural dynamic modes of the 727-200 and 727
refan were determined. The analysis considered the JT8D-109 and -117 engines, and also the
JT8D-17, in order to obtain comparative results. The simulation of the structure in the mass
model is shown in figure 140. The following airplane translation and dynamic components
were considered in the analysis:
1.	 -Symmetrical airplane and engine dynamics
2.	 Zero yaw
`r 3.	 Rigid airplane pitch and translation
. 4.	 Aerodynamic lift and moment
5.	 Nonlinear landing gear characteristics
6.	 Landing, gear spin-up and spring-bask
7.	 Dynamic freedom in the following axes:
a.	 Wings .... X, Z, Rx, Ry
b.	 Fuselage and center engine .... X, Z, Ry
r
F
` C.	 Side-engine nacelle . , , , X, Y, Z, Rx, Ry, Piz
8,	 Fifteen flexible airplane and engine dynamic modes
9.	 Input of side- and center-engine flexibilities for nominal, 1.5 and 2.0 times nominal
flexibility, as well as for rigid conditions
The critical landing condition at 10-ft/s (3.048-m/s) sink rate is shown in figure 141, together
with the coordinate system orientation. Engine and nacelle weights and inertial characteristics



































V FWD	 =	 120 kn (61.73 m/s) a
LGW	 =	 161 000 Lb (73 028 kg)}
c.g. at 11% MAC t	 i(
i
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#	 -A
Side engine Center engine
Characteristics JT8D-17 JT8D-109 JT8D-117 JT8D-17 JT8D-109 JT8D-117





(33.663) 1321.2	 (33.558) 1320.0	 (33.528) 1532.0	 (38.913) 1539.7	 (39.108) 1539.7	 (39.108)
coordinates, in. (m)
lyz
}105.4	 (±2.677) ±115.3	 0.929) ±115.3	 (±2.929) b0.0 b0,0 b0.0
240.3	 (6,104) 239.9	 (6.093) 240.0	 (6.096) 229.1	 (5.819) 224.8	 (5.710) 224.8	 (5.710)
Moment of inertia
	 Ixx 1.69	 (4.850) 2.66	 (7.634) 2.76	 (7.921) 1.14	 (3.272) 1.75	 (5.022) 1.82	 (5.223)
about engine c.9. 1
	I 10.35 (29.703) 13.89 (39.862) 14.95 (42.904) 7.25 (20.806) 11.15 (31.998) 11.56 (33.175)psi x 106 (kNlm2)
I y 10.45' (29.990) 14.14 (40.579) 15.19 (43.592) 6.93 (19:888) 10.64 (30.535) 11.04 (31.683)
aEngine flexibilities for the side nacelle and center engine were derived from the structural
analyses as described in sections 3.4,3 and 3.4.8.
From the dynamic landing analysis results of the 727-200 with JT8D-17 engines, the side-
engine first mode vertical frequency was 6.30 cps, which compared favorably with 6.17 cps
obtained during the dynamic testing of the 727-200 airframe. The dynamic analysis results
showed that the JT8D-117 load factors were higher than for the JT8D-17 (8.3% for the side
engine and 7.8% for the center engine); however„ the calculated values were less than the
current design factors,
The calculated JT8D-17, -109, and -117 load factors are shown in table 54.
The engine e.g. dynamic response was the result of coupling between the airplane and engine
mount dynamic modes. Variations in engine weight and mount structure flexibility changed
the enginedynamic characteristics which, in turn, significantly influenced the ai rplane and
engine mount coupling and the character of the dynamic response at the engine e.g.
Nacelle and engine dynamic response varied considerably with engine weight and engine
flexibility, producing the wide range seen in the vertical load factor results. The dynamic
response curves for the side- and center-engine e.g., which were plotted for the first 1/2 -
sec following' runway landing impact, compare the 727 refan with the 727-200 airplane
structure with JT8D-117 and -17 engines, respectively (figs. 142 and 143).
The significant results obtained from the dynamic landing analysis are suumnarized as
follows:
I-
1. The design load factors used for the refan structural analysis were adequate.
^.	 a
2. The dynamic landing analysis showed that the JT8D-117 load factors were higher than
for the JT8D-17 engine, but still less than the current design factors.
3. Load factors were influenced by engine weight and flexibilities, as a result of the engine
and airframe dynamic mode coupling.
3.5 AIRPLANE WEIGHT AND BALANCE
3.5.1 WEIGHT
[nstallation of the JT81) refan engine would result in a weight increase and an aft e.g. shift of
approximately, 6% MAC for a 727 refan airplane. This aft e.g. shift would be unacceptable; for
the purposes of this study, nose radome ballast was used as a sohition. An operating weight of
99 000 lb (44 906 kg) and BRGW of 172 500 lb (78 245 kg) were used as being representative
of airplanes currently in service. A breakdown of the '127-200 airplane operating empty weight
is shown in table 55. Table -56 lists and compares`those items in the propulsion installation p





Side CenterAirplane configuration flexibility
727.200 with JT81D-17 engines Nominal 4,71	 1 8.10
727-200 with JT8D-109 engines Rigid -
Nominal 4.89 8,00
1.5 x nominal 5.55 7.76
2,0 x nominal 6.35 8.58
727-200 with MID , 117 engines Rigid 4.82 8.10
Nominal 5.10 8,73
1.5 x nominal 5.84 7,83
2.0 x nominal — —






























































































Wing 18 520 (8401)
Horizontal tail 1 930 (875)
Vertical tail 2 220 (1 007)
Body 22 380 (10152)
Main landing gear 6 520 (2957)
Nose landing gear 1 140 (517)
Nacelle and strut 2 220 (1 007)
Total structure 54 930 (24916)
Engine (JT8D-9) 9 680 (4391)
Engine accessories 270 (122)
Engine controls 120 (54)
Starting system 150 (68)
Fuel system 1 210 (549)
Thrust reverser 1 580 (7,17)
Total propulsion group 13 010 (5901)
Instruments_ 830 (376)





Flight provisions 890 (404)
Passenger accommodations 8 820 (4001)
Cargo handling 1 090 (494)
Emergency equipment 1 100 (499)
Air-conditioning 1 710 - (776)
Anti-icing 490 (222)
Auxiliary power unit 850 (386)
Total fixed equipment 24430 (11 081)
Exterior paint 100 (45)
Options 730- (331)
Manufacturer's empty weight 93 200 (42276)
Standard and operational items 5800 (2,631)















Item lb (kg) lb (kg)
Propulsion installation
Side engine
Engine 3227 (1464) 3797 (1722)
Inlet 120(54) 256 (116)
Cowl 208(94) 259(117)
Exhaust system 524 (238) 598(271)
Accessories 527 (239) 507(230)
Engine mounts 131 (59) 131 (59)
Strut and contents 294 (133) 328(149)
Total weight per side engine 6031 (2282) 5 876 (2665)
Total side-engine weight 10062 (4564) 11 752 (5331)
Center engine
Engine 3227 (1464) 3797 (1722)
Center inlet duct 822(373) 1 184(537)
Cowl 232(105) 275(125)
Exhaust system 524 (238) 598(271)
Accessories 527 (239) 521 (236)
Engine mounts 103 (47) 103(47)
Engine support beam 264(120) 305(138)
5699 (2585) 6783 (3077)Total center-engine weight
15761 (7149) 18 535 (8408)Total engine installed weight
Propulsion delta weight per airplane Base +2774 (+1258)
Airplane modifications 0 +75(+34)
Ballast 0 +990(+449)




Table 56.—Airplane Weight Comparison—JT8D Refan Engine Installation
,^	 ,. x	 ,%	 rt
Y
'	 The following brief explanation is listed for the weight differences.
4
•	 Engine.--The weight increase would be 570 lb (259 kg) per engine as provided by P&WA.
•	 Nacelle,—Weight increases would be due to revised nacelle geometry, increased engine
weight, and acoustic treatment.
•	 Body,—The body weight increase would be due to: J
Aft body structural changes in the center-duct area to accommodate the large
center-engine inlet duct
--	 Forward and aft body structural reinforcement, due to the increased body loads
resulting from the JTBD refan powerplant package weight, geometry, and thrust
Center-engine support structural changes to accommodate new engine mount
location and higher loads
•	 Ballast.-990 lb (449 kg) of ballast is assumed to be added to the nose radonne bulkhead
to counteract the aft e.g. shift caused by the powerplant and structural weight increases.
3.5.2_ AIRPLANE BALANCE i
The installation of the JT$D refan engine and all associated modifications would result in a
6% MAC aft shift in the "as-delivered fleet average" 727 .airplane. This shift, if not compen-
sated for, would violate two aft e.g. requirements: (1) an aft flight limit derived from a
neutral stability flight consideration, and (2) a ground-handling limit derived from a tipping
consideration. These situations are depicted in figure 144.
The OEW e.g. of the 727-200 airplane would be changed by the installation of the JTBD refan
engine from 40% MAC to 46% MAC, 4% aft of the recommended 42%n MAC required to keep
within the aft flight limit. This could present some airline operators with loadability dirfi-
culties.
I
The severity of the loadability for each airline is a function of the OEW c.g.'s, passenger` :.
seating arrangements, and types of airline operations. Since these vary considerably from 1	 ,
operator to operator, the magnitude of this difficulty will be different for each operator.
The solution of fixed ballast for the e.g. control/loadability difficulties for this study is i
based on the consensus of airline replies to a loadability survey. The survey, conducted during
the contract, was submitted to nine domestic and four foreign airlines. The majority of replies
indicated the most desirable solution to be the addition of fixed ballast to a forward bulkhead.
The addition of 990 lb (449 kg) of dead ballast to the nose rado`nne bulkhead will shift the "as--
delivered fleet average" OEW e.g. forward to the recommended 42% MAC limit. There











	 50 x 103
4
Weight, 1b
(a) OEW C.G. Travel tx i
Weight, kg'
40	 45	 50 x 103
	.
In addition to airplane flight considerations, attention must be given to ensuring the airplane
is stable with respect to nose gear steering and tipping for ground handling. The normal
condition of the airplane during ground handling is with certain standard and operational
items removed. The "ground-handling configuration" e.g. of the "as-delivered fleet average"
airplane with JT81) refan engine and 9904b (449-kg) radome ballast installed is at approxi-
mately 47 % MAC. The maximum acceptable aft e.g. for ground handling to prevent tipping
is 4% MAC forward of the main landing gear centerline or 46% MAC', and the recommended
e.g. is 427oMAC. Therefore, reserve fuel or temporary ballast is recommended to bring the
e.g. forward to 42% MAC.
Other possible but less desirable solutions were presented to the airlines. They were requested
k	 _	 to consider the relative merits of each and their preference of the following possible solutions
for their own particular operational needs,
•	 The forward cargo hold may be loaded with cargo or, if cargo is unavailable, with ballast
to shift the e.g. forward, 1
e	 Passenger seating may be restricted to prevent passengers from sitting in the aft portion
of the airplane until the forward seats are filled.
•	 Wing center-tank fuel may he carried as ballast to move the e.g. forward. However, fuel
used for ballast is unavailable for use during flight.
•	 Airplane configuration changes can be made to shift the e.g. forward. For example,
deletion of the aft air stain: results in a 1 % MAC shift, or moving an 800-1b (363-kg) a
galley from an aft position to a forward position results in a 4% MAC shift,
•	 Removable ballast may be carried in the nose wheel well.
Ballast represents the most practical technical solution to the airplane balance. However,
airline concern was expressed regarding economics of operation. Additional studies would 1
have to be conducted to firmly identify the most cost-effective solution for each airline
operator.
3.5.3	 TRADE STUDIES {,
Typical weight trade studies resulted i.n the selection of materials that were incorporated into }	 :;
the 727 refan airplane. The results 'of some of these studies follow.
®	 Titanium acoustic lining was selected for the exhaust duct rather than Inconel 625
1	 acoustic lining. This would result in ` a weight saving of 279 lb (127 kg) per airplane. In
addition, 178 lb (81 kg) of ballast would be saved by this change.
l	 •	 Titanium was selected for the thrust-reverser doors rather than Inconel 625, This would a
I	 result in a weight saving of 120 lb (54 kg) per airplane and reduce the nose radome







•	 An engine fan duct air-cooling system was selected for cooling the engine constant speed
drive rather than using a ram air ejector. This change would result in a weight saving of
45 lb (20 kg) per airplane and an additional 20 lb (9 kg) of nose radome ballast.
i
The net saving of these three items was 444 lb (201 kg), plus 299 lb (136 kg) of nose radome
ballast, per airplane.
i
3.6 AIRPLANE STABILITY AND CONTROL
i
Investigations into longitudinal stability, stall characteristics, directional stability, dutch roll,
and reverse thrust effects on rudder effectiveness were conducted for the 727 refan airplane.
	 j
The following subsections include the analyses and .results:
a
3.6.1 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL-HIGH
-SPEED CHARACTERISTICS
The effect of the JT8D refan nacelles on high-speed longitudinal characteristics is small. The
nacelles would cause a small nosedown pitching moment increment and a slight increase in
stability. Two examples of high-speed wind tunnel test data are shown. Figures 145 and 146
show the effect of the refan nacelles on pitching moment for M. = 0.40 and 0.85 respec-
tively.
3.6.1.1
	 Speed Stability (Stick Force per Knot)
Although the JT81) refan nacelles did not degrade the high-speed pitch stability, the nosedown
j
v	 pitching moment increment would require a more noseup trim setting for level flight. Estimates 4.
of the effect on speed stability of this change in trim setting indicated a slight, reduction_ in the
control column force gradient (stick force is a function of stabilizer trim setting as well as air-
speed). Figure 147 shows a comparison of the estimated control column force gradient for
the 727 refan to the FAA certification flight test data for the 727-200 at the Vmo speed.
The effect was considered negligible.
3.6.1.2	 High-.Speed Tuck
'	 rl
Figure 148 shows a comparison of the 727 refan and 727-200 tuck characteristics at gross
'	 weights of 130 000 lb (58 967 kg) and 160 000 lb (72 575 kg) for a constant trim setting,
Estimates indicated a mild degradation for the 727 .refan at 15 000-ft (4572-m) altitude near
- VD
 for both gross weights. No significant differences existed at the other altitudes. The
analysis did not include the effect of elevator downrig and, therefore, was considered some-
_.
what conservative. Elevator downrig improves high-speed tuck characteristics because elevator
effectiveness decreases with increasing M,, at a greater rate than stabilizer effectiveness. '?
The resulting pitching moment from the horizontal tail becomes more noseup as speed r
increases, reducing the nosedown tuck effect.
3.6.1.3	 Mistrim Dive Recovery
The FAA handling duality requirements include demonstration of airplane recovery capability
at high speed with the airplane out of trim in the nosedown direction. The requirement is met,
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r	 nosedown stabilizer mistrim from level flight trim at Vino/Mmo. Retrimming of the stabilizer
is allowed if required, when a minimum of 125 .lb (56.7 kg) is applied to the column. Esti-
mates of the mistrim dive recovery capability of the 727 refan indicate a slight degradation
of the elevator-alone load factor capability over that of the 727-200. As indicated in figure
146, the 72.7 refan would require a slightly more airplane-.noseup trim setting at high speed.
This positions the stabilizer farther away from the existing electrical nosedown trim limit.
Consequently a 3-sec stabilizer runaway (FAA condition) in the nosedown direction at Vino/
Mmo results in a larger mistrim and requires more elevator power for recovery.
Figure 149 shows the estimated elevator-alone load factor capability compared to flight test
data for the 727-200 airplane. The 727 refan would exceed minimum FAA requirements
below 27 000 ft (8230 in). Above this altitude, retrimming of the stabilizer would be required.
(Adequate trim motor torque was available to retrim the stabilizer above 18 500-ft (5633-m)
altitude.)
3.6.2 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL—LOW-SPEED CHARACTERISTICS
3.6.2.1 Pitching Moment
Figure 150 shows the effect of the 727 refan nacelles on low-speed, 40° flaps pitching
moment. The data show that the 727 refan produced a noseup pitching moment increment
and an increase in stability of approximately 5% MAC.
3.6.2.2	 Triirr	 a
+	 The noseup stabilizer trim limit is determined by the forward e.g., landing flap, 13 Vs
approachi .flight condition. The data, shown in figure 150, indicate a more noseup moment
with the refan nacelles. This results in reduced (approximately 1/20 of stabilizer on approach)
'	 noseup trim requirements.	 3
3.6.3 STALL CHARACTERISTICS
The 727-200 stall characteristics were not significantly altered by installation of the JT8D
refan nacelles, The high angle-of-attack pitching moment characteristics of the 727 refan with
maximum nosedown elevator and 40° flaps are compared in figure 151 to the 727,=200. At
initial wing stall (uWCp = 150 ), the 727 refan exhibits a small, additional nosedown moment.




1ristallatiOn of -the JTSD refan nacelles increased high-speed directional stability (Cno) lip t0
10%, The :increase was attributed to the larger side area of the 727 refan center-engine inlet.
Fig-Lire 152 presents wield tunnel data showing the effect of the refan nacelles. Vertical tail on
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Figure 152.-727-2001727 Refan—Effect of Refan Configuration on Directional Stability
't	 a








Wind tunnel test data indicate no significant effect on JT8D refan nacelles on low speed,
40° flaps directional stability. Data are presented in figure 153 showing the directional




Analysis of wind tunnel test data indicates the existing Dutch roll altitude placard was
improved with the installation of the JT8D refan nacelles, This improvement was attributed i
to the increased directional stability of the refan configuration. The estimated Dutch roll
}	 altitude placard with yaw damper inoperative is shown in figure 154, The 727-200 FAA-
certified Dutch roll altitude placard is also shown for comparison.
3.6.6 THRUST-REVERSER EFFECTS ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
The 727 refan airplane equipped with target-type thrust reversers exhibits significantly better
!	 rudder effectiveness than the 727-200 with clamshell/deflector door reversers, Figure 155 i
presents rudder effectiveness (C 11 8 R) versus velocity for different power (EPR) settings at
{	 sideslip angles of 0° and 15°. The plots compare the target-type reverser to the clamshell/
{	 deflector door reverser. s
The effect of thrust-reverser clock angle on directional control was investigated. The clock
angle is the angular rotation from vertical of the thrust-reverser doors on the side engines.
Inboard clocking is defined as rotation of the top reverser door inboard. Outboard clocking
is defined as the opposite rotation. The data showing the effect of clock angle are presented
in figure 156. Inboard clocking reduces rudder effectiveness to essentially zero at speeds
above 90 kn (46 m/s). At lower speeds the effect was small. Outboard clocking exhibits no
significant effect on rudder effectiveness.
Propulsion reingestion tests, on the other hand, indicated unacceptably high reingestion
speeds for +20° and 0° clocking. Only with -20° (i.e., inboard) clocking were reingestion
speeds reduced to the point where an acceptable landing roll distance was obtained. (See
section 3.3.5.) A compromise clocking angle between 0° and -20° will require further model
testing as well as full-scale testing to demonstrate that both landing roll and flight control
requirements, are met.





The JT8D ref m engine is designed with a hydraulically powered target-type thrust reverser
similar to that used on the 737 airplane. The design criteria which determined actuator
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1, The reverser shall normally be in the stowed position during all airplane flight regimes.
Reverse thrust mode shall be available only on the ground,
2. Deployment to reverse position from stowed position shall not take more than 1,5 sec
from "reverser unlocked" to "reverser deployed" light illumination at engine ground
idle, at sea level standard day and 120 KEAS (61.7 m/s),
3.	 The reverser shall withstand, without damage, RTO deployment at speeds up to 165
KEAS (84.9 m/s) at sea level. Thrust decay with elapsed time from 100% .maximum
forward thrust shall be assumed to follow the curve shown in figure 157, j
41	 The reverser shall not sustain damage that will prevent restoration of forward thrust in
^-	 the case of an .inadvertent deployment at 270 KEAS (138,9 m/s).
5.	 The reverser shall be capable of re-stowage at flight idle power setting and 1.80 KEAS
(92.6 m/s) without sustaining structural failure or deformation,
6.	 The reverser shall be capable of sustaining inadvertent deployment to reverse thrust
position without door separation from the airplane at speeds up to 380 KEAS (195.5 l
m/s) — Vmo
7.	 The reverser actuation system shall be automatically depressurized in flight through use l
of an independent air/ground switch for each engine,
8.	 The door linkage system shall incorporate a mechanical. redundant lock to preclude
door movement 'from the stowed position by any force except that generated by
actuator power.
9.	 Ground lockout means shall be provided at each engine that positively deactivates the
power supply to the corresponding thrust-reverser actuation system. The lockout a
indication shall be easily visible from the ground.
3.7,1.2	 Actuation and Control System Description
The JT8D .refan thrust reverser would be actuated by two linear hydraulic actuators (on
opposite sides ofthe engine) that each drive a four-bar linkage through an overcenter link.
Each door would be hold in the stowed position by the two overcen ter links and a hydraul-
ically sequenced redundant latch that holds down the `forward.edge of each door (fig. 158). `.
The primary power source for reverser actuation is the airplane engine-driven pump "A"
hydraulic system, Hydraulic power (3000 psi (2068 N/cm z)) is taken from the "A" system
pressure manifold to a pair of hydraulic actuators through a shuttle valve, fuse manifold,
isolation valve, manual control valve, and runaround module. The hydraulic/electrical
control schematic typical for each engine is shown in figure 159.
Backup power to each reverser, in case of "A" hydraulic system loss; is provided by a 100-in.3
(1639 -Lm3 ) accumulator that is connected to the third port of the shuttle valve. The shuttle
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bias ports "A" system pressure to the reverser circuits under normal operation. In the case of
"A" system loss, the shuttle valve then ports backup power to the reversers.
The Base manifold, pla ged downstream of the shuttle valve, contains three Type I quantity
	 N
measuring hydraulic fuses (one for each engine). Whenever a preset quantity of fluid passes
through a given fuse, the fuse activates and blocks any further fluid from passing through. In
this manner, the integrity of the airplane "A" hydraulic system and reverser backup power
source is maintained in case of a hydraulic component failure downstream.
The isolation valves (one for each engine) would be mounted on the airplane-side of the
engine firewall. These valves, electric solenoid-controlled, perform three functions:
*	 1. Fire shutoff valve
2. In-flight reverser actuation power deactivation
3. Manual shutoff valve	 -~~
The electric power to the isolation valves would be supplied from the 28-Vdc battery bus
through the associated engine fire switch, and squat (air/ground-sensing) switch. All over-
ride switch is paralleled around the squat switches to allow application of reverser power in
flight. Whenever a fire switch is activated during an engine fire, the isolation valve power will
be removed, thus blocking hydraulic fluid flow to the engine.
i	 A
The squat switches automaticall deactivate each valve when the landing
	 y	 6 gear oleo extends,
thus deactivating the reversers in flight,
.'	 l
The manual control valve downstream of each isolation valve is a four
-port, two -position valve
similar to the 737 design and is operated by cables from the cockpit reverser levers.
Because the reverser door airloads are in a "deploy aiding direction" use is wade of this energy
by allowing the rod end of the actuators to cavitate during high rate extensions. Head-end
fluid is then ported through the runaround module back to the rod end to keep it full. In this
	
i
way, over a portion of the stroke, the q-loads are extending the doors with hydraulic power
	
t
(available instantaneously if the door should slow down for any reason). Incorporation of the
runaround module, therefore, reduces the overall flow demand of reverser actuation on the
hydraulic power systems.
	 i
The hydraulic actuators are of differential area design, using the rod-end area for deployment,
wind the larger, head-end area for stowing force. During the deploy cycle, the doors are decel-
erated into the fully deployed position by a variable orifice stroke-dependent snubbing gland
in the head end of each actuator. The snubbing glands in the actuator operate over the last:
2 in. (5.08 cm) of actuator stroke and limit actuator loads and decelerate doors to prevent'
	
t	 ,a
damage at full deployment.
	 {^
Design criteria required that the reverser be designed for inadvertent deploy at 270 KEAS
(138.9 m/s) without failure and remain intact up to 380> KEAS (195.5 m/s). In order to limit
head-end pressure and actuation lint loads, each runaround module contains an atmospheric
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Operational actuator axial loads used for actuator sizing were defined by scaling 737 thrust-
1
reverser flight test data for door area, linkage mechanics, and engine thrust differences
between the production JT8D-1 5 engine and the JT81) refan engines. The scaling factor was
F	 derived as follows:
FACTREFAN = (fsc) FACT737
i
assuming equal pressure distribution on the doors versus drive link angle for the JT8D-15 or a!
JT81) refan engines. The axial actuator force was derived by summing moments about the j
7	 four-bar instant center (1.C.).
Actuator axial force is then equal to the drive link moment divided by an effective moment
arm which varies as a function of drive link rotation clue to the linkage geometry as shown in
figures 160 and 161. This results in the following scale factor expression:
(CT/R)(RT/R)	 rT/Rcos(3T/R
( ADOOR sin'YT/R) RE ANf	 I3r  X RT/R + LT/R REFAN	
cos«T R
	 737
sc	 A	 sin y( DOOR
	
T/R) (C	 )(R	 )T/R	 T/R
X
r	 cos(3T/T/R	 R737
RT R + LT RJ 737	 \	 cosaT/R 1 REFAN
I	 fSG versus drive link rotation angle (BDL) is shown in figure 162.
During reverser deployment, the reverser doors experience engine exhaust gas loading during
the last 15° of drive link rotation. Since there exists a considerable difference between base-
line and JT8D refan engine thrust, when the final load curves were developed, the door area
ratio term in the scaling factor equation was replaced by the ratio of gross thrust for the two 4
x	 engines, or, for 115 0 c 0 < 140°
T/R)(RT/R)l rT/R_C"PT/R(Fg) REFAN [LRTIR + TRL / J REFAN	 cosa /TR	 737/




rT^R(JT/Rj	 1^ [RT/R+LT/R l 737 ` cos«T/R ) REFAN
Using the above technique and the actuator stroke versus drive link angle relationship, shown
in figure 163, the following actuator rod load versus piston stroke data were developed to
meet design criteria.
•	 JT8D refan actuator force during 40-KEAS (20.6-rr/s) normal stow (fig. 164)
•	 JT81) refan actuator force during 110-KEAS (56.67m/s) normal deploy (fig. 165) v
0	 JT8D refan actuator force during 165-KEAS (84.9-m/s) RTO (fig. 166)
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3 0, Scaling factor (fsc ) assumes an
..'
engine idle thrust ratio of
"-I-a.
REFAN	 737 z
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JTBD refan actuator force for 270-KEAS (1 38,9-in/s) inadvertent in-flight deploy
(fig. 168)
3.7.1.4	 Design Risk Areas
The technique used in determining actuator loads was judged to represent a design risk using
scale factors for existing loads without the benefit of wind tunnel data, Actuator loads there- T*
fore should be examined further.
The control system concept, in particular the need for and the design of the runaround ?,.
module, should also be examined further.
3.7,2	 ICE PROTECTION--SIDE ENGINE s
3.7.2.1	 Cowl Leading Edges
The 727 refan cowl leading-edge TAI system is essentially the same as on the 727-200
system, The high,pressure compressor bleed air supply duct size was increased fit the tip
stream ,end to accommodate the additional flow to the rings and struts, After the ring and
strut flow is extracted from the common supply duct, the cowl supply air proceeds forward
town ejector as in the present system. The High-pressure primary nozzle of the ejector is
A	 onlyslightly larger than the present nozzle. The analysis showed that this larger nozzle
'	 would not provide as much high-pressure flow per unit length of the cowl lip as for the
727-200. An increase in total flow combined with a reductionn in mixed air temperature 	 a
would be required and' would be obtained by increasing the control orifice sizes in the spray
tube. The orifice change reduced the back pressure on the system, allowing a greater amount
of secondary ambient air for a given amount of primary high-pressure air. Performance
equivalent to that of the 727-200 was obtained with the increased total flow. This additional
flow increased the heat transfer coefficients of the anti-icing air, which allowed the use of the .7
lower temperature air, Figure 169 shows the JTBD refann bleed flow requirements for all ice 1
protection systems.
3.7.2.2	 Rungs and Struts if
The estimated TAI performance of the system provided for the JTBD refan inlet rings and i	 d
struts was verified by analysis based on previous icing tunnel tests. Tn these Contractor-_
funded tests, high-temperature air from the high-pressure compressor was ducted through the i
struts and rungs to protect-leading-edge surfaces. The air exhausted from the aft portion of
.,
the ring leading edges provided heating to the aft portions of the rings by heating the boundary a
layer over the rings. Measurements of temperatures and pressures with various supply and l
exhaust configurations verified that desired flow distributions can be obtained within system
pressure limitations. Figure 169 shows the JTBD refan bleed airflow requirements for rings
and struts. High-pressure airflow requirements for the one-ring inlet are 78% of those for the
cowl leading edge,k'i ;	 A
'd
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Actuator piston position, in.
Figure 168. JT8D Refan Thrust-Reverser Inadvertent Deploy Actuator Force —Sea Lavel at
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}+ The hose dome of the JT8D refan engine is nearly identical to that of the 737 Quiet Nacelle,
The internal conigurata4, n of the JT8D refan nose dome was modified as required to reduce
f internal pressures to whfiin the .limits specified for the refan engine. TAI performance was
vertified by compar i son Q!,o the 7.37 Quirt Nacelle nose dome, which was certificated on the
Fbasis of analysis, icing -U.,, 9ne1 `ests.,.,ar2^l dry air ground tests on an installed engine,
3.7.3	 ICE Pi2OTECTION- P7NPER ENGINE
3.7.3.1	 Cowl Leading Edge
The 727 refan cowl leading-edge ice protection method is unchanged from the present F
727-200 system except that additional airflow is provided in proportion to the differences
in the cowl diameters,
3.7.3.2	 Nose Dome
The side- and center-engine nose domes were designed to be interchangeable. Center-engine
w
nose dome ice protection requirements were verified with analysis conducted on the side
engine nose dome.




The 727 refan center-engine inlet`duct TAI patches, described in reference 4, are designed
slightly different from those of the 727-200 system; however, the same airflows are
provided. The primary concern in this study was to verify that acoustical pariel temperatures
would not exceed specified limits during TAI operation. System and acoustical panel tempera-







The 727-200 precooler performance was analyzed to determine its adequacy when matched " na
with the JT8D refan engine. Specifically, the precooler cabin air discharge temperature must h
be under 450°F (505 K) during all flight conditions. The design point was maximum climb
power, standard day temperature +40°F (22 K) M me, = 0.78, and altitude = 40 000 ft
(12 192 m). Results indicated that lower fan stage pressures on the JT8D refan engine . 7
compared to the baseline engine will cause precooler cooling air to decrease, resulting in
higher discharge temperatures. Although higher, JT81) refan engine precooler cabin air
discharge temperature does comply with the 450°F (505 K) limit and is therefore acceptable. ' x{
3.7.4.2	 Bleed System Crossover. ;.
+ ^	
1
The 727-200 engine bleed air system is designed to provide adequate engine 8th-stage coin-
pressor bleed pressure to the flow control valve to meet air-conditioning flow demands at
















•	 30 000-ft (9144-m) altitude, standard day temperature +20'F (11 K), maximum cabin
pressure, M,,. = 0.75, and an airplane gross weight of 140 000 lb (63 502 kg) at long-
i
range cruise.
•	 35 000-ft (10 668-m) altitude, standard day temperature, M. = 0.78, maximum cabin
pressure, and an airplane gross weight of 140 000 lb (63 502 kg) at long-range cruise.
When 8th-stage pressure is insufficient to meet air-conditioning flow demands, bleed system
` crossover to 13th-stage compressor bleed occurs.
Analysis shows that the JT8D refan engine would provide sufficient 8th---stage pressure to r:
meet flow demands. The excess pressure provided is, in fact, equal to or slightly greater than
the excess pressure provided by the baseline engine. Crossover to 13th stage will occur at
`cruise altitudes or temperatures approximately the same as for the 727-200 airplanes.
3.7.4.3	 Pneumatic Duct Design Criteria
The engine bleed air ducts used to transport High-temperature and high-pressure engine
bleed air were analyzed to determine if the JT8D refan engine bleed air conditions caused
any problems with respect to the 727-200 bleed ducts or duct criteria. The maximum pressures
and temperatures to which fan, 6th-, 8th- and 13th-stage bleed ducts would be subjected were
- estimated for the most extreme conditions, namely high airplane speed at sea level. The
following three conditions were examined:
6	 Takeoff thrust rating at 170 ICEAS (87.4 m/s), which was considered a normal j
condition
•	 The same condition with a compressor delivery pressure (CDP) limiter failure, with the
engine accelerating to its maximum fuel flow capability (This case was used as the worst
single malfunction condition.)
•	 Takeoff thrust setting with a failed CDP limiter at 380 KEAS (195.5 m/s), with the
engine accelerating to its maximum fuel flow j
Maximum temperatures and pressures within the JT8D refan engine would occur at sea level
over a range of ambient temperatures from-65°r (219 K) to 120'F (322 K). The highest
pressure temperature condition determined was at the 170-1,,E-AS (87.4-in/s) sea level takeoff
thrust condition with a CDP limiter failure.. The JT8D refan temperatures and pressures were
consistent with those found on the baseline engine at the same condition.
3.7.5	 BRAKE SYSTEMS
The 727-200 brake capability was analyzed using the JT8D refan engine ground idle thrust
characteristics. Since the JT8D refan engine ground idle thrust (section 3.3.12) is comparable to
the JT8D engines currently in service on the 727-200, it was judged that the 727-200 brake tf










The Phase II Program on Ground Test of Refanned JTBD Turbofan Engines and Nacelles for
the 727 Airplane was conducted to determine (through appropriate design, manufacturing,
test,and analyses) the technical feasibility of retrofitting a 727-200 airplane with a modified
version of the JTBD engine incorporating jet noise reduction features and improved perfor-
mance. The credibility of such a retrofit concept was successfully demonstrated, and the
rprincipal results follow:
1..	 The analyses confirm that the 727 refan airplane would meet FAA airworthiness
requirements (in existence at the time the 727-200 was certified).
a
2.	 The 172 .'00-1b (78 245-kg) BRGW 727 refan airplane would have noise levels, at FAR
Part 36 conditions, of 6 to 8 EPNdB less than the baseline 727-200 airplane. The original
program goals of 10 EPNdB lower noise levels were not achieved, with the following
reasons involved: exhaust duct flow noise was not known to exist, and the significance
of core noise was unknown at the start of the program. An exhaust mixer would have t
resulted in-meeting the program goals at full-power takeoff and sideline.
3.	 The 727 refan. airplane would meet the FAR Part 36 noise requirements with full-
power takeoff.
4.	 The reduction in annoyance weighted footprint contour area for the 727 refan would
be 68 % to 83% when compared to the 727-200.
	 -
5.	 The 727 refan airplane would experience a 15% range loss when compared to the 727-200
airplane at equal gross weight, and the block fuel would increase by 1.5% to 3%. By
making minor structural modifications to this particular model, of 727.200,. the range















`A'• Pivot point 6
`°`90 EPNdB 90-EPNdB contour area
A/C Air-conditioning
i
ADOOR Thrust-reverser door area
F
AH Actuator head-end area
. A/I Anti-icing
o-
ALPA Airline Pilots' Association
P




# AR Actuator rod-end area
s 'sec Secondary jet fully expanded flow area g
ATA Air Transport Association
r
B.L. Buttock line
BRGW Brake release gross weight
B.S. Body station
a
Btu ` British thermal unit
CAR Civil Air. Regulations i
CDP Compressor delivery pressure
CI Community interface
y
c.g. Center of gravity





CL Coefficient of lift
cm Centimeters AA xl
- _ Gnu PiteWng. moment coefficient
C11 Yawing moment coefficient ,x
Cna Yawing moment per degree of sideslip -
Cn8R Yawing moment per degree of rudder j
CORGE; ` Core noise correlation parameter s
cps Counts per second f;
CSD Constant-speed drive
CT/R Distance from door center of pressure (on projected area) to 4-bar linkage
instant center
Cv Coefficient of velocity
daN Dekanewton




- EPNdB Effective perceived noise level in decibels
EPNL Effective perceived noise level
EPR Engine pressure ratio`ti
l extr. Extraction
O F Degrees Fahrenheit
r:














p FAR Federal Aviation Regulation
{ FC First class
Fa Gross thrust
Fig. Figure.
Fl3INK Drive link loada
Fn Net thrust
Fn/S Corrected net thrust
t

























knot, kn Nautical miles per hour
KTAS Knots true airspeed
`
lb Pound




LT^R Distance from drive link pivot to linkage system instant center
.
m Meter
M. Freestream Mach number
i
MAC Mean aerodynamic chord
MACT- Actuator moment ^r
max Maximum
MD Airplane maximum design Mach number
MDF Demonstrated Clight diving Mach number
MFPOP Modified full-power operational profile
min Minute
min. Minimum l
mm Millimeter " l
Mmo Airplane maximum operating Mach number
N Newton
N1 Mechanical low-pressure compressor rotor speed
N / J—O,,) Corrected low-pressure compressor rotor- speed
N2 Mechanical high-pressure compressor rotor speed
l 300
-.
{ ND1 Nondestructive .inspection
rimi Nautical mile
NTA Noise-thrust-altitude
OEW Operational empty weight





^• Pa Ambient pressure
Pbottom Bottom pressure {<
PH Actuator head end hydraulic pressure t
t i
PN Normal load
PNdB Perceived noise in decibels
PNL Perceived noise level
PNLT Tone-corrected perceived noise level
PR Actuator rod-end hydraulic pressure
` PS Side load
Ps4 High-pressure compressor exit static pressure
psi Pounds per squaro inch
psia Pounds per square .inch (absolute)
Pside Side pressure
Pside bottom Side bottom pressure s
Pside top Side top pressure
l -..,w








Pt8e	 Primary stream total pressure at the engine exhaust mixing plane
9-1oad	 Aerodynamic load due to flight velocity	 ^c





RFNI Relative footprint noise index
•—°	 '	 rpm Revolutions per minute
4
RTO refused takeoff
RT/R Drive link length from pivot point to door attach point
rT/R Distance from drive link pivot to overcenter link attach point
a
RTS Relative fan tip Mach number (relative tip speed) 1
see, s Second a




SPL Sound pressure level
SST Supersonic Transport
std Standard











r	 T/R Thrust reverser
TPR Overall turbine pressure ratio
Tt5 Burner exit total temperature





V2 Takeoff safety speed
VC Calibrated airspeed
VD Airplane maximum design speed
VDF Demonstrated flight diving speed




Vm o Airplane maximum operating speed
Vprl Primary jet fully expanded velocity
Vrel 4 Last stage turbine rotor tip relative velocity
yjjgQQ
Vs Airplane stall Speed
Vsec Secondary jet fully expanded velocity
Vson Last stage turbine rotor inlet sonic velocity
VTR1M Airplane trim speed 
Wa Airflow
WBL Bleed. airflow
WCOWL Engine cowl anti-icing airbleed









Wpri Primary jet weight flow
WR&S Engine ring and strut anti-icing airbleed 	 a'




c'T/R Angle between overcenter link and plane parallel to actuator centerline
aWCP Wing angle of attack
Q Angle of sideslip
PT/ R. Angie from centerline of overcenter link to force componen t
y Flightpath gradient
l
yT/R Side view angle of door top surface to horizontal






LAP Pressure differential 	
a
SR Rudder angle
ST Rudder tab angle
8a Relative ambient temperature
nDL Drive link rotation angle







j?	 Accessories Components required for engine operations and airplane systems components,
which are mounted on the engine and strut.
'	 Engine The dry engine provided by P&WA.
Flight-type The Contractor's JT8D refan nacelle components.
hardware
Inlet The portion of the nacelle forward of the fan case, including internal and
`	 assembly/ external fairings and all components attached and normally removed with the
'	 G	 side-engine inlet assembly/nose cowl.
"	 nose cowl
JT8D The MWA JT81) parent engines used as the baseline in the evaluation of the
refan concept included the JT8D-9, JT8D-15, and JT8D-17 untreated engines
with hardwall nacelles. ^-
• The JT8D-9 was selected for use as the baseline in the analysis of the 727
refan airplane because of its wide usage in the current airplane fleet.
• The JT8D-1'5 engine was selected for use as the baseline in the full-scale
ground tests because of its availability from the Contractor's inventory at i	 r
greatly reduced program costs compared to a JT8D-9 engine.
• The JT8D-17 was selected as the baseline in the structural analysis since
the weight, thrust, and reverse thrust of the derivative JT8D-117 engine
would be greater than the JT8D-I 09 and thus critical to the airplane
structures.
For brevity in this ;final report, these parent engines will be referred to as the
z
}
JT8D except when it is important to establish specific identification; then
they will be referred as JT8D-9, JT8D-15, and JT8D-17.
JT81) refan The refanned MWA JT8D-100 series engines developed from JT81) parent
engines during the Refan Program included the JT8D-109 and JT8D-115
engines and an analytical description of the JT8D-117 engine.
• The JT8D-109 side-engine installation is characterized by peripheral treat
r	 '3
;x
anent in the engine fan duct and fan case ,  inlet diffuser wall, ring, and
center-body treatment; exhaust duct and fan/primary Flow divider,(splitter) 3
treatment. The center-engine installation had an acoustically treated inlet
duct (without ring) with the same exhaust system treatment as the side
engine, The JT8D-109 (with h arcluvall nacelle) has only the engine' fan duct
and fan case treatment.
<a
The JT8D-115 was selected for full-scale ground test because of the availa-
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• The JT8D-117 (derived through analysis) was used for the structural
analysis since the weight, thrust, and reverse thrust capability would be
greater than the JT8D-109 and thus critical to the airplane structures.
For brevity in this final report, these refanned engines will be referred to as
JT8D refan except when it is important to establish specific identification;
then they will be referred to as JT8D-109, JT8D-1 15, and JT8D-1 17.
Nacelle	 As used in this document, the engine nacelle includes all components of an
externally mounted propulsion package, including the engine plus all engine-
mounted parts and accessories; the inlet, cowling, and thrust reverser (i.e,, r




	 The P&WA bellmouth inlet (inlet lip, diffuser, and nose dome) and exhaust r
hardware	 system (exhaust duct, fan/primary flow divider, and plug) without acoustical




A structure that separates and supports the nacelle external from the airframe, J
including primary and secondary structure and provisions for installation of
airplane and engine systems components.
Thrust	 The structure and mechanisms required to reverse engine thrust.
reverser
72.7-200	 The current production model 727-200 airplane, with a BRGW of 172 500 lb
^l




The 727-200 airplane equipped with JT8D-109 (refan) engines and having a
BRGW of 172 500 lb (78 245 kg), This airplane/engine combination was
derived through analysis.
FINITE ELEMENT STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM
The structure was analyzed using the structural and vibration modules of a multipurpose
finite element structural analysis program developed by the Contractor and using a high-speed i
digital computer system.
-^a
From the structural module, the redundant reaction forces, deflections, and internal beam
loads were determined together with the mass and stiffness matrices used in the vibration
module. The idealized strut-tore computer models were also plotted using this module.
1	 The vibration module was used to determine the airplane natural undamped mode shapes and
structural frequencies which were then entered into the dynamic landing analysis program:
The finite element structural model consisted of beams and plates oriented by nodes located r











were also either pinned or fixed at the ends and so had moment capability in the three local
beam axes. Section constants and material properties were input for all types of elements,
beams, and plates.
Point loads were input at nodes, and uniformly distributed loads could be applied on the
beams or plates. Spring and temperature effects were also input to the analysis. Models 	 fw
could be split on the axis of symmetry and, by use of the nodal fixities, symmetrical or 	 ^ '?
asymmetrical load conditions could be applied to the model.
The program printed out the reactions, moments, and forces for all fixed and spring nodes,
-"	 plus the beam and plate element internal loads and also the rotation, and deflection of all
nodes in the structure.
DYNAMIC LANDING ANALYSIS
The Contractor's dynamic landing analysis was used to obtain the engine loads and response
during landing. The complete airplane structure was simulated, including the side- and center-
engine flexibilities and landing gear characteristics.
This analysis could simulate all forms of landing and taxi conditions, with either rigid body
(six degrees of freedom), or symmetric and asymmetric flexible body normal modes. Aero-
dynamic lift and moment were included as were nonlinear landing gear characteristics and
dynamics.
HEAT TRANSFER PROGRAM
The heat transfer program used in the analysis of the exhaust system Fan/primary flow divider
was an existing Contractor analysis program and was used to obtain both transient and
steady-state thermal distribution in a structure. 	 t
A unit section through the structure was modeled in terms of the heat transfer capabilities
of the structural elements and airgaps. The model included the relevant coefficients of radia-
tion, conduction and convection, and dimensions of the structure. Known gas temperatures,
pressures, flow, and time intervals to be considered were input. Thermal balances were 	 A
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